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In the first part of this work, we apply finite difference methods, specially

mesh refinement techniques, in order to numerically evolve a single black hole,

which is represented by the puncture initial data. We use standard second order

finite differences, and the second order Iterated Crank-Nicholson integrator. We

observe that, in order to obtain a second order accurate evolution we must impose

second order accurate interface conditions at the refinement boundaries. We test



our evolution with both the geodesic and the 1+log slicing conditions, and observe

the expected results. We conclude that our mesh refinement technique generates

convergent evolutions, and the puncture method behaves very well with it.

The second part of this work deals with a modification of the hybrid “Lazarus”

method for wave extraction. This method is divided in three parts: an early evo-

lution, a set of transformations to produce perturbations over a Kerr background

from the numerical data, and Teukolsky evolution. By using our evolution code

(with mesh refinement) and gauges (1+log, gamma-driver, shifting-shift), we devi-

ate from the original Lazarus approach. We used an independent implementation

of the Lazarus transformations, validating the original results, and of the Teukol-

sky equation. We obtained results similar to the original Lazarus, both on the

waveforms as well as on the negative results at later times. For instance, strong

pulses that contaminate some gauge transformations, which may be explained in

part by the propagating gauge modes of the 1+log slicing. Increasing the accuracy

of the initial black hole evolution we seem to obtain better final results for the

Kerr test case. Because of the gauge problems, we develop an approximated em-

bedding method which approximates location of the numerical slice into the Kerr

spacetime. This method is much less sensitive to the gauge perturbations. Given

the difficulties of the Lazarus procedure, we decide to use the Lazarus method as a

wave extraction tool. Using this embedding technique we developed the “spacelike”

wave extraction method. Our preliminary result is consistent with the numerical



waveforms for at least three cycles. Although we see some differences, it is too

early to claim physical reality on them.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The goal of this work is to help develop accurate simulations of gravita-

tional radiation emitted by a merging binary black hole system. This is a problem

that has been attacked by several groups, and the Goddard group has successfully

achieved this goal, in part through the studies performed here. This work is in the

context of numerical relativity, the application of numerical methods to integrate

Einstein’s equations. In particular, the equations are cast into the form of dynam-

ical equations for the three-dimensional geometry, and one can apply numerical

techniques similar to the ones applied on three-dimensional hydrodynamical prob-

lems. To achieve accuracy and efficiency one of the well-established techniques in

other areas of computational physics is the use of non-uniform mesh refinement.

Part of this work is related to the implementation and adaptation of these mesh

refinement techniques to the gravitational problem in question, and to show how

important it is for an accurate solution of Einstein’s equation.

For the process of setting up black hole evolutions we implemented the non-

moving case of the Bowen-York initial data, also known as the puncture initial

data. We showed the evolution of this puncture setup, and asserted its quality

by performing convergence tests in two different evolution gauges. In one case we

1



compared our results directly with the analytical Schwarzschildblack hole in the

geodesic frame. Because the later black hole and binary black hole initial data

are based on the Bowen-York data, and the numerical techniques used, like the

mesh refinement, were automatically extended to the more complex cases, this

implementation is effectively the foundation of the subsequent binary black hole

runs performed by the Goddard group.

At the time at which this Thesis began no numerical simulation of orbiting

binary black hole systems would last for even a full orbit, which is not enough to

extract the desired signal. The only existing method that could obtain a waveform

was the Lazarus method, which uses the full 3D non-linear black hole evolution

together with perturbation theory. At that time it was not clear if the full numerical

simulations would ever be long-lived enough; therefore as part of our work we

decided to pursue this perturbative approach.

In this work we present the Lazarus procedure in detail and successfully

present the only independent implementation of the method. Part of the scientific

interest in doing this is because our procedure is different from the original one,

as we use different evolution gauges for the binary evolution, and partly because

only one group has ever implemented this concept. Despite these differences, our

implementation of the Lazarus method does provide very similar results as the

original Lazarus method. Presently, there is much less interest on this perturba-

tive method than previously, given that modern numerical simulations do last for
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several orbits. Here we present a different application of this method, not as a

replacement for the evolution, but as a tool for wave extraction. The motivation

is that the background black hole may exert some effects on the outgoing radiat-

ing signal, which is not taken into account by the usual wave extraction methods.

In the course of applying the Lazarus method as a wave extraction technique we

develop a simple new way to embed the perturbative 3-manifold on the numerical

4-manifold, which was not possible by using the original Lazarus techniques. Also

we perform this extraction several times during the evolution, effectively breaking

the waveform in to pieces. At the end we put the waveform back together. We here

obtained an encouraging result for the waveform of the merging binary black hole,

compatible with both the old Lazarus procedure and the new numerical results.

There are certainly a number of issues awaiting to be approached in this work.

For our new application of the Lazarus method generate competitive waveforms

we must improve both the embedding procedures as well as our assembling of the

waveforms. Parallel to that, there are recent additions to the Lazarus framework

that have not been used here. It would be interesting to test these new ideas and

see its effects on our results. On the evolution side, much has been done after what

is addressed here, specially on evolution gauges. Still, it would be interesting to

approach questions on the initial data, and again work on the issues of numerical

techniques.
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Chapter 2

Evolution Equations

Astrophysically realistic black holes are complex systems involving matter,

radiation, strong electromagnetic and gravitational fields. On the other hand,

we can strip the system of all extra complexity beyond General Relativity by

focusing on the gravitational radiation that is emitted by a black hole merger. For

super-massive black holes (M ≈ 108M⊙), almost all the energy is concentrated

on the black hole itself, making the external accretion matter just a very small

perturbation on the black hole structure. More important is the fact that because

the gravitational radiation couples very weakly with matter, it will pass through

all the surrounding matter unchanged. Therefore, we will consider the vacuum

description of the system, which does account for the black holes and the radiation.

When performing numerical simulations, it is useful to express the original

Einstein’s equation, which is naturally defined on the four-dimensional spacetime,

as a set of dynamical equations for the three-dimensional space geometry. In this

way we can conceptually represent an evolution system. To cast Einstein’s equa-

tions in this geometrodynamical form we perform the “3+1” decomposition, in

which time is split away from space and becomes an evolution parameter. This

goes well with the concept of evolution, and shares similarities with other known
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dynamical systems like hydrodynamics; in particular, one can show that they form

a hyperbolic evolution system and therefore we can use similar techniques to inte-

grate the PDEs.

The idea of the 3+1 decomposition is to slice the spacetime with a family of

3D spatial manifolds, each one representing a time frame of the spacetime evolu-

tion, which is parametrized by a real scalar, the global time. Cast in this form the

Einstein’s equations become the ADM equations[ADM62]. The way this family of

slices is constructed, the way we assign this global time, is quite arbitrary. The

way we label the points in the spatial manifolds is also arbitrary. Both these issues

form one of the challenging problems in Numerical Relativity, i.e., the gauge (co-

ordinate) problem. Recently, the issue of gauge in Numerical Relativity underwent

significant advancements, several of which were led by our group at Goddard.

The spacetime and the family of spatial slices must obey some consistency re-

lations, the Gauss-Codacci relations, which together with the Einstein’s equations

lead to constraints that must be satisfied at every time on the spatial slice. These

constraints are usually taken as diagnostic tools during the numerical evolution,

because numerically the constraints will not be exactly satisfied.

Also as those constraints are identically zero, one can add them into the

3+1 equations without changing the physical outcome. The actual dynamical

equations we use are derived from the original ADM equations by means of such

operations. The motivation for doing such transformations is that although the
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physical outcome is not changed, the numerical behavior of the equations is, and

one can transform an ill posed system into a well-posed system.

We start this chapter with an overview of the 3+1 decomposition, the con-

straints, and the equations of motion. Then we discuss the issue of gauge, going

over the gauges we used in our work. This is followed by a description of the

analytical solution for the Schwarzschild black hole case in geodesic coordinates,

which will be useful in Chapter 4. Finally we show the actual dynamical equations

we integrate.

2.1 3+1 Decomposition of Einstein’s Equations

In this chapter we will set the background where the numerical implemen-

tation and evolution will occur. Part of it will be well known material, like the

fundamentals of 3+1 decomposition of spacetime and the Gauss-Codacci equa-

tions. The following part is more restricted to Numerical Relativity, as we go over

the evolution equations we use and the choice of evolution gauges (coordinates).

At the end we present a full analytical solution for the Schwarzschild black hole in

geodesic coordinates, which will be necessary for Chapter 4.

For the index convention, we use lowercase low Latin indices a,b,...,h, to

represent abstract indices on the 4D spacetime. Subsequent Latin letters i,j,...,n,

will represent coordinate indices for tensors defined on 3D spatial surfaces. Greek-

letter indices will also denote the usage of a particular coordinate system, when in
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4D.

2.1.1 Time Slicing

Consider a 4-dimensional manifold M, endowed with a metric gab and a coor-

dinate system given by the scalars xµ, µ = 0, ..., 3. Let us define a real scalar “time”

function on M, t = t(xµ) (called T on App. A), which associates a “time” to every

event on M. The solutions of the equation t(xµ
0 ) = t0 will be a submanifold of M,

which we will call Σ0. In other words, Σ0 is a level hypersurface of the function t.

As we vary the parameter t0 → t we will obtain a distinct Σt submanifold, and

therefore we attach the label t to every point belonging to it. The set of all the Σt

hypersurfaces, which together form a portion or the whole spacetime, is called a

“foliation”. We define “coordinates” on Σ0 as the functions X i, i = 1, 2, 3. In this

way every point on M will be labeled by the numbers (t, X i). We also need the

function t to be at least C2 so that Σ0 is also differentiable.

The covector (field) normal to the surfaces Σ0 is given by the gradient of the

t function, ña = ∂at. The vector dual to ña will be called the “time vector” ta and

satisfies the equation (definition of dual)

ta∂at = 1. (2.1)

For more details on this and on the rest of the section see [Wal84].

From now on, let us assume Σ is spacelike. With the metric gab on M we

can define the concept of time lapse, i.e., the amount of proper time τ spent in a
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unit stride of the global time t. This stride is defined on the integral curves of ta.

The magnitude of ta, or the inverse of the magnitude of ∂at, gives us exactly the

lapse above; therefore, let us define

α =
(

−gabñañb

)1/2
(2.2)

and call it the “lapse function”, a real number for space-like slices.

With the lapse function we may define the unit normal 1-form - and associ-

ated vector - as

na = −α∂at ↔ na = gabna (2.3)

where the minus sign appears since ∂at = gab∂bt is past-pointing. Also, na satisfies

nana = −1 and na∂at = 1
α
. With this normal vector we can obtain an explicit

expression for the dual ta as

ta = αna + βa, (2.4)

where βa is a given, i.e. gauge specific, tangent vector to the spatial slice, satisfying

βana = 0, and it is called the “shift vector”. By using the X i maps we can express

the spatial vector above as a three-vector

βi =
∂X i

∂xµ
βµ. (2.5)

At every point xµ(X i, t) we define a projector to the slice Σt as

hab = gab + nanb. (2.6)

Clearly this projector has only components tangent to Σt and defines a metric on

it. We call hab the “spatial metric”.
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It is usual to express the spatial metric as a tensor on Σt, by means of using

the mapping X i, and put in this way we denote it by γij. With the spatial metric

we can decompose tensor components into tangential and normal components to

the slice

V a
t = ha

bV
b,

V a
n = −nanbV

b.

(2.7a)

A tensor which has only tangential components is called “spatial”.

For an arbitrary (tensorial or not) field Q we define the time derivative with

respect to the global time t as the Lie derivative with respect to the vector field

ta:

d

dt
Q = £tQ. (2.8)

This is the correct definition for a time derivative because the Lie derivative reduces

to the regular partial derivative in an adapted coordinate system in which the

vector field ta is a canonical basis vector, for instance tµ = (1, 0, 0, 0). This comes

from the definition of the Lie derivative [HE73]. An important property of the

time derivative as defined above is that it commutes with the spatial metric, i.e.,

the time derivative of a spatial tensor is spatial. See Eq. (A.21). Therefore, by the

time vector given in Eq. (2.4) we have that, in general,

d

dt
= £ta = £αna+βa = £αna + £βa . (2.9)

On every slice Σt we can define a spatial covariant derivative, which applied
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to a tensor reads

DaT
b···

c··· = ha′

ah
b
b′ · · ·hc′

c · · ·∇a′T b′···
c′···, (2.10)

where ∇a is the spacetime covariant derivative compatible with gab. This derivative

is local, independent of the extensions of na off the slice, and compatible with the

spatial metric: Dahbc = 0.

The “extrinsic curvature” of Σ is given by the spatial covariant derivative of

na,

Kab = ha
c∇cnb = ∇anb + naab, (2.11)

which is symmetric in a and b, as is shown by Eq. (A.19). Here, ab = na∇bn
a

is the acceleration vector. It is not hard to show, see Eq. (A.24), that the above

expression is exactly

£nhab = 2Kab. (2.12)

Because it is the time derivative of a spatial tensor, Kab is spatial.

By using the vacuum Einstein’s equation one may show a similar equation

for Kab

£nKab = 3Rab − 2KcaKb
c +KabK, (2.13)

where K = habKab. These two equations are known as York’s formulation of the

ADM equations[Yor79].
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2.1.2 Constraints

Each slice in the spacetime foliation is a three-dimensional manifold whose

geometry is tightly attached to the geometry of the whole spacetime. This can

be seen by Gauss-Codacci’s equations, a well known set of equations that relate

the two geometries. Together with Einstein’s equations, they provide a way to

generate space-like slices consistently with the encompassing spacetime. This is

made explicit by the so-called “Constraints”. See for instance [Wal84, Haw72].

In the context of numerical integration of Einstein’s equations, these relations

play an extra role. First we define the Riemann (intrinsic) curvature of a slice Σt.

For an arbitrary spatial vector, va we have that

3Rabcdv
d = DaDbvc −DbDavc. (2.14)

From here one can prove Gauss’ equations

3Rabcd = 4Refghha
ehb

fhc
ghd

h −KabK
b
d +KbcKad, (2.15)

whose trace is given by

3R = 4R+ 24Rabn
anb −K2 +KabK

ab. (2.16)

The second relation are Codacci’s equations:

DaK
a
b −DbK

a
a = 4Rcdn

chd
b. (2.17)

These relations are consistency conditions between the spacetime and the spatial

slices. Their physical relevance becomes clear as one imposes Einstein’s equation.
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In this work we are only dealing with vacuum systems. There is no matter and

the only source of gravitational waves is gravity itself, and therefore Einstein’s

equation becomes

4Rab = 0. (2.18)

If we now decompose this equation into time and space components, by using the

normal vector na and the above relations, we obtain a set of constraints. The

“time-time” component is given by:

Hc = 3R+ (Ka
a)

2 −KabK
ab ≡ 0, (2.19)

which is called the “Hamiltonian Constraint”. The “time-space” part is given by:

Pb = DaK
a
b −DbK

a
a − 4Racn

ahc
b ≡ 0, (2.20)

which is called the “Momentum Constraint”.

These equations, identically zero for an exact solution, will not be satisfied

during a numerical simulation. This is so because of the inevitable truncation error

associated to finite difference techniques (see Section 3.3.2). This fact has bad and

good implications. The bad one is that a violation of the constraint equations

indicates that the solution we have on hand is not exactly a solution of Einstein’s

equations. Granted that this should not be surprising, as we are after all making

an approximation. On the good side these constraints do represent a direct and

simple way to know about the quality of our numerical simulations, in particular

the Hamiltonian Constraint Hc. With unstable systems the constraint will blow
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up exponentially or faster, and on our well-behaved system it will be polynomially

convergent to zero.

2.2 Evolution Gauges

The fact that one can cast Einstein’s equation as a “strongly hyperbolic

system of differential equations” [Wal84], which implies a well-posed initial value

problem, tells us that the knowledge of the initial conditions is all we need to

determine the physics, which is the resulting dynamics of our system. On the

other hand, the actual evolution depends on the specification of gauge functions,

the lapse α and the shift βi, defined in Eq. (2.4) and Eq. (2.5), which tell us where

our spatial points are going to be on the spacetime and therefore defining the

coordinates. Varied spacetime coordinates, although starting from the same initial

condition, will yield very different-looking spacetimes, all because of the “fiction”

of the gauge differences. Hence a proper choice of gauge will play a strong role in

the numerical evolution.

In the first part of this work we will deal with the evolution of a single

static black hole, the Schwarzschild black hole. Analytically we can express the

Schwarzschild spacetime in a number of different coordinate systems (gauges),

for example in the usual Schwarzschild coordinates, or in the isotropic gauge,

which is used in the setup of our initial data. A third gauge we use is geodesic

coordinates. This is a very simple gauge to implement numerically and we compare
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our numerical code results directly with the analytical expression for the spacetime

as a test of our code. The problem with the geodesic gauge is that the evolution

ends by evolving the spatial slice into the physical singularity, as the coordinate

points represent free-falling test particles which eventually fall into the black hole.

Besides the geodesic gauge, we implement the so called 1+log lapse condition,

which has the property of freezing this above mentioned infall of particles into the

black hole.

The second class of gauge freedom we will deal with here is the freedom of

changing the coordinates of the spatial slices, i.e. the invariance under spatial

diffeomorphisms. In the 3+1 formalism this freedom comes about by the shift

vector, which indicates the velocity of the spatial points, as seen by the geodesic

flow.

The simplest spatial gauge is to set the shift vector to zero, and that is what

we do in some cases, as on the geodesic gauge, or for the evolution of the single

black hole (see Chapter 4). In the black hole case we would like to have a shift

vector that effectively “pulls out” the spatial points from falling on the black hole.

This can partially be achieved by the Gamma-driver shift condition. This condition

tries to change the spatial coordinates to reduce the amount of expansion on the

slice, in effect pushing the particles away from the singularities.
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2.2.1 Geodesic Gauge

The geodesic gauge is defined by the condition that the grid points are “free-

falling observers”, i.e. they follow time-like geodesics of M. This is to say that

the time vector field is geodesic,

ta∇at
b = 0, (2.21)

which implies that α = 1. As the shift vector defines the initial velocity of the

geodesics, we set it to zero for simplicity, βa = 0. Therefore, the integral lines of

ta will be radial geodesics.

From those gauge condition we can construct a coordinate system as follows.

Consider an initial slice (Cauchy surface) Σ0 on M. Consider a congruence of time-

like geodesics passing once through every point on Σ0. Label each geodesic by the

point X i at which it crosses the slice. Naturally every geodesic is parametrized

by an affine parameter τ . Let us set τ = 0 at Σ0 for the whole congruence. Now

the affine parameter defines a foliation on M, and we call it Στ , i.e., the slice of

constant affine parameter τ . Because every point on M is intercepted by some

geodesic X i at position τ , we can cast the spacetime metric and extrinsic curvature

on this new coordinate system X i, τ . Here τ is both the affine time coordinate

and the global time, and induces the unit normal vector na = ∂a
τ , tangent to the

geodesics, implying that gττ = −1. The spatial coordinates X i also induce the

coordinate vectors ∂a
i . The inner product of na and ∂a

i at Σ0 is given by gτi, which

is arbitrary, but also a constant in τ . The geodesic equations na∇an
b = 0 plus the
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fact that both na and ∂a
i are coordinate vectors imply that gτi,τ = 01. If we choose

gτi = 0 on Σ0, the metric will assume the general form

ds2 = −dτ 2 + γijdx
idxj . (2.22)

The biggest problem with the geodesic gauge is that it is common for the

geodesic trajectories to be attracted toward concentrations of positive curvature,

as can be seen from the Raychauduri equation [Wal84]. In that case the geodesics

eventually cross each other causing a singularity on the coordinate system and

equivalently a divergence on the metric components. With black holes this gauge

gets even worse, as all the geodesics will go toward the black hole as free falling

particles would do.

2.2.2 1+log Lapse

As the geodesic gauge suffers from the above problems it is important to find

a gauge that in some way avoids the singularities. A popular gauge is “maximal

slicing”, which imposes that on every slice the trace of Kij vanishes. As the trace

of Kij is related to the change of the determinant of the spatial metric, by keeping

it zero we force part of the metric to remain regular. As one example we have the

Schwarzschild metric in isotropic coordinates. The problem with this gauge is that

TrK = 0 translates to an elliptic equation for the lapse, and to numerically solve an

elliptic equation can be time-consuming. A useful alternative is the “1+log” slicing

1In a index-free notation we have: ∂τg(∂τ∂ρ) = ∇ng(n, ∂ρ) = g(n,∇n∂ρ) = −g(n,∇∂ρ
n) = 0.
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condition. It belongs to the Bona-Massò family of gauges [BMSS95], generically

given by the equation

∂tα = −2
f(α)

α
K, (2.23)

The “1+log” gauge is given by setting the function f(α) = α2, i.e. :

d logα

dt
= −2K. (2.24)

An important property of this gauge is that it will drive the extrinsic curvature

to zero and at the same time drive the lapse to a quiescent value, which will tend

to zero near the physical singularities [Alc03]. To see how this can be so, observe

that if K is a positive function of α then the effect of the Eq. (2.24) is to decrease

the value of logα until a zero of the function K is reached, therefore the gauge

will approach the Maximal slicing gauge as time goes by. Parallelly, as the slicing

approaches the physical singularity, the values of the extrinsic curvature will grow.

The approaching of this divergence will therefore cause the lapse to “collapse” to

zero(the evolution will “freeze”).

The 1+log gauge Eq. (2.24) also has another important feature; together

with the equations of motion, the lapse equation can be expressed as a wave-like

equation, which being hyperbolic indicates that it has propagating modes. These

modes are unphysical signals propagating in the computational domain. As it was

shown in [Alc03], these gauge modes propagate at a speed of
√

2, (which is a good

feature making easier to sort out physical from gauge signals).
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2.2.3 Radial Shift and the Γ-driver Condition

The shift vector controls how the spatial coordinates X i depend on time and

the simplest choice is to set βi = 0. From Eq. (2.4) we see that βi has the effect

of dragging the flow lines away from the trajectories normal to the slice, and that

may be advantageous. In the black hole case the geodesics are always dragged into

the hole and even a freezing lapse like the 1+log will not really stop this motion.

In the black hole case both geodesic and 1+log gauges will generate trajec-

tories that fall toward the hole (although for the 1+log, the lapse freezing effect

stops the fall).

Another effect that happens in the course of the numerical simulations is that

the geodesic trajectories get dragged around in contorted ways and that has the

effect of making our Cartesian grid very distorted. To avoid this there is a popular

hyperbolic gauge, the Γ-driver gauge, which is given as an evolution equation for

the shift vector:

∂tβ
i =

3

4
αΨ−n

0 Bi (2.25a)

∂tB
i = ∂tΓ̃

i − ηBi, (2.25b)

where we have Ψ0 = (1+ M
2r

), the Brill-Lindquist factor (called ψ+ on Eq. (4.3)), Γ̃

is the Christoffel symbol for the conformal spatial metric (defined on Eq. (2.41)),

and Bi is an auxiliary field.
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2.3 Analytic Solution for the Geodesically-Sliced Schwarzschild Black

Hole

In a numerical simulation, geodesic coordinates are obtained by using unit

lapse and vanishing shift. This implies that the grid points will follow geodesic

trajectories through the physical spacetime. We present here a physical derivation

of the Schwarzschild spacetime metric in this well-known coordinate system, based

on those geodesics; an alternative derivation is available in Refs. [MTW73, Brü96,

Brü99].

The Schwarzschild geometry in standard coordinates is given by

ds2 = gTTdT
2 + gRRdR

2 +R2dΩ2, (2.26)

where −gTT = g−1
RR = (1 − 2M/R).

To express this metric in geodesic coordinates, we follow the discussion of

Sec. 2.2.1, where we parametrize our initial Cauchy slice (Σ0) with spherical co-

ordinates, with radial coordinate ρ. We choose Σ0 to be a T = 0 slice (or any

constant), which let us have ρ = R at Σ0
2.

Also from Sec. 2.2.1 we have that gττ = −1. We set the metric component

gτρ = 0 at Σ0 which will remain constant, therefore we have no shift term on the

metric: gτρ = 0.

A straightforward transformation from Eq. (2.26) for the remaining metric

2Here Σ0 is not spacelike at all points, as we know that inside the event horizon Σ0 will

become timelike. This is not a problem as we will not deal with the inner region directly.
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coefficient yields

gρρ =
(∂R/∂ρ)2

[(∂T/∂τ) gTT ]2
. (2.27)

The term in the denominator is the energy defined for geodesics on this spacetime,

and it is conserved along the geodesics: na∇a(nbξ
b) = 0, where ξb = (∂/∂T )b is

the timelike Killing field. On Σ0 one can evaluate this energy as
√

−g0
TT , where

g0
ab = gab|T=0. This gives

gρρ = g0
RR

(

∂R

∂ρ

)2

=

(

1 − 2M

ρ

)−1 (

∂R

∂ρ

)2

. (2.28)

A similar application of conservation of energy in nana = −1 yields [Brü96,

Brü99]:

τ − ρ3/2

(2M)1/2

[
√

R

ρ

(

1 − R

ρ

)

+ arccos

√

R

ρ

]

= 0. (2.29)

This expression provides an implicit definition for R = R(ρ, τ), which is easily

inverted numerically to high precision.

To perform numerical evolutions the geodesic coordinates have a drawback:

the physical singularity is already present on the initial slice (τ = 0) at ρ = 0.

We can avoid this problem by going to isotropic coordinates (r, θ, φ) by means of

the transformation ρ = r (1 +M/2r)2. We see that ρ → ∞ both as r → 0 and as

r → ∞. For real r the minimum value of ρ is ρ = 2M (the horizon) at r = M/2,

now the surface closest to the physical singularity on the initial slice. Substituting

ρ = 2M into Eq. (2.29) we see that geodesics originating on this surface reach

the physical singularity, R = 0, at time τ = πM , defining the maximum temporal

extent of our coordinate system.
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Returning to the metric, the transformation to isotropic coordinates gives us

gρρ =

(

∂R

∂ρ

)2 (

1 +
M

2r

)4

. (2.30)

From Eq. (2.30)) we can express the final metric as:

ds2 = −dτ 2 +

(

∂R

∂ρ

)2 (

1 +
M

2r

)4

dr2 +R2dΩ2. (2.31)

Expressions for the extrinsic curvature, which have not previously appeared

in the literature, can be derived in a similar manner. As we know from the ADM

formalism [Yor79, ADM62], the extrinsic curvature can be viewed as the rate of

change of the spatial metric

Kab = −1

2

∂gab

∂τ
(2.32)

when the lapse is unity and the shift is zero. This gives

Kρρ = −1

2

(

1 +
M

2r

)4
∂

∂τ

(

∂R

∂ρ

)2

. (2.33)

To evaluate the partial derivatives in Eq. (2.31) and (2.33), we note that if

we have a function f = f(u, v, w) = 0 defining u as an implicit function of v and

w, we can use the chain rule and the implicit function theorem to show that

∂u

∂v
= −∂f/∂v

∂f/∂u
(2.34)

∂2u

∂w∂v
= −

(

∂f

∂u

)−1
[

∂2f

∂v∂w
+
∂2f

∂u2

∂f

∂v

∂f

∂w

(

∂f

∂u

)−2
]

+

(

∂f

∂u

)−2 (

∂2f

∂v∂u

∂f

∂w
+

∂2f

∂u∂w

∂f

∂v

)

, (2.35)
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where for our application u = R, v = ρ, and w = τ . Taking the left hand side of

Eq. (2.29) as f and noting that ∂f/∂τ = 1, we conclude that:

Kρρ =

(

1 +
M

2r

)4
∂f

∂ρ

(

∂f

∂R

)−3

×
[

∂2f

∂ρ∂R
− ∂2f

∂R2

∂f

∂ρ

(

∂f

∂R

)−1
]

(2.36)

and

Kθθ = R

(

∂f

∂R

)−1

, Kφφ = Kθθ sin2(θ). (2.37)

There are no off-diagonal terms. Observe that we only have partial derivatives of f

that can be obtained analytically from Eq. (2.29), and easily evaluated numerically.

2.3.1 BSSN Equations

As discussed in Sec. 2, the 3+1 decomposition of Einstein’s equations is

most basically expressed as the ADM equations [ADM62, SY78]. Numerically,

this system is known to be unstable, expressed by an unbounded growth of the

numerical error, and recently it has been shown to be weakly hyperbolic [SCPT02,

GMG04]. As the same authors make evident, it is possible to define extra variables

which in effect change mathematical properties of the system. Attempts to find

more stable systems lead to several 3+1 formulations.

In terms of the order of the derivatives a 3+1 formulation will be fully 1st

order, mixed 1st order in time/2nd order in space, or fully 2nd order. The fully 1st

order systems are mathematically best understood, but they have the drawback
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that they require several intermediary quantities. To find suitable and meaningful

initial data for these variables may be a problem. The fully 2nd order systems have

the advantage that they deal directly with the 4-metric and create smaller systems.

Although little is known about the mathematical behavior of these systems recent

results do point to the usefulness of such formulations [Pre05].

The mixed systems (like the ADM and BSSN) are 1st order in time, which

allows us to use well known methods for the time integration, and 2nd order in

space. The BSSN system [SN95, BS99] is similar to the ADM system but in-

corporates two major changes. First, the metric is decomposed into a conformal

metric and a conformal factor. This is a convenient choice which helps for the set

up of the puncture initial data (see Chapter 4). The second and most important

change is the introduction of the spatial derivatives of the 3-metric as independent

variables. This system is shown to be strongly hyperbolic after a choice of lapse

[SCPT02, GMG04].

Consider the spatial metric3 γij. We split it into two parts, a conformal factor

(whose logarithm is called φ) and a conformal metric γ̃ij:

φ =
1

12
log γ, γ̃ij = e−4φγij. (2.38)

Observe that the conformal factor does not transform as a scalar, but its expo-

nential is a scalar density 4 of weight 1/6, while γ̃ij has weight −2/3. The inverse

3In the literature, it is the practice to express the spatial metric as the three-dimensional

tensor γij = ∂a
i ∂b

jhab.
4Tensor densities are quantities expressed as the product of tensors and powers of the deter-
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conformal metric is simply defined as

γ̃ij = e4φγij . (2.39)

With this conformal splitting we define a conformal extrinsic curvature.

K̃ij = e−4φKij, TrK̃ = γ̃ijK̃ij = TrK,

where we see that the trace of Kij is invariant under the “tilde” transformation5.

Also we define the traceless conformal extrinsic curvature:

Ãij = K̃ij −
1

3
γ̃ijTrK. (2.40)

Finally we define the last variable:

Γ̃i = γ̃klΓ̃i
kl = −γ̃ij

,j, (2.41)

where here Γ̃i
kl is the Christoffel symbol calculated with the conformal metric. We

also used the fact that det γ̃ij = 1. An important part of the BSSN equations is

the usage of the contracted conformal Christoffel symbols as evolution variables.

In terms of these basic variables one can rewrite the ADM system as the

minant of the metric γij , which is nothing more than the squared inverse coordinate volume.

This implies that, under coordinate transformations, a density will have extra factors of the Ja-

cobian of the transformation besides the usual tensor transformation factors. To see this, let us

look at the simple density made of a power of the determinant of the metric, i.e., |γ|w/2, which

transforms as: |γ′|w/2 = | ∂x
∂x′

|w|γ|w/2, where the middle term is the inverse Jacobian.

5Observe that K̃ij 6= ∂tγ̃ij
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following set of equations:

dφ

dt
= −1

6
αK (2.42a)

dK

dt
= −DaDaα+ α

(

ÃabÃ
ab +

1

3
K2

)

(2.42b)

dγ̃ij

dt
= −2αÃij (2.42c)

dÃij

dt
= e−4φ

(

DiDjα+ α3Rij

)TF
(2.42d)

+α
(

KÃij − 2ÃiaÃ
i
j

)

∂Γ̃i

∂t
= 2α

(

Γ̃i
abAÃ

ab − 2

3
γ̃iaK,a +6Ãiaφ,a

)

(2.42e)

+γ̃kl

(

−Γ̃j
klβ

i,j +
2

3
Γ̃i

klβ
j ,j

)

+ βkΓ̃i,k

+γ̃jkβi,jk +
1

3
γ̃ijβk

kj − 2Ãiaα,a

where we hid the shift vectors βi in the time derivatives, according to Eq. (2.9),

except in the Γ̃i term, which is not a tensor and therefore has an unusual Lie

derivative, and the “TF” superscript means the trace-free part of the expression,

i.e., MTF
ij = Mij − 1

3
γijMklγ

kl.

As a complement of Sec. 2.2.2, we now can see directly the hyperbolicity

of the 1+log gauge. By taking the time derivative of Eq. (2.24), and by using

Eq. (2.42c) we have that:

d2α

dt2
− 2αD2α = 4αK2 − 2α2

(

ÃabÃ
ab +

1

3
K2

)

, (2.43)

Which is a wave equation.
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Chapter 3

Numerical Methods

Almost all attempts to numerically integrate Einstein’s equations involve

using finite differences, and this is the approach we took in this work and at the

Goddard group. In general terms, finite difference methods involve taking the

physical space as a discrete three-dimensional grid domain (the computational

domain) and representing the derivatives as differences. The resulting difference

equations will differ from the original differential equations by an error proportional

to some power of the grid spacing.

Until recently the major struggle in the numerical relativity community was

for the ability to generate stable evolutions. Now the new driving force is the

search for accurate simulations, which could be precise enough to be compared

with experimental results, as from LIGO and possibly LISA.

The simplest way to improve accuracy with finite difference techniques is to

increase the numerical resolution, and another way is to use high enough order

differencing schemes. In our work we looked primarily at the resolution issues.

If we were to increase the accuracy just by increasing resolution, we would

be led to raise the grid resolution to levels that would make the whole simulation

impractical, by both the memory requirements and the run time. The solution we
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adopted here is to implement so-called “mesh refinement” techniques, where the

computational domain is divided into regions of different grid spacings. In this

way we can increase the grid resolution near physical features of interest, or the

strong field regions that would require higher resolution, and keep the weak field

regions at low resolution.

In this work we deal especially with the interfaces present in between the re-

gions of different resolution, the refinement interfaces. There, we must set suitable

conditions to couple one side to the other, and verify that any errors introduced by

them are convergent. As we use a second order finite difference scheme, we want

to make sure that such errors are compatible with our evolution, i.e., that the

interfaces do not introduce lower order error terms. Also we point out that we can

generate computationally small, marginally accurate runs by using an economical

hierarchical grid setup, which keeps the high resolution at the black holes and at

the same time pushes the outer boundaries far away.

The conclusion to keep in mind here is that using a rigid (time constant)

grid refinement set up will do work with full 3D non-linear General Relativity, and

especially works with the propagation of gravitational waves, which are the main

motivation of this work. The key point is to use high enough order guardcell filling

algorithms.

The main result of these studies is the construction of the core of our Mesh

Refinement techniques, which have since been perfected by subsequent works and
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form the foundations of the latest results presented by the Goddard group.

The layout of this chapter is as follows. In the first part we present our

implementation of the refinement interface conditions and present our main con-

clusions that a quadratic accurate (error is of third order) interpolation seems to

suffice. Following this, we introduce the necessary background that may help the

understanding of this result.

3.1 Mesh Refinement

In this section we want to point out the benefits of using mesh refinement on

the grounds of computational resources, and specially discuss our particular grid

setup used on runs.

In the numerical simulation of merging binary black holes we have to deal

with very different length scales at the same time. The source, the binary system,

has a characteristic size that scales with the total mass M of the system. On

the other hand the radiated energy, the gravitational waves, will have wavelengths

several times larger, around 100M . Although the gravitational signal is the astro-

physically relevant part of the simulation, it will be calculated incorrectly if we do

not simulate the sources with sufficient accuracy, and therefore one is forced to keep

the numerical resolution high enough. As the computational domain must be large

enough to contain the whole radiating waves, the memory requirements become too

demanding. If N is the number of points in one direction, for a three-dimensional
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evolution the amount of memory increases as N3 and the total execution time as

N4. Hence we can see that a modest factor of two increase in resolution in one

direction increases the memory requirements eight times and the total execution

time sixteen times.

The general intent in using mesh refinement is to increase the accuracy of a

simulation with minimal increase in size and duration. This concept was first intro-

duced by Berger and Oliger [BO84] and consists of having the computational do-

main be made of grid patches of different numerical resolutions, which are adjusted

accordingly. We use a similar method, implemented by Peter McNeice, Kevin Ol-

son, and others (the Paramesh package), which divides the grid in blocks. For

more details on this package see Sec. 3.3.4 and [MOM+00].

Besides the increase in accuracy there is another consequence of mesh refine-

ment that is very beneficial; the possibility of pushing the outer boundaries far

away. See that one can make the computational grid to be coarser and coarser

with the distance from the center and therefore one can cover more volume with

the same quantity of grid points.

3.2 Interface Conditions

To implement the mesh refinement concept one has to deal with the issue of

the refinement boundaries, the region of the space where two different resolution

grids intersect each other. To be able to compute quantities, specially derivatives,
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near this interface we will need to use points from both sides of the interface, which

implies on using non-conventional stencils. Another way to think about it, which

simplifies the implementation, is to imagine that at the refinement boundary there

is a layer of extra points that extend beyond the interface. These new points,

the guardcells, obey the grid spacing of the bulk and therefore one can use the

standard differencing stencils. Clearly the work now is to fill up those guardcells

with accurate interpolated data.

Our goal here is to have a fully second order convergent code. This implies

that we have to find a suitable interpolation algorithm to fill up the guardcells so

that they do not contaminate the bulk data. In the attempts we made, we verified

that a linear (errors of second order) guardcell filling is not adequate, and errors

generated by the poor interpolation will contaminate the otherwise second order

accurate evolution, making it first order. Then we show that a quadratic (third

order errors) guardcell filling is adequate. Also we point out that we can further

increase the accuracy by using “flux-matching” technique.

3.2.1 Guardcells

The usage of blocks as the elementary grid structures may pose a problem

when computing numerical derivatives of the fields. For example, consider a 2nd

order 1st derivative stencil (from Eq. (3.2) in Sec. 3.3 below),

D[f ]0 =
f1 − f−1

2h
= f

′

0 +
h2

6
f

′′′

,
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and a grid point right at the boundary of the block. As we can see in Figure 3.1,

the rightmost stencil point will be off the block and data for it will have to come

from the neighboring block. This is a trivial problem if we have a single resolution,

single processor run. In this case we just copy the data. On the other hand it is

Figure 3.1: Role of the guardcells on the calculation of derivatives. In this figure

each row is a different example. The bulk points (•) contain the actual data fields.

The guardcells (×) are obtained by some kind of interpolation of bulk points from this

and neighboring grid patches. To evaluate the numerical derivatives at points near the

interface (•) we use both inside bulk points and guardcells. Here we see three possible

situations. The topmost represents the stencil of a 2nd order 1st or 2nd derivative, and

requires one layer of guardcells. The middle example is of a one-sided 2nd order 1st

derivative, used on up-winded schemes, which would require two layers of guardcells.

Similarly a centered 4th order stencil (third example) would also require two guardcells.

common in numerical relativity for the simulations to require a massive parallel

computer system in order to be executed. The number of CPUs could range

from a few, in small test runs, to 1024 for the most recent binary runs. In these

more complex cases, the grid block in question may have its neighbor at another
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processor or be of a different resolution. A solution for this issue is to construct an

extra outer layer of grid points, which on the numerical domain overlap with grid

points of neighboring blocks. Those extra cells are called guardcells. We indicate

the number of guardcells by the variable nguard and the number of interior point

(bulk) by nxb, nyb or nzb. This implies that nx = nxb+ 2nguard, and similar for

Y and Z.

The exact number of layers of guardcells encircling a block will depend of

the particular application. Symmetric stencils, like the Eq. (3.2) and Eq. (3.3),

will need only one layer. One-sided stencils, like the ones used in advection terms,

will sometimes require more layers. On Table 3.1 we compare the number of grid

points actually used for data and the number used for guardcells by giving the

number of guardcells as a ratio (%) of the total number of cells.

To avoid memory waste we must have a balance on the number of guardcells.

Smaller blocks mean a higher ability to track small features and to use very high

resolution on small regions. On the other hand, bigger blocks allow us to use more

guardcells which may be necessary according to the differencing scheme.

It is clear from this table that if we need 2 or more guardcells, it is better

to use larger blocks. Some earlier simulations using Hanhdol (our numerical

evolution code) were made with nxb = 6 ([CBI+04] for example). The single black

hole simulations we performed used nxb = 8 ([IBC+04]), and more recent runs,

which use two layers of guardcells, may use nxb = 16.
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Table 3.1: Fraction of the block size on guardcells

nxb nguard nx (nx3 − nxb3)/nx3

6 1 8 57.8%

6 2 10 78.4%

8 1 10 48.8%

8 2 12 70.4%

16 1 18 29.8%

16 2 20 48.8%

To fill the guardcells is not an easy task if we want to be accurate, and now

I will turn to this issue.

3.2.2 Second Order Interpolation and Flux Matching

With respect to guardcell filling there are three situations of relevance. First

is when the neighboring block is of the same refinement level. In this case the

guardcells will lie right over a bulk point of the neighboring block and therefore a

simple copy will be enough. In this case we also include blocks that have neighbors

of finer resolution, as these neighbors have “parent blocks” that have the same

resolution as the blocks in question. See Sec. 3.3.4 for details of our grid manager.

The second case is when the block is by an outer boundary. In this case the

guardcells are filled by the outer boundary algorithm, and this is not of concern
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for now. The final situation is when the block in question is of a finer level than its

neighbor. In this case, as we use a cell-centered approach, the fine grid guardcells

will not lie over a coarse grid bulk point, and some interpolation will have to be

done.

On figure 3.2 we have a two dimensional example of the grid interface region,

where the fine grid is on the left-side and the coarse grid is on the right. Atop the

fine grid there is “parent” coarse grid, whose cells are the gray squares.

The generic procedure used by Paramesh to fill guardcells is as follows:

1. From the fine grid, interpolate (restrict) the data with a quadratic polyno-

mial, in order to fill up the parent cells, shown for one parent grid point on

the left panel of Fig. 3.2.

2. As the parent and the neighbor grids are of the same refinement level, fill

up the parent guardcells by just copying data from the neighbor of the fine

block. On the right panel of Fig. 3.2 we have the gray squares to denote

the parent block cells, and the black squares, its guardcells - which are being

filled by simply copying the data from the neighbor (dots on the right side).

3. Using the parent data plus guardcells, fill the fine grid guardcells by means

of a quadratic interpolating polynomial. Again on the right panel of Fig. 3.2

see the parent cells and one layer of guardcells (black squares). With these

points we fill up the fine grid guardcells (the gray circles).
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4. Optionally, correct the coarse grid guardcells by using the fine grid data with

its guardcells. If this is a 1st derivative matching we call it “flux matching”.

This procedure will be clearer with an example. Several of our calculations

are done with a quadratic guardcell (O(h2)) filling scheme. This implies using a

three-point stencil for the interpolation in 1-D. The multidimensional interpolation

is made by composing one 1-D interpolation for each dimension.

In Fig.3.2 we see a refinement boundary, where on the left we have the fine

grid and on the right the coarse grid. Here we have only one layer of guardcells.

Figure 3.2: To fill the guardcells we initially fill the coarse grid guardcells using only

the interior points of the fine grid block (left figure). Then we fill the fine grid guardcells

using both interior cells and guardcells of the coarse block (right figure)

Because the quadratic stencil has 3 points, it will have to be one-sided.

Paramesh chooses to pull the stencil away to the closest block boundary. In

the example, the closest block boundary is to the bottom.

On the left panel we have represented the points used for step 1 of the above

procedure. These 9 points (in 2-D, 27 in 3-D), represented by the larger dots, are
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used to fill the parent cells, one being represented by the gray square. So far, only

fine grid bulk data has been used (no guardcells).

Step 2 is then performed in a trivial manner, just copy the data as the

guardcells of the coarse block lay over the parent cells.

On step 3, both the parent cells (gray squares) and the coarse neighbor data

(black squares) are used to fill the fine grid guardcells, the gray dots. See that also

9 points are used, as we have a similar quadratic interpolation here. At the block

boundaries Paramesh allows for the coarse grid guardcells to be used (once they

have already been filled).

About the necessary order of interpolation: if we want to have quadratic

convergence all over the domain then we must use at least quadratic guardcell

filling. Sometimes, though, it is good to use a higher interpolation order, but let

us postpone this to Chapter 4.

It is important to mention that although the basic quantities will be quadrati-

cally convergent, derived quantities will probably not be: the first spatial derivative

of a O(h2) function will be a O(h) function.

3.2.3 Convergence of propagating radiation

In our path toward the radiation wave extraction of a binary merger, we

must be able to support robustly the propagation of gravitational waves across the

computational grid and especially across the refinement boundaries.
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It is also important not to use an approximated system, but the full non-

linear three-dimensional Einstein’s equations, so that we may test the feasibility

of using Mesh Refinement with General Relativity.

Our first experiment and success on this matter was presented in [CBI+04],

where we made several tests with the simple wave equation in one and two dimen-

sions, and then did the evolution of a Teukolsky wave, which is an exact solution

to the linearized Einstein equations.

For comparison we used both linear and quadratic guardcell filling conditions,

obeying a similar but slightly simpler scheme than presented above.

To perform a convergence test we set up a spherical wave that would evolve

outward and cross two refinement boundaries. The wave starts as a single pulse

at the origin, made by combining an outgoing and an ingoing wave, both with

amplitude of 10−6 and frequency ω = 1. As time passes, the pulse relaxes to

an outgoing packet. The fine grid resolution is h = 0.0416667, which covers an

approximated sphere of radius r = 4.5. The next refinement boundary is at radius

r = 9.0. We start from a time symmetric situation, Kij = 0, and finally, as the

whole problem is spherically symmetric we use octant symmetry (see Sec. 4.2).

The computational domain is a cube covering the regions 0 ≤ x ≤ 12, and likewise

for y and z.

On Fig. 3.3 we see the gzz−1 function of the metric component on the x-axis.

Each frame represents a time frame.
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Figure 3.3: Evolution of gzz − 1 metric function along the y-axis for the 3D Einstein’s

equations.

As the Teukolsky wave has an analytical solution we were able to perform

a direct comparison and therefore we only needed two resolutions to check the

convergence. The solid line represents the analytical solution. The dashed line

(which is hard to see as it is almost under the solid line) is the numerical evolution

in which we have used quadratic guardcell filling (i.e., errors of order h3). The

dotted line is the same evolution, but with linear guardcell filling instead (i.e.,

errors of order h2).

Besides the usual numerical effects (damping or growth of the pulse) we see
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a certain amount of signal that propagates away from the refinement boundary,

mostly when using the linear guardcell filling. This is exactly what the quadratic

scheme attempts to fix; this excessive amount of reflection out of the refinement

interface. There is also some spurious transmission, which is hard to identify in

this plot but is theoretically calculated in [CBI+04].

3.3 Finite Difference Formulæ

Here we present the finite difference equations used in this work. We start

with the difference approximation to derivatives, which is the core of our methods.

Then we present the concept of convergence error, which is extremely useful both

in order to debug a code and as an indicator of how well the method is performing.

We follow by showing the time integration method we use, which is also second-

order. Finally we end with an exposition of our grid manager package Paramesh.

3.3.1 Second (and higher) Order Finite Differences

To approximate the derivative of a function f(x), at a point x0 on a discrete

domain, we use the Taylor expansion around x0, i.e.

f(x0 ± nh) = f(x0) ± f ′(x0)nh +
1

2
f ′′(x0)n

2h2 ± 1

6
f ′′′(x0)n

3h3 + · · · , (3.1)

where n is the “collocation index”. Let us compute the stencil coefficients. Nu-

merically neither the Taylor series nor the stencil can be infinite, so we truncate

the Taylor series and make it be a polynomial of power hm. All the discarded term
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of the Taylor expansion add to form the “truncation error” ET which has hm+1 as

the leading term. Approximations of derivatives of the function f(x) are obtained

by combining several of the above series, but with different points x0 so that the

sum give us the desired term, plus errors. The stencils we use in this work are

• 2nd order (ET ∼ O(h2)) 1st derivative - symmetric stencil.

D[f ]0 =
f1 − f−1

2h
= f

′

0 +
h2

6
f

′′′

(3.2)

• 2nd order 2nd derivative - symmetric stencil.

D2[f ]0 =
f−1 − 2f0 + f1

h2
= f

′′

0 +
1

12
f

′′′′

h2 (3.3)

• 2nd order 4th derivative - symmetric stencil.

D4[f ]0 =
f−2 − 8f−1 + 8f1 − f2

12h4
= f

′′′′

0 +
1

6
f (V I)h2 (3.4)

The following stencils are not used in this present work but are nowadays

used by some group including Goddard.

• 4th order (ET ∼ O(h4)) 1st derivatives - symmetric stencil.

D4th [f ] =
f−2 − 8f−1 + 8f1 − f2

12h
= f

′

+
1

30
f (V )h4 (3.5)

• 4th order 1st derivative, lopsided (1 point)

D4l[f ] =
−3f−1 − 10f0 + 18f1 − 6f2 + f3

12h
= f

′ − 1

20
f (V )h4 (3.6)
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• 4th order 2nd derivative - symmetric stencil

D2
4th[f ] =

−f−2 + 16f−1 − 30f0 + 16f1 − f2

12h2
= f

′′

+
1

90
h4f (IV ) (3.7)

3.3.2 Convergence Error

As we perform a numerical simulation it is important to have a measure of

how accurate our solution is, i.e., how close it is to a true analytical solution. One

direct measure is to compute the truncation error ET . The actual values for ET

are only calculable if one has the analytical solution of the problem at hand. In

which case ET (xn, ti) = f(xn, ti) − f i
n.

As for our 2nd order scheme ET ∼ O(h2), we can express it in powers of h as

ET =
∑∞

n=2 cnh
n.

Although ET is in principle a complicated polynomial, for small enough h

only the lowest term will contribute, i.e., ET ∼ c2h
2 ≫ c3h

3. In that case we say

we are in the convergence regime. This is not a sufficient condition for a accurate

simulation, but is definitely necessary.

One way to directly assess the status of convergence is to compute the con-

vergence factor, which is defined by

c(x) =
ET,h1

(x)

ET,h2
(x)

≈
(

h1

h2

)2

, (3.8)

ideally. For a second order scheme, if the two resolutions are related by h2 = 1
2
h1,

then the convergence factor is c = 4.
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The c(x) function gives us a simple point-to-point indication of the conver-

gence, which has to be interpreted carefully. For example, it happens quite often

that ET,h2
≈ 0, and in this case c will spike up. Also the inverse may happen and

c may be under convergent in some localized regions.

3.3.3 Time Integration

With the discrete derivatives defined above we can transform a differential

system into a difference system, which in principle is much easier to solve. Suppose

we want to integrate the PDE system of the form

∂tf
i = Oi[f ], (3.9)

where f i is a vector of basic fields to be integrated, and Oi is a 2nd order non-linear

differential operator:

Oi[f ] = Ai
j(f, x)f

j +Bik
j (f, x)∂kf

j + Cikl
j ∂k∂lf

j. (3.10)

When we perform the discretization of the computational domain we transform the

operator Oi by changing its derivatives to finite-difference operators. Observe that,

at this point, nothing was done to the “time domain”; it is still continuous and ∂t

is the usual partial derivative. The system Eq. 3.9 is now a non-linear system of

ODEs. This procedure, from PDE to ODE, is sometimes called “method of lines”.

The actual time integration method used in some of our simulations is called

the Iterated Crank-Nicholson (ICN) method, which is described in detail on [Teu00],
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where its stability is also demonstrated for the wave equation. The ICN method

is an explicit method defined by the following iterative procedure.

Consider the equation ∂f
∂t

= O[f ]. First we compute the 1st intermediary time

step as:

1f i
n+ 1

2

= f i
n +

∆t

2
Oi[fn], (3.11)

which is just Gauss’ method for half the time-step. Then compute the 2nd interme-

diary time-step using the fields from the original level but the derivative computed

from the 1st time level:

2f i
n+ 1

2

= f i
n +

∆t

2
Oi[1fn+ 1

2

]. (3.12)

Finally, perform a full time step Gauss integration by using again the data from

the original time step but the derivatives computed from the second time level:

f i
n+1 = f i

n + ∆tOi[2fn+ 1

2

] = (3.13)

= f i
n + ∆tOi[fn +

∆t

2
O[fn +

∆t

2
O[fn]]]. (3.14)

Each of these time-steps is 2nd order accurate, so the error is of order O(h2).

3.3.4 Paramesh Concept

In many computer simulations one needs more sophisticated numerical meth-

ods able to track certain features and obtain more accurate results. One of these

“sophistications” is to assume a non-uniform grid, in which the resolution (grid

spacing) changes as needed. The quality of having non-uniform grids is usually
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called “Adaptive Mesh Refinement” (AMR) if the grid structure is dynamical. Here

we will treat the static grid case, which we shall call “Fixed Mesh Refinement”

(FMR).

One of the reasons one would have to use a non-uniform grid in Numerical

Relativity would be to increase resolution near regions of strong curvature (gravi-

tational field); near black holes or to track gravitational waves. Another important

reason for using a non-uniform grid is to be able to put the outer boundary as far

as possible, a very important issue in Numerical GR.

The Paramesh code was presented in [MOM+00], and is somewhat used by

the relativistic hydrodynamics community, being an important feature of promi-

nent codes like the “Flash” code [FOR+00]. By its simplicity of use and effective

grid maintenance Paramesh turned out to be the best choice, as the Goddard

group is the major FMR/AMR developer in the field of Numerical Relativity.

Paramesh is a set of Fortran 95 subroutines that manage the grid structure, hid-

ing major complications of an adaptive and parallel grid scheme, like the interpo-

lation between different resolution patches and communication among processors.

And it allows the user to create and modify the grid structure and set the bound-

ary conditions manually. Despite its qualities, Paramesh had to be modified to

suit our purposes, as one would naturally expect.

In Paramesh the basic grid structure is the “block”. A block has nx, ny,

and nz points in each Cartesian direction, X, Y and Z, respectively. The total
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Figure 3.4: An example of a 2-D Paramesh grid structure and block numbering, for a

single processor. On the top left we have the actual block structure, in a physical scale,

and around it we have the logical block structure. The first level is made of nine blocks.

Blocks 1,2,3 and 23 are leaf blocks and contain valid data. The remaining blocks of this

level are parents. On the second level, all blocks are leaf blocks, except blocks 26 and

17, which are parents and as such do not carry up-to-date data. The third and finest

level is made just of leaf blocks. Only Level 1 is manually constructed. The finer levels

are created by the refinement mechanism and obey a 2D subdivision of the parent block,

4 in this example. The numbering system is based on the “Morton ordering” scheme.
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number of grid points is the product nx ny nz, and every block is identical in this

respect. Every block has a unique index and processor number (as Paramesh

is designed to be used in parallel with multiple processors). There is a series of

physical variables associated with every block, which may and usually will vary

from block to block. The most basic variables are the grid spacing and the block

coordinate. The former are the numbers hx, hy and hz which are the grid spacing

for each dimension and define the physical dimensions of the block. The later are

the X, Y and Z coordinates of the center of the block, defining its physical position.

One of the two most important mechanisms in Paramesh is the ability to

subdivide a block. If the user sets a block to be subdivided, Paramesh creates

eight new blocks, each with resolution twice of the original block, and each one

located at one octant of the original block. Those blocks are now called “children”

blocks, and the original block is called the “parent” block. This process is called

“refinement”. This is the only way a block may be created, and the only way we

may increase resolution is by a factor of two. This parent-child structure is what

is called a hierarchical block structure. During the set up phase, the user divides

the computational domain into a number of blocks. The simplest way is to just

have one block initially, encompassing the whole domain, but in many situations

it is better to start with a different number. These initial blocks are at the top

most position on the hierarchy.

Consider a particular block with neighbors, all with the same grid resolution.
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As one refines this block, its children will be of a higher resolution than the parent’s

neighbors. This will create a resolution interface, or “refinement interface”. One

strict rule on grid refinement on Paramesh is that there may not be a change

on resolution by a factor larger than two across refinement interfaces, i.e. one can

only refine a block once before having to refine its neighbors.

At the end of a complex grid generation one would have several layers of

grids, each layer of a different resolution. Blocks that have no children are called

“leaf blocks”; these are the ones that usually carry the data. Blocks that are parent

to a leaf block carry the name of parent blocks. Parents of parents have no special

meaning in standard Paramesh, but can store data and be used if desired, as it

is the case on the Multigrid solver presented in [BL05].

In Paramesh, blocks are only neighbors of blocks that belong to the same

level. So, for example, in the grid structure depicted on Fig. 3.4, block 2 is a

neighbor of block 9 but not of blocks 10 and 11 (9’s children).

In a refinement interface, the finer blocks have no neighbor. For example,

block number 10 has three neighbors: 6, 11 and 12, but it has no neighbor going

down (Block 2 is not a neighbor).

Paramesh uses the cell-centered scheme in which the grid points represent

the center of an elemental cell. This implies that the block, as a union of elemental

cells, has no grid point at the boundary. The nearest grid point is h/2 away.

For that reason, when necessary, we index the gridpoints by half integer indices:
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xi/2 = x0 + h(i − 1/2). This implies that as we refine, parent and children grid

points do not lie over each other, but instead in between. This is the grid staggering

issue that plays a role in guardcell filling.

During the process of creation and destruction of blocks, Paramesh has

to fill up these new blocks with valid data. Assume that we want to refine a

block. As explained above this block will be subdivided in eight new blocks (in

3-D). After the leaf blocks are created, Paramesh needs to populate the new grid

points. This process is called prolongation and consists of the interpolation from

the original grid points into the new grid points. It is an interpolation and not an

extrapolation as we use the whole coarse block with guardcells, to fill in the data

of the new blocks without guardcells.

The actual interpolation formula may change, but is usually a polynomial

interpolation. In Paramesh we may select the degree of the polynomial. The

formulas used are three-dimensional extensions of the simple formulas found in

[PFTV92], Section 3.1.

The inverse process, i.e., the derefinement of eight fine blocks into a single

coarse block, is called restriction. It is also an interpolation procedure in which

the data from the eight fine blocks are used in a similar polynomial formula to

calculate the new coarse points. For restriction we do not need to use guardcells,

as the fine grid points span a volume a little larger than the coarse grid points.
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Chapter 4

Single Black Hole Evolution

In the path to a successful binary black hole simulation it is extremely impor-

tant to understand completely the simpler single black hole evolution. Although

it is a simple problem this does retain some of the difficulties that will be present

in the full binary problem; in particular, the numerical treatment of the black

holes themselves is independent on the number of holes. Once a stable evolution

is achieved at the single black hole level it will likely remain well behaved at the

binary level.

We will deal with the static single black hole spacetime but expressed in a

gauge that does possess dynamical fields. Although this dynamics is of coordinate

origin and has no physical relevance it will be numerically very instructive, as the

numerical evolution does not distinguish between gauge and physical effects.

In this section we explain how we implement the black hole initial data, which

is fundamentally the Brill-Lindquist data [BL63], and is called a “puncture”. We

implement this data in a mixed numerical-analytical technique which we call the

“puncture splitting”.

We show how the refinement interfaces interact with the evolving gravita-

tional fields, introducing numerical errors. We show how to measure these errors
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and that the quadratic guardcell filling plus flux matching seem to handle the

errors appropriately.

In the two gauges we will use, geodesic and 1+log, the spatial slice becomes

rather dynamical and in this setting we want to test the mesh refinement technique.

As the geodesic case is explosive the interaction among the ever growing fields and

the refinement boundaries will tell us how robust this technique is. The 1+log

gauge, which avoids the singularity, will hold and freeze the explosion therefore

shifting the strong field regions outward. This will tell us how the refinement

boundaries interact with large propagating signals.

Once we are confident with the robustness of our numerical methods, then

we can depart and approach the full binary problem.

4.1 Initial Data Setup

The first part of our task is to set up the appropriate initial data, gij and Kij

on a Cauchy surface of the Schwarzschild spacetime. In the standard Schwarzschild

coordinate the spacetime metric is given by

ds2 = −gTTdT
2 + gRRdR

2 +R2dΩ2, (4.1)

where gTT = g−1
RR = (1 − 2M/R). We could attempt to set the initial slice as the

T = 0 slice, and the spatial metric would be simply the spatial portion of the

above metric. and because this is a static spacetime, the extrinsic curvature would

be zero. From the start, this is not a good choice for all cases, as the spatial slice
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becomes timelike for R < 2M .

Numerically there are a few problems with this gauge (coordinates). First

is the fact that the black hole’s physical singularity is actually present on the

slice, at R = 0, and therefore around this point the physical fields will diverge.

A second similar feature happens at R = 2M and is the well known coordinate

singularity. Both problems could be avoided if one “cuts out” the region R > 2M

and introduces an inner boundary on the computational domain. This is called

the excision method and is the choice approach of some groups. For example, see

[SKW05, SKL+05].

We chose to follow a different approach, called the puncture initial data,

[BB97], which in practical terms is defined as follows. We make a coordinate

transformation to take the above metric to the Isotropic form. This is achieved by

the transformation

R = r(1 +
M

2r
)2, (4.2)

and in those coordinates the metric becomes the usual isotropic metric

ds2 = −ψ2
−/ψ

2
+dT

2 + ψ4
+(dr2 + r2dΩ2), (4.3)

where ψ± = (1 ± M
2r

).

This transformation “squares” the radial coordinate, i.e., for every R there

are two corresponding values of r, as we can tell by the inverse relation

r =
R −M

2
± 1

2

√
R2 − 2MR. (4.4)
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For a real r the minimum value of R is R = 2M at r = M/2, which is the horizon.

To obtain the initial data we again set T to a constant. Observe that the 3-metric

is conformally flat, with the conformal factor given by ψ = ψ+. This function is

also called Brill-Lindquist conformal factor [BL63].

Here we also have vanishing extrinsic curvature as the spacetime is again

expressed by a static metric, i.e., £tcγab = ∂tγab = 0, therefore

gij =
(

1 +
m

2r

)4

δij = Ψδij , (4.5a)

Kij = 0. (4.5b)

It is important to mention that the isotropic initial data also contains a

singularity, at r = 0, but it cannot be a physical singularity, because r = 0

is mapped to R = ∞ which has regular curvature. This singularity is just a

coordinate singularity, for we are compressing the infinity to a single point.

4.1.1 Puncture splitting

Although the singularity on the data given by Eq. (4.5) is just a coordinate

illusion, it will be a serious problem for the numerical simulation. There are a

few ways to circumvent this problem. First we make sure the origin r = 0 is not

right on a grid point, so staggering the grid properly is a necessity. Clearly as one

increases the numerical resolution the grid points will approach the singularity and

that will be problematic, mainly while computing numerical derivatives across the

singularity. This can be dealt with in two ways. The first and simplest is just to
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ignore it. Use the analytical formulas above to set up the initial data, but let the

numerical errors smooth out the “pointy” conformal factor. At the present, this

is the procedure of choice [CLMZ06, vMBKC06] but only because of the modern

gauge conditions - for both lapse and shift - and distant outer boundaries. Here

we show the state-of-art technique at the time this work was executed [IBC+04],

but in Chapter 5 we will go over the modern developments.

The other way is to deal with the singularity analytically. One can prove

that the singularity in the metric, which goes as 1/r4, will remain the only singular

term. This can be seen by the fact that a singularity is only generated if we have an

infinite stretch/compression of the coordinates, a caustic (crossing of the integral

time curves) or a lack of differentiability on the 3-manifold. The first will not

happen if we use non divergent lapse and shift. The second can be avoided with

singularity avoiding gauges like the 1+log and Gamma-driver, which attempt to

keep the coordinates regular. The latter is guaranteed if the initial data fields are

at least C2.

Keeping this in mind, we split the conformal factor into a regular and a

singular part, i.e.,

Φ = ΦsΦr with Φs =
(

1 +
m

2r

)

. (4.6)

This procedure can be implemented in any system of equations, but on the BSSN

equations this is especially easy, as the conformal factor is related to a basic vari-

able: Φ = eφ where φ is defined on Eq. (2.38). As the singular part is expressed
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in a closed form, we compute and store a priori the spatial derivative terms of Φs,

both the 1st and 2nd derivatives in Cartesian coordinates. In this way whenever

we need to compute a derivative of Φ in the code we evaluate numerically only the

regular part of the derivative and then add the terms corresponding to the singular

part. By doing this splitting, all the numerical fields become regular.

4.2 Numerical Setup

Our goal is to test the robustness of both the black hole implementation at

the initial data setup, and the effects of the FMR interfaces. For the first part it

is desirable not to enable the FMR mechanism as it may (and will) generate extra

errors from the coupling of the black hole strong fields and the FMR boundaries.

So we will do a few single resolution (unigrid) tests. As those are expensive they

will be of low resolution, just to guarantee that nothing is fatally wrong. We then

add the FMR method to the recipe. It is wise to first perform a quick, cheap run

to test main features, and afterward we perform the real test runs.

Table 4.1 summarizes the runs of this chapter. To perform a convergence

test we generate three runs of each kind, of increasing resolution. Here we could

afford to double the resolution on each run.

Because we have spherically symmetric initial data we may reduce the load

of the runs by using its symmetries. In a 3-D cartesian grid we only need one

octant to represent a spherically symmetric field. We choose the octant at X ≥ 0,
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Table 4.1: Single black hole runs. The Unigrid runs use the geodesic gauge and are

all very low resolution. The FMR I runs, also using the geodesic gauge, have only

one refinement boundary at 5M and also are low resolution. The FMR II runs were

made with both the geodesic and the 1+log gauge. They use the 8-level box-in-box grid

structure and use production resolutions.

Type hf OB Size

Unigrid 10/32 ≈ 0.32 10M 323

runs 10/64 ≈ 0.16 10M 643

geo only 10/128 ≈ 0.08 10M 1283

FMR I 5/32 ≈ 0.16 10M 2 ∗ 323

runs 5/64 ≈ 0.08 10M 2 ∗ 643

geo only 5/128 ≈ 0.04 10M 2 ∗ 1283

FMR II 1/16 ≈ 0.06 64M 8 ∗ 163 = 323

runs 1/32 ≈ 0.032 64M 8 ∗ 323 = 643

geo & 1+log 1/64 ≈ 0.016 64M 8 ∗ 643 = 1283
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Y ≥ 0 and Z ≥ 0. The X = 0, Y = 0 and Z = 0 faces now become “mirror”

boundaries that must be implemented as boundary conditions. In PARAMESH

the boundary condition are implemented by filling the guardcells corresponding to

that face in particular.

The mirror symmetry is the statement that under a reflection transformation,

x→ −x for a mirror at x = 0, all tensors are invariant, i.e.,

T µ′...
ν′... (−x) = T µ...

ν... (x) = (−1)nT µ...
ν... (−x), (4.7)

where the first equality is the mirror condition, and the last term comes when

actually computing the transformation: the coordinate transformation x → −x

only generates minus signs on the Jacobians that involve the x coordinate, and if

n is the number of x indices on the tensor components T µ...
ν... we obtain the last term.

A particular case are the densities, which contain powers of the metric determinant

in their definition, which under reflexion only changes sign. If a scalar (or tensor)

has a power w of the metric determinant in it, the mirror transformation is then

given by

f(w)(−x) = (−1)2wf(w)(x). (4.8)

Finally, at the outer boundary we use an outgoing wave condition for all the

variables except Γi, which is just frozen.

Both the unigrid and FMR (low) runs have outer boundary at 10M , which

make them suitable only for very short lived runs, which is the case for the geodesic

gauge runs.
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On the second column of Table 4.1 we show the resolution of the finest FMR

region (or the whole domain, in the case of unigrid). The third column is the

location of the outer boundary. The last column is the run’s size as given by the

number of active gridpoints, i.e., belonging to the leaf blocks.

The low FMR runs have just one FMR interface located at x = 5M . The

high resolution FMR runs have a more sophisticated grid structure. We choose a

“box-in-box” grid setup. Each refinement region is a box, with one corner at the

origin and the opposing corner at X = Y = Z = 1M , 2M , 4M , 8M , 16M and

32M . On each further region the resolution decreases by a factor of 2, as is allowed

by PARAMESH.

4.3 Geodesic Evolution

To perform the actual evolution we must choose a gauge. The geodesic slicing

is very good for its simplicity, as it consists on “fixing the coordinate labels on free

falling observers”. This is given by

α = 1, βi = 0. (4.9)

It is clear that after a finite time, some observers (and consequently some grid

points) are going to hit the physical singularity. But prior to this time, the spatial

slice is regular (modulo the puncture itself). The “crash time” can be calculated

and is tc = πM . So for M = 1 the code will evolve for about 3.14 units of time.

The major benefit of using this gauge is that we actually have the analytical
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Figure 4.1: gc
xx and φreg on the x axis at T ≈ .85π. Comparing three different resolutions

and the analytical solution.

solution for it (see Section 2.3). With it we may perform more accurate convergence

tests and have confidence in our numerical methods.

4.3.1 Convergence Study - Low Resolution

Let us focus initially on the low resolution unigrid runs. The importance

of such runs is just to guarantee that the basic numerical algorithm is working

properly. In Fig. 4.1 we see the X-axis cuts of the metric gxx component and the

regular part of the conformal factor (φreg), and we compare them with the ana-

lytical solution. As the resolution is increased, the numerical functions approach

the analytical solution, which is peaked at r = M/2, depicted by the solid vertical

line. It is clear from these low resolution runs that the major issue arises near the

puncture, r < 2. The fact that the conformal factor and metric components are

blowing up is an indication that the slicing is actually approaching the physical

singularity.
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Figure 4.2: Differences with the analytical solution. Observe the multiplicative factors

showing the quadratic convergence. Beyond r = 2 the convergence is strictly quadratic.

The inlet on the right side figure show the convergence at larger radii.

From these plots alone it is clear that the convergence is not quite second

order, i.e. at these resolution and at later times we are not in the convergence

regime. At earlier times though, the convergence is indeed second order, as can

be seen on Fig. 4.2. Here we show the differences with respect to the analytical

solution at time T ≈ 1
2
π. At this early time (mid way through) the slice is not

that close to the singularity, which would overwhelm the whole analysis with errors.

Observe that near the actual puncture, r < 0.5 is where the convergence gets the

most difficult, even though the overall convergence is second order.

Finally let us look at the convergence of the Hamiltonian Constraint. This is

one of the best indicators of the quality of a gravity simulation, as it is supposed to

be zero all through the domain. In Fig. 4.3, we see that Hc ≈ 0, for r > 2. As the

Hamiltonian Constraint is related to the Curvature (or second derivatives of the

metric) and since the region 0 < r < 1
2

has less curvature that the region around
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r ≈ 1
2
, one would maybe expect the convergence to be better near the puncture.

Numerically this cannot be so because that low curvature region spans an “almost

infinite” region of physical space, so the effective resolution is extremely coarse,

therefore implying a huge amount of numerical error.
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Figure 4.3: The Hamiltonian Constraint violation.

4.3.2 FMR Evolution and Convergence - Comparison Between 1st

and 2nd Order

Now let us turn to the FMR runs. Initially we will start with the low resolu-

tion runs to certify that our numerical implementation is not defective. On these

low resolution runs we used the standard PARAMESH linear interpolation and

therefore we expect that the FMR boundaries will be convergent only up to the

1st order.

In Fig. 4.4 we see both the convergence behavior both near the puncture and

near the FMR boundary at r = 5M . At the FMR boundary, we see very clearly
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Figure 4.4: gc
xx on the x axis at T ≈ 1

2π. FMR allows us to double the resolution near

the puncture with just twice as much memory. We see clear quadratic convergence at

the strong field region (upper figure). The refinement boundary at r = 5 is a source of

numerical errors but no worst that first order in h (lower picture).

that high resolution data at the right side matches the medium resolution curve

on the left side. Also, the medium resolution on the right side matches the low

resolution curve on the left side. This behavior is dictated by the magnitude of

the truncation error, which jumps discontinuously with a factor of 2 for this linear

guardcell filling.

As a starting result this is encouraging, but we are looking for a fully quadrat-

ically convergent run. The FMR interface behaves as a constant source of 1st order

error that contaminates the whole solution. To achieve second order convergence

everywhere we use on the next runs the guardcell scheme presented in Section 3.2.2.

Here we will compare three different schemes for guardcell filling, and verify

the fact that quadratic guardcell filling is enough to obtain convergent data around

the mesh refinement boundaries. Also we show that by using the flux matching
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technique we can increase the accuracy of the guardcell data.

To support these statements we performed a convergence test comparing all

three kinds of guardcell filling. The initial data setup, grid setup, and resolution

are the same as for the runs in Sec. 4.3.2, i.e., a single static black hole in geodesic

coordinates, 8-level box-in-box grid setup, octant symmetry and resolution at the

finest grid of 1/16 and 1/32. As the gauge is geodesic we can also compare our

results with the analytical solution and therefore perform a two-point convergence

test.

We perform the convergence test three times, each time using a different

guardcell filling scheme: linear, quadratic, and quadratic plus flux matching.

As it is explained in Sec. 2.3, the single black hole evolution only lasts for a

total time of πM in geodesic coordinates. Therefore we choose two representative

times to perform this analysis, an early time of T = 1M in which the fields are

not too strong at the refinement boundary, and a later time T = 2M , testing the

robustness of the scheme.

In all the figures here presented we show the error to the analytical solution

of the X-axis cut of the gxx metric component. Each color represents a guardcell

filling scheme: blue for linear, green for quadratic and red for quadratic plus flux

matching. For each color we have two lines. One represents the error on the low

resolution run, and the other represents the error on the higher resolution run

multiplied by a factor of four. A perfect matching of the same-color lines implies
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quadratic convergence.
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Figure 4.5: FMR convergence test at T = 2M

On the left panel of Fig. 4.5 we see that the linear guardcell filling contam-

inated the whole bulk data, making the whole simulation only first-order conver-

gent. This is represented by the blue lines that roughly are a factor of two from

each other. Although there is no label distinction the larger function has to come

from the higher resolution run, as its error is just half, and not a quarter of, the

low resolution run.

Looking at the remaining curves we see that they are pretty much quadrati-

cally convergent on the bulk. Let us look closely at the refinement boundaries.

On the right panel of Fig. 4.5 see a close up of the refinement boundary at

x = 1M . Here we see how the error from the coarse grid on the right is joined

to the errors on the fine grid to the left. Both methods with and without flux

matching show good quadratic convergence, but there is a quantitative benefit to

using the later. We can see that the higher resolution flux-matched error is smaller

and smoother then the corresponding non-flux matched one.
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To compare these three guardcell filling methods in a more straining envi-

ronment we turn to Fig. 4.6, which is similar to the previous one except that it is

at T = 2M , and that it only shows the low resolution run for the linear case. The

quadratic runs are still converging at the right order, but with different amounts of

errors. The flux matching procedure is in effect reducing the errors at the nearest

FMR boundary and therefore making a better coupling between the two blocks.

As no obvious statement can be made for the next FMR interface, let us look

closely at it.
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Figure 4.6: FMR convergence test at T = 2M .

On the right panel of Fig. 4.6 we see the FMR boundary at x = 2M . Based

on this refinement interface only it would be difficult to tell if the flux matching

yields any improvement. On the other hand, the fact that it attempts to “flatten

down” the error by matching the first derivatives is a benefit, which will be evident

when computing the constraints.
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4.3.3 FMR Evolution - Constraints

Now let us look at all the three FMR II runs from Table 4.1. These are

very similar runs to the last section, but we only consider the quadratic plus flux

matching guardcell filling. Here the three runs are characterized by their resolution,

low (h = 1/16), medium (h = 1/32M) and high (h = 1/64M). As the resolutions

change by a factor of 2 we expect the errors to decrease by a factor of 4.

First let us look at the plots of convergence against the analytical solution

for the γ̃xx and Ãxx fields. Fig. 4.7 shows low, medium and high resolution runs

at T = 2.5M . At this extremely late time we see the robustness of the finite

differencing techniques we used. In both panels the big feature near r = 0.5M
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Figure 4.7: Convergence against the analytical solution for γ̃xx and Ãxx at T = 2.5M .

Dotted line is low resolution, dashed line medium resolution and solid line is high reso-

lution. We see good convergence at both the r ≈ 0.5 region and the puncture (inset).

represents the fact that the numerical slice is approaching the physical singularity.

At the peak we see a small loss of convergence but everywhere the results show

good 2nd order convergence. On the inside boxes we see the behavior near the
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Figure 4.8: Convergence plot for H and P x with the analytical solution. X-axis cut.

Very good convergence in the bulk and near the puncture (inset). First order convergent

“spikes” at the FMR boundaries.

puncture. As all the fields are regular at the puncture (the singularity is contained

on the singular part of the conformal factor) we expect to see convergence there.

This is what we actually observe.

To evaluate the quality of the FMR boundary condition let us look at the

Hamiltonian Constraint (H) convergence plots, on Fig. 4.8. Because H is made

of the second derivatives of the basic variables, we expect it to be only 1st order

convergent, and this is what we see. The “jumps” on the truncation error in the

basic variables induce a “spike” in H (or in every derived quantity for that matter).

Although the spikes are just first order convergent, the width of such spikes gets

narrower with the resolution, and in this way they do not damage the rest of the

simulation.

It is interesting to look closer at the refinement boundaries. On Figure 4.9

we present γ̃xx at the region around x = 2M . We show both the regular gridpoints

and the guardcells needed for the finite-difference stencils near the interface. The
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curves lie almost on the top of one another, indicating second order convergence.

Similarly in Fig. 4.10 we have the convergence of the Hamiltonian Constraint

H around the same FMR boundary at x = 2M . It is second-order convergent

almost everywhere. At the vicinity of the FMR interface the convergence seems to

approach first-order, but again the region is limited to the neighboring points.
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Figure 4.9: Close-up of the convergence of the error (numerical value minus analytic

value) in γ̃xx, for a geodesically sliced puncture, at t = 2.5M , in the vicinity of the

refinement boundary at x = 2M . The errors for the high resolution run are shown by

the solid line; the errors for the medium (dashed line) and low (dotted line) resolution

runs have been divided by factors of 4 and 16, respectively. In this plot, we also show

the location of the data points, including guardcells, using filled circles.

4.4 1+log Evolution

On the previous section we tested our techniques on a regime that was surely

demanding but limited in time and space; the evolution would live up to T = 3M

and the strong field region would be limited to r < 2. For a long evolution we must

use a gauge that will avoid hitting the physical singularity by “slowing down” the
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Figure 4.10: A view of the Hamiltonian constraint in the neighborhood of the FMR

interface at x = 2M . The errors for the high resolution run are shown by the solid line;

the errors for the medium (dashed line) and low (dotted line) resolution runs have been

divided by factors of 4 and 16, respectively. As discussed in the text, data points nearest

to the interface converge at one order lower than in the rest of the domain.

evolution near the puncture. One of the gauges that satisfies this requirement is

the “1+log” gauge. We implement it by means of the lapse evolution equation

∂α

∂t
= −2αΨ4

sK, (4.10)

where Ψ4
s = 1 + M/2r and K = gijKij . The insertion of the Ψ4

s term is recom-

mended by [ABD+03] and seemed to improve convergence near the puncture in

our simulations. As the slice approaches the physical singularity we expect K to

grow, which in turn will force α to grow slower, and to “freeze”. The Ψ4
s term will

speed up this process near the puncture, as it is divergent there. This feature, the

singularity avoidance, will generate long-lived evolutions.

An actual numerical simulation of γ̃xx and α is shown on Fig. 4.11. On

the right panel we see the collapse of the lapse, which started at α = 1. This
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Figure 4.11: A time evolution sequence for the conformal metric γ̃xx and the lapse α

using the variant of 1+log slicing given in Eq. (4.10). Results are shown for the highest

resolution run.

collapse will generate an ever-growing stretching on the spatial slice, which will be

reflected in the metric components. The left panel shows it, as we see the growth of

a pulse that slowly travels outward. Another effect that contributes to the growth

of this metric pulse is the fact that we have no shift vector, i.e. the gridpoints are

effectively falling in the black hole.

This is not bad by itself, but eventually this pulse will leave the high resolu-

tion grid zone and that is a problem. A steep pulse in a low resolution region is

undesirable as the truncation error may be too large. On the other hand we can

use this very same fact to test an important feature, the FMR interfaces. In this

simulation the traveling pulse is mimicking a radiation pulse and it is important

to know how the FMR interfaces behave when a pulse crosses them. It is clear

from the previous figure that there is no visible effect on the basic variables, but a

convergence study will reveal more information.
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4.4.1 Convergence Study

As we do not have an analytical solution for the 1+log evolution we will use

three-point convergence plots instead. On the next figures, for a given field f we

plot (flow−fmed)/4 using a dashed line and fmed−fhigh using a solid line. Since the

three different resolutions “low”, “medium”, and “high” are related to each other

by factors of two, the two lines in each panel should overlay exactly for perfect

second order convergence.

On Fig. 4.12 we see three-point convergence plots of both γ̃xx and Ãxx for a

1-D cut along the x-axis. The left panel shows data at T = 8M , which is clearly

second-order convergent almost everywhere. Observe that as time passes the large

metric pulse, which is a feature similarly present in all the other field variables

as well, will cross to lower resolution regions. As said above, this will cause the

already large truncation error to grow further. In the region between the first two

interfaces, 1M < x < 2M , the grid starts to be too coarse and we see some loss of

convergence at the peaks. Except for that, the convergence is good for these and

all other field variables till T ≈ 10M .

At later times the pulse will pass through the second FMR interface and reach

the next coarser region, 2M < x < 4M , where the resolution drops by a factor

of 2. Such a coarse grid is not able to resolve the metric pulse and we will lose

convergence. This is clear in the right-hand panels of Fig. 4.12. Besides the fact

that the error is now a factor of 500 larger than before, it is clearly not convergent
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shows fmed − fhigh.
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on the strong field region. Despite that, the remaining of the computational domain

remains second-order convergent even as the resolution gets coarser and coarser.

One good thing is that the FMR interfaces simply cause no detectable effects on

the field variables, as the error generated by the evolution itself is much larger.

To see the effects of the FMR interfaces we turn to the constraints, H and

P x, which are shown on Fig. 4.13 for the same times as the previous figure. The

errors for the highest resolution run are given by the solid line. The errors for the

medium (dashed line) and low (dotted line) resolution runs have been divided by

factors of 4 and 16, respectively.

The constraints are second order convergent in the bulk at early times (T <

10M), when the large field region is once more limited to the finer grids. On the

left panels, as the pulse is on the second finest FMR region, we see large first-order

convergent spikes at the FMR boundary. And again, as time passes, the strong

pulse propagates to the coarser region, and as it grows together grow the FMR

spikes, as depicted on the right panels.

Observe that, despite being large, the constraint spikes at the FMR interfaces

are spatially localized like on the geodesic case. This is a good indicator that our

guardcell algorithm does not contaminate the whole computational domain.

A short word about the “feature” present at later times, around x = 0.2M .

First, it is spatially localized and seems to have no impact on the simulation,

but differently from the FMR spikes this noise does not come from a differenc-
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Figure 4.13: Convergence plots for the Hamiltonian constraint H and the momentum

constraint P x along the x-axis in the 1+log slicing runs at times t = 8M and t = 16M .

The solid lines show the errors for the high resolution run. The errors for the medium

(dashed line) and low (dotted line) resolution runs have been divided by factors of 4 and

16, respectively.
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ing artifact. Every strongly hyperbolic system can have its fields decomposed as

combinations of propagating modes of different speeds, of which some could be of

zero speed. This noise seems to be caused by a zero speed mode and it can be

eliminated by choosing a different evolution gauge, like by introducing a non-zero

shift vector, or by using more modern gauges.
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Chapter 5

Aspects of Binary Evolutions

In the matter presented in the previous chapters we went over the funda-

mental necessary steps that we, at the Goddard group, had to take in preparation

to approach the binary black hole evolution problem. Essentially these were the

development of mesh refinement techniques and the implementation of the single

puncture black hole1. Naturally these techniques had to be further developed in

order to produce accurate results for the more interesting problems, namely the

binary mergers like the head-on case, but fundamentally the orbiting merger. The

role of this short chapter is to introduce the reader to these newer techniques.

Here we want to point out three kinds of developments that were fundamental

for the progress of our approach to the black hole problem. First, and most basic,

is the choice of a suitable initial data setup for the binary problem. Because

we chose the puncture method as our way to represent the black hole, this issue

was pretty much settled; the Bowen-York initial data, as a generalization of the

Brill-Lindquist data, was a convenient choice. Second are the advancements in

finite difference and mesh refinement, where in order to eliminate noise coming

1It is important to mention that not all research groups use the same techniques, although

the only two groups that seem to have deeper understanding about black hole evolutions, the

Goddard group and the Brownsville group, use similar techniques.
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from the refinement boundaries, we used higher order differencing schemes for

both the spatial derivatives and the time integration. The third, and probably

the most important developments, are on the evolution gauges, which attempt to

create a more physical coordinate system for the evolution which would simplify

the problem. All the new evolution gauges we will mention here depend on a

important factor, which did not exist in previous works: the moving puncture.

Coincidentally, for the next final two chapters of this thesis we will use God-

dard’s binary evolution code, which obviously uses all the modern advancements.

Hence the two-fold relevance of this chapter; to introduce the reader to the modern

techniques used in black hole evolution, and to fill up the gap from the last chapter

and the next.

5.1 Initial Data

In the previous chapters we explained the construction of the puncture data

for the case of the single non-moving, non-spinning black hole case, i.e., Schwarzschild,

which was introduced by [BL63]. More suitable for the binary problem is the initial

data setup of Bowen-York[BY80, BB97], which contains the static, single puncture

as a particular case. With this initial data one is capable of setting up an arbi-

trary number of black holes, all of them represented by punctures, with their own

unique asymptotic infinities, i.e., if we have N punctures, the whole spacetime is

formed by N + 1 “infinities”. This is most characterized by the Bowen-York form
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of singular part of the conformal factor:

φs =

N
∑

i=1

mi

2ri
, (5.1)

where mi is the mass parameter for each black hole, and ri = |r−ri|. The complete

conformal factor will be the product of the singular and the regular parts. The

regular part is defined to obey the following elliptic equation

∇2φr +
1

8
φ−7KijKij (1 + φr/φs)

−7 = 0, (5.2)

where φr stands for the regular part of the conformal factor, andKij is the extrinsic

curvature. The derivative is taken with respect to a flat background, which makes

the initial data conformally flat. The final part is the formula for Kij. Each black

hole contributes with a term of the form:

Kab
i =

3

2ri
2

(

Pi
ar̂i

b + P br̂i
a − (δab − r̂ar̂b)Pi

cr̂ic

)

(5.3)

+
3

r3

(

ǫac[dSicr̂idr̂i
b]
)

,

and the total extrinsic curvature is just the sum of the parts: Kab =
∑N

i=1K
ab
i .

Observe that each puncture requires three parameters, mass, momentum, and

spin. These parameters do approach the asymptotic ADM values for mass, mo-

mentum, and spin of the spacetime, if the black holes are far enough from each

other. Another observation is that the single, non-moving, spinning puncture does

not represent the Kerr spacetime. This is so because the spinning puncture is

conformally flat, and it has been proved that one cannot obtain a conformally flat
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slice of the Kerr spacetime [GP00]. On the other hand, this system would then

be a mix of the Kerr spacetime with some amount of extra curvature which will

either fall in the black hole or radiate away.

Observe that Eq. (5.2) must be solved numerically, unless for simple cases

where we have a time symmetric situation, i.e., Kij = 0. A complete numerical

treatment in 3D is presented in [CCD+93]. Independently a treatment compatible

with our grid set up must deal with mesh refinement. A multigrid code based

on Paramesh was presented in [BL05], and this is the tool used by the Goddard

group.

5.1.1 Head-On and QC0 configurations

In the context of the Bowen-York initial data, what are the problems that

must be approached first? Clearly we do not want to do something much compli-

cated, involving both momenta and spins, as little is known about the spin-spin

and the spin-orbit coupling, and to attempt to explore such interactions at an early

technical stage would be unwise. Recently, though, some progress has been made

on the attempt to study the effects of spin on the black hole mergers[CLZ06].

With the momentum parameters we can set up three kinds of mergers, a

direct head-on collision, a grazing collision, and an orbiting system. The most

complex case would be the grazing merger, as it would require high accuracy in

situations where the black holes would be moving fast, while approaching and
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later diverging from each other. Simpler and more astrophysically relevant is the

orbiting system. Here we would have both black holes in a quasi-stable orbit, which

decays into a merger situation. This is still a complex problem, as the simulation

has to be accurate for long enough to give time for the black holes to merge.

Clearly the simplest case is the head-on merger, which can be prepared by

setting up two black holes in a time-symmetric configuration, which is to say that

Kij = 0. Physically this means that both the future and the past of the initial

slice are symmetric. In this way the head-on configuration does not represent any

actual physical configuration, for it represents a slice in the history of two black

holes that branch from a single “white hole”, stop, and merge again into the final

black hole. On the other hand, differences between a physical head-on (where the

black holes are brought from the infinity) and the Bowen-York head-on, will be

expressed by an initial burst of spurious radiation, but the later stages will show

the signature of the merger itself. Moreover, the time-symmetric configuration is

excellent for the test cases because it has no momentum parameter. In this case,

Eq. (5.2) becomes Laplace’s equation, which is solved trivially by the singular

function Eq. (5.1), hence the regular part of the conformal factor can be set to

zero.

For the orbiting binary setup we concentrate on the equal mass case. Here,

the black hole system has a non-zero total orbital angular momentum, which can

be adjusted by setting the separation and the initial momenta parameters of the
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punctures. The most interesting set up would be one of a circular orbit, which

would simplify the understanding of the final outcome. Also it is interesting to

start with the black holes as close as possible. In [Coo90] we have a method to

obtain the so called “Quasi-circular” orbits, which use the BY initial data plus

an effective-potential to find a family of such orbits. Each orbit is classified by

two parameters; the separation and the momenta (which are equal with oppos-

ing directions). A popular nomenclature appeared in [BCLT02], in which the

innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO) is called “QC0” in which the masses are

m1 = m2 = 0.453M , the separation is L = 1.169M (coordinate distance), and the

momenta are P = 0.333M (M is a scaling parameter with unit of mass, which we

usually set to 1).

5.2 Gauges

It has become clear for some in the community that a judicious choice of gauge

is probably the most important factor on the success of a long lived evolution. Here

we want to point out some of these choices, all which are in the context of puncture

evolution.

The first, and very influential, modification of the procedure enunciated in

the previous chapters is the “moving puncture” method[BCC+06b]. The most fun-

damental ingredient to this method is not to use the puncture splitting technique

presented on Sec. 4. A basic reason for that is because it would be very complicated
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to keep an analytical structure that would follow the puncture; this would require

the recalculation, at every time-step, of the singular part, which would be very

time consuming. Worse, though, what happens if the puncture, in its meandering

across the grid, would fall right over a gridpoint: In this situation the analytical

part would be useless2. The idea of the moving puncture is just to let the puncture

be smoothed by the numerical error, in the hope that the numerical resolution is

good enough to keep most of its features. Depending on further choices of gauge,

this is exactly what happens. As it will be clear below, the actual movement of

the puncture is completely given by the choice of shift. If one chooses not to move

the punctures, then the actual result is, expectably, worse than the same run with

puncture splitting. The power of the moving puncture technique is when they are

actually moving.

Now, let us discuss four choices of gauge, or rather, four variations of the

same gauge, 1+log for the slicing and the Gamma-driver for the spatial gauge. For

more details, see [vMBKC06].

2On the other hand, the puncture itself is inside of an event horizon, and therefore one could

excise the region around the puncture, avoiding the issues here mentioned [S+03]. Given the

complexities of implementing moving excision with our mesh refinement package, we chose not

to go on this direction.
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• 1+log with Brill-Lindquist term: [IBC+04]

lapse ∂tα = −2αψ4
BLK (5.4a)

shift βi = 0 (5.4b)

Were ψBL is the same as Eq. (5.1). This is the gauge we used in Chapter

4. The “lapse freezing” property of the 1+log gauge is due to its generic

negative feedback form: ∂α = −f(α) which, as far as f(α) is positive, will

push α → 0. Here, the presence of the Brill-Lindquist factor reinforces

this negative feedback; at any point infinitesimally close to the puncture

the lapse will suffer an divergent amount of damping, therefore collapsing

to zero. Observe that this technique was used in the context of puncture

splitting and therefore the actual divergent point (the origin) is off of any

gridpoint. This term was recommended by [ABD+03] as being good for the

convergence at the puncture. The fact that βi = 0 has two implications. The

first, demonstrated in Fig. 4.11, is that grid points will get “stuck” near the

black holes, as the lapse freezes. The second effect is that the puncture does

not move.

• Gamma-driver and 1+log without ψBL: [FBvM+05].

lapse ∂tα = −2αK (5.5a)

shift ∂tβ
i =

3

4
αψ−4

BLB
i (5.5b)

∂tB
i = ∂tΓ̃

i − ηBi
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Although here the lapse equation has no ψBL term, it still will drive both

K and α to zero. In order to obtain better results, it is recommended to

start with a pre-collapsed lapse profile [ABD+03]. The shift equation is the

called the Gamma-driver, as it also is a negative feedback equation for the

Γ̃i quantity. The presence of the ψBL on the first shift equation guarantees

that βi does not change at the puncture (as the analytical conformal factor

vanishes there), and so, if βi = 0 initially, then it will remain zero at the

puncture. As it is explained on [vMBKC06], this gauge has zero-speed modes,

which accumulates numerical errors.

• Moving puncture, non-shifting-shift gauge : [BCC+06b]

lapse ∂tα = −2αK (5.6a)

shift ∂tβ
i =

3

4
Bi (5.6b)

∂tB
i = ∂tΓ̃

i − ηBi (5.6c)

This gauge is very similar to the previous one but has no ψBL nor the α terms

on the shift equations. This entails an evolving shift vector at the puncture,

and hence a moving black hole. This gauge also has zero-speed modes, but

they are of a less harmful nature, as they do not accumulate numerical errors,

and the evolution is rather smooth. Observe that “shifting shift” also works

as a single equation for the shift vector; ∂tβ
i = 3

4
Γ̃i − ηβi. It turns out that

this single equation performs as well as the two-equation system, and is a
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little more economical.

• Shifting-shift gauge: [vMBKC06, BCC+06a]

lapse (∂t − βi∂i)α = −2αK (5.7a)

shift (∂t − βi∂i)β
i =

3

4
αBi (5.7b)

(∂t − βi∂i)B
i = (∂t − βi∂i)Γ̃

i − ηBi (5.7c)

One can add varied combinations of advection terms on the non-shifting-shift

gauge, but it turns out that they mostly contribute in a negative way, except

if all the possible shift terms are present. This gauge, the most advanced, is

obtained from the non-shifting-shift gauge by replacing the time derivatives

by advection terms, ∂t → (∂t − βi∂i). In a way, this makes the numerical

spacetime more consistent with the physical spacetime, as all the evolution

variables now contain the advection term, similar from the one coming out

of £t−β , except that we treat the vectors as a collection of scalar fields.

5.3 Differencing and mesh refinement

This is the last, and the least physical, part of the developments that are

involved on the modern binary black hole evolution, which we will divide into

two parts. First is the issue of numerical differencing scheme used. In the previous

chapters we showed how to construct a fully second order accurate integrator of the

BSSN equations. Although the convergence is a sign that the simulation is tracking
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the physics of the problem, it does not guarantee that the obtained solution will

satisfy any degree of accuracy. As it turns out, the stronger “customer” for the

merger waveforms are the gravitational wave detectors, which actually do require

a higher level of accuracy that it has been achieved with second order codes. The

level of quality of the modern black hole simulations is supported by the results in

[B+06].

Besides this external motivation we also find private reasons to attempt to

raise the accuracy; reduce the constraint violations, and improving the accuracy

of waveforms. A common way to attempt to increase the accuracy is to raise the

differencing order. This works if we have a smooth solution, which is the case with

our simulations3. The most natural way is to go from a 2nd order scheme to a

fully 4th-order scheme. The problem with 3rd order is that the numerical stencils

would be asymmetric. With respect to time integration the most common 4th

order scheme is the Runge-Kutta 4th order. Therefore let us summarize some of

the differencing improvements:

• Mesh Adapted Differencing (MAD): Developed in [BM05]. The spatial dif-

ferencing stencil used by the Goddard group. As it has been pointed out

earlier in this work, the mesh refinement interfaces are the source of numer-

ical errors, which can be seen clearly by looking at the constraints. It was

then perceived that these errors are due to the discontinuous jump of the

3This would not be the case in a system with shocks, like in hydrodynamics.
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truncation error, associated with the differencing schemes, as one goes from

one refinement level to the other. The MAD differencing scheme solves this

problem by keeping the truncation error as it all were at the same refinement

level. To achieve this, though, it has to use a larger stencil. This method

demonstrates how to improve the refinement interface errors and still have a

2nd order code.

• 4th order spatial differencing: First used in [BCC+06a]. Instead of using the

MAD scheme, it is most natural to simply go up to 4th order. There are some

difficulties associated with it, mainly with respect to the mesh refinement, in

which the guardcells are still been filled with a second order stencil.

• Runge-Kutta 4th order [BCC+06a]. As one goes to spatial 4th order differenc-

ing it is natural to extend it to the time integration as well. The drawback

of doing this is that we now are required to store more time levels (as RK4

requires four intermediary levels), and this is time consuming. Also, because

the refinement boundaries are only second order (up to today), the simula-

tion as a whole will only be so. On the other hand the authors of [BCC+06a]

claim that they do obtain obtain more accurate results.

• Adaptive Mesh Refinement: First appearing in [BCC+06a]. The FMR tech-

nique presented on the previous chapters were just a prelude to the capacity of

Paramesh to operate with full adaptive mesh refinement, i.e., the dynamical
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refinement and derefinement of the computational domain as needed. Clearly

one has to choose carefully the criteria for refinement (derefinement). In

[BCC+06a] the authors used a curvature-based approach; they set a thresh-

old for the Burko’s Coulomb curvature invariant, which would determine

when to refine or derefine the numerical grid. This particular curvature in-

variant is good to indicate the presence of the black hole ( as well as an

electric potential shows the presence of a point charge).
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Chapter 6

The Lazarus Method

On the time this work was started the accurate calculation of waveforms

radiated from an inspiralling binary black hole system was a challenge. There was

only one full orbit binary simulation at that time [BTJ04] and it was unclear in

which direction the whole binary evolution business was to go, and if it would be

possible to obtain an accurate radiation signature out of the evolutions. One of the

biggest problems was that no evolution would actually last long enough to allow

for a full orbit as instabilities and gauge generated features would grow unbounded

and eventually terminate the evolution.

Although the majority of the field’s workforce was concentrating on improv-

ing the full 3D numerical simulations, there was a parallel method that actually

was successful in obtaining a radiation waveform from the binary merger. This

is known as the “Lazarus” procedure, presented in [BCL02]. Given the limita-

tions of the full non-linear evolutions, especially their short duration, the Lazarus

method would complement the final stages of the physical development by means

of perturbation theory.

It is expected that after some time the final stages of a binary merging

system will be a perturbed, rotating black hole. Part of these perturbations will
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fall into the final black hole and part of them will radiate to infinity. The Lazarus

procedure uses precisely this idea. Initially one starts with a full three-dimensional

nonlinear evolution of a binary black hole system, up to the point where the evolved

numerical system can be described by a perturbed background Kerr black hole.

At this point, one assumes a particular mass and spin for this black hole and then

transforms the numerical data to perturbative data. This procedure is the core of

the Lazarus approach and is the most difficult part of it.

Once we have the data for the perturbations, we continue the evolution by

using the linear two-dimensional Teukolsky equation to propagate the radiation

toward infinity.

Although this method was able to generate waveforms, no other group has

ever reproduced these calculations or applied them is other contexts. These are

the proposals of the remaining two chapters of this thesis. As our full numerical

code (see Chapter 4 and Chapter 5) uses different gauges and grid structure, it is

a nontrivial question if the Lazarus method will work in this framework. These

questions are approached in the next chapter.

In this chapter we will introduce the Lazarus method, its formalism, and its

assumptions. We start it by a quick presentation of the Teukolsky equation, the

quantities it deals with (the Weyl curvature scalars), and also the final form of the

equations that we use for the actual integration, which we perform numerically.

Following that, we present the transformations that comprise the Lazarus
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procedure. Specially, in Sec. 6.5.2, we go over in detail a particular set of obscure

equations that appeared in the original Lazarus paper. And in Sec. 6.5 we re-

produce some of the original tetrad transformations by using the spinor method,

which in fact simplifies the work on the derivations enormously.

At the end of the chapter we present some aspects of our implementation, in

an attempt to make our procedure more clear.

6.1 Introduction

The basic idea of the Lazarus approach is quite simple; first perform the full

numerical evolution, originally using the ADM equations, of the binary system till

a “perturbative time” T . Second, use the final numerical data as a initial data

for the Teukolsky equations, which are the equations for curvature perturbations

over the Kerr background. These perturbations will then propagate away (or fall

into the black hole) and, far enough, will give us the physical radiation signature

of that particular merger.

There are at least two advantages in using the Teukolsky equations over

the ADM or BSSN equations. First, because the background is Kerr, which has

azimuthal (φ) symmetry, one can show that the Teukolsky equations are separable

on the φ direction. This feature enables us to perform not a 3D but a 2D numerical

simulation if we go to the Fourier space of the φ direction. In other words, we can

decompose the perturbed data in “angular modes” and for each of these modes
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perform a 2D evolution. It is a fact that we only need a few of these modes to obtain

an accurate waveform. The second advantage is that the Teukolsky equations are

linear.

For the task of numerically solving solving the Teukolsky equations we ini-

tially obtained the exact same computer program used by the authors of [KLPA97].

That was very quick in evolving the equations, and although it fulfilled our needs,

there were a few considerations that led us to develop our own code. First, the

obtained code was only 1st order convergent, which is not a problem if the results

are accurate enough, but we had no way to tell if that was the case. Also, the new

fourth order Teukolsky code that appeared in the literature gave us incentive to

attempt an increase on the convergence order of the code. We then developed a

second-order code, based on the ICN integration algorithm, and with both lower

and higher order dissipation terms. (It turns out that our näıve integration in

spherical coordinates would suffer from high-frequency noise). It happens that the

original 1st order code was accurate enough, but once we developed our own code,

we decided to stick with it. Another benefit of using our own code is that we can

easily experiment with numerical techniques and analysis tools.

The most difficult part of the whole approach is to perform the mapping

between the numerical spacetime and the perturbative spacetime. This is the core

of the Lazarus procedure and the approximations made here will be the largest

source of errors. We can divide the difficulties into three classes, which contribute
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differently to the amount of error of the approximation. First, and probably the

least important, is the fact that the numerical spacetime is an approximation of a

binary black hole system which is topologically distinct from the single Kerr black

hole spacetime. The latter has three asymptotic infinities whereas the former

only has two. This should not be a problem though, because after enough of

the evolution has passed it is expected, and confirmed by calculations elsewhere,

that a single event horizon surrounds both punctures and therefore the topological

distinction becomes causally disconnected from the region of interest. In fact,

the coordinates we use only reach to the horizon and thus there is no topological

distinction.

The second source of difficulties is related to the slicing of the spacetime.

The Boyer-Lindquist coordinates we use for the background Kerr black hole use

a time gauge that is symmetric across the horizon, i.e., the outer regions evolve

forward in time, whereas the inner regions evolve backward in time, and the points

at the horizon remain there, frozen. On the other hand the numerical gauge does

not possess this symmetry, as the whole spatial slice evolves forward in time except

the puncture, which remains frozen. This has the following implication. Although

at large distances from the black holes the gauges are both forward in time, and

in fact approach each other, near the event horizon (say, the final horizon in the

binary evolution) the numerical gauge will keep evolving forward in time, passing

through different regions of the horizon, whereas the Boyer-Lindquist time remains
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stuck at one point. This causes a slicing mismatch, as the two gauges map different

regions of the spacetime. We have no resolution to this problem, and it seems that

it does contribute very much to the errors we see.

The final problem is related to the choice of spatial gauge. Assuming we

have the same spacetime slice but given in two different spatial gauges, we must

find a transformation from the numerical gauge to the analytical Boyer-Lindquist

gauge. This is done differently for each spatial direction. For the radial coordinate,

the method dictates the usage of the curvature invariant I, which is constructed

from the Weyl tensor and is invariant under gauge transformations. By comparing

the numerical values of I with the analytical expression we then compute the

mapping from the numerical radius to the background radius. For the angular φ

coordinate we use the fact that in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates the metric has no

r − φ component, so we look for a radially dependent transformation on φ that

transforms the r − φ component of the numerical metric to zero. Finally, for the

angular θ coordinate, we simply do nothing. Given the symmetry of the problem

we assume that little change will happen on θ.

We followed the prescription of Ref.[BCL02] as closely as possible, but the

differences on our evolution code imposed several distinctions. First the numerical

evolution was performed using the BSSN equations, with the “1+log” gauge, which

is a very common procedure at the time of our implementation. The original

Lazarus work used “Fish-eye” coordinates. In its place we use Mesh Refinement,
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which in comparison can give similar savings in memory.

6.2 Teukolsky Equation

In his seminal paper, Teukolsky further developed a curvature based approach

of perturbation theory for the case of Kerr black hole background [Teu73]. In this

approach one looks for perturbations on the Weyl scalars. These are scalars made

from the contraction of the curvature tensor (or just the Weyl tensor in the non-

vacuum case) and vectors of a null tetrad basis. Clearly the Weyl scalars are

gauge independent, although they depend on the choice of tetrad basis. In the

usual Newman-Penrose notation, the Weyl tensor is represented by five complex

scalars, ψi, where i goes from 0 to 4. Furthermore, Teukolsky considered only

“Type D” spacetimes, Kerr being one among them, in which after a particular

choice of vector basis only one of the Weyl scalars is non-zero (ψ2). Therefore one

can define perturbations on the remaining zero scalars (for a discussion on defining

perturbations in GR, see [J.M74]).

By using a suitable gauge Teukolsky showed that one can make ψ1 = ψ3 = 0

and that the gravitational perturbations limit themselves to the Weyl scalars, ψ0

and ψ4. Moreover, these two fields are indeed related, see for example [Cha83], Ch.

9, Sec. 81, yielding that the only two degrees of freedom present in the gravitational

radiation are given by either ψ0 or ψ4. If we assume the usual choice of tetrad basis

made in the original paper, and also made here, the difference in these two ways
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to represent the perturbations is that at infinity, i.e., asymptotically, the in-going

radiation present in ψ4 goes as 1/r2, while the out-going goes as 1. Similarly,

in-going radiation present in ψ0/r
2 goes as 1, whereas the outgoing goes as 1/r2.

This can be seen from the analysis in [PAL05]. Clearly these conclusions are only

valid at infinity and by using the appropriate tetrad basis. This point can be made

even clearer when we discuss the integration of Teukolsky equations. Most of the

“Lazarus” work is concentrated in generating initial data for Teukolsky equations

(for example [CLB+98]).

6.2.1 Weyl Scalars

The Weyl Scalars are the components of the Weyl tensor, which is the trace-

free part of the curvature tensor, on a null vector basis. By null basis we mean a

Null Newman-Penrose vector basis, explained in Section 6.3.

In four dimensions, the Weyl tensor can be expressed in terms of five complex

scalars, the Weyl scalars, which are given by:

ψ0 = Rabcdl
amblcmd (6.1a)

ψ1 = Rabcdn
albncld (6.1b)

ψ2 = Rabcdl
ambm̄cnd (6.1c)

ψ3 = Rabcdl
anbm̄cnd (6.1d)

ψ4 = Rabcdn
am̄bncm̄d. (6.1e)
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This is so because of the symmetries of the curvature tensor, as one may show by

probing all the options and verifying that they are identically zero, or equivalent to

one of the above scalars. Also one may use the spinor approach, which simplifies

the algebra immensely and shows in a almost trivial way that there are only five

such scalars. See Appendix C.1 for a brief overview; for a complete understanding,

see [NP62, PR].

For a Type D spacetime one can make a suitable choice of tetrads to make

all the Weyl scalars vanish but for one, ψ2 [Teu73]. For the specific case of the

Kerr spacetime this tetrad is known as the Kinnersley tetrad. Expressed in Boyer-

Lindquist coordinates, this null tetrad basis is expressed by

lkin =

[

(r2 + a2)

∆
, 1, 0,

a

∆

]

(6.2a)

nkin =

[

(r2 + a2)

2Σ
,− ∆

2Σ
, 0,

a

2Σ

]

(6.2b)

mkin =

[

ia sin θ, 0, 1,
i

sin θ

]

1√
2(r + ia cos θ)

. (6.2c)

In Appendix D.1 we present some details about the Kerr spacetime in Boyer-

Lindquist coordinates, where all the above quantities are defined.

In the above coordinate system and using the above tetrad, the only nonzero

component of the curvature is given by:

ψ2 =
M

ρ3
, ρ = r − ia cos θ. (6.3)

Linear spacetime perturbations will come about as infinitesimal variations

on both the curvature tensor and the tetrad vectors, and they combine to generate
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the perturbations of the Weyl scalars.

In terms of the Weyl scalars, linear perturbations on the Kerr spacetime are

given by infinitesimal variations on the four remaining zero scalars, i.e., ψ0, ψ1,

ψ3, and ψ4. These perturbations are better seen as independent fields defined

over the background, much like the electromagnetic fields would be defined over

the background (and distinct from the background fields). On the other hand, as

pointed out above, the ψi fields are calculated by means of the Riemann curvature

tensor and a null tetrad basis, and we must be able to understand where the

perturbations are coming from. This issue is simplified if we simply assume the

tetrad basis is defined on the background and has no relation to the perturbations.

This can be so, as all the physical content of the theory is on the Riemann curvature

tensor (think about the electromagnetic case and we can see that there is no reason

for the tetrad basis to contribute to the perturbations).

The complication that emerges in this scenario is that we must have a gauge

to be able to compute the tetrads, and if this gauge is dependent on the perturba-

tions then our resulting tetrad basis will indeed contribute to the perturbations.

This is the case with both the original Lazarus procedure and also with our ap-

proach and implementation. Explicitly, we use both a background defined quantity

(a curvature invariant) to calculate the part of the coordinates, and also ad-hoc

extra gauge fixing that likely is affected by the perturbations (Section 6.5). This

need not be always the case, as there is recent work on attempts to compute
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perturbations on the tetrad basis itself, see [CKL06].

Regardless of this issue above we will assume that all the spacetime pertur-

bations are represented by perturbations on the Riemann curvature tensor, and

not on the gauge or tetrad basis.

Before finishing this section let us mention a reflection property of the Weyl

scalars, relevant for the direct extraction of radiation from our Hahndol code.

Besides its axial symmetry, the Kerr solution in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates has a

reflexion symmetry across the Z = 0 plane. This implies that the “Z” component

of tensors will flip its sign under this transformation, while the pseudo-tensors

will not, similarly to the reflection properties of the velocity and angular velocity

vectors respectively. To see that, recall that a scalar transforms trivially under a

coordinate transformation. If ea is a basis co-vector, we have that t = T aea → t′ =

T ′ae′a which is equal to t by symmetry. If we take ea = dza which transforms as

dz′ = −dz we than have: T ′adz′z = −T ′adza = T adza → T ′z = −T z.

In the same fashion the Weyl scalars, defined in Eq. (6.1a), are contractions

of Rabcd with the null tetrad na, la and ma. Under this reflexion, both la and na

are invariant but ma changes according to:

ma → −m̄a. (6.4)
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Therefore, by this we have:

Ψ4 = Rnm̄nm̄ → Rnmnm = Ψ̄4 (6.5a)

Ψ3 = Rlnm̄n → −Rlnmn = −Ψ̄3 (6.5b)

Ψ2 = Rlmm̄n → Rlm̄mn = Ψ̄2 (6.5c)

Ψ1 = Rnlml → −Rnlm̄l = −Ψ̄1 (6.5d)

Ψ0 = Rlmlm → Rlm̄lm̄ = Ψ̄0 (6.5e)

6.2.2 Formulation

As is shown in [Teu73], in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates, Teukolsky Equation

is a second order differential equation in time t, radial Kerr coordinate r, ascension

angle θ and axial angle φ. As presented in [KLPA97] and used in [BCLT03, PAL05]

we have it given as:

[

(r2 + a2)
2

∆
− a2 sin2 θ

]

∂ttΨ +
4aMr

∆
∂tφΨ+

2s

[

r − M (r2 − a2)

∆
+ ia cos θ

]

∂tΨ − ∆−s∂r

(

∆s+1∂rΨ
)

− 1

sin θ
∂θ (sin θ∂θΨ)−

[

1

sin2 θ
− a2

∆

]

∂φφΨ − 2s

[

a (r −M)

∆
+
i cos θ

sin2 θ

]

∂φΨ +
(

s2 cot2 θ − s
)

= 0. (6.6)

where s is the “spin” of the field Ψ. This equation is sometimes called a “Master”

equation because it can be interpreted in different ways depending on the spin of

the perturbation. For example, if s = 0 we will have the wave equation for a scalar

field on the Kerr background [PAL05]. If s = ±1 the field Ψ will be the components
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of the electromagnetic tensor in the above null tetrad, and Teukolsky Equation will

become a equation for the electromagnetic field in the Kerr spacetime [Teu73].

In our case we want gravitational radiation, so the spin is set to s = ±2, each

spin corresponding to either ψ0 or ψ4. More precisely:

Ψ =















ψ4/ρ
4, s = +2

ψ0, s = −2

(6.7)

As was mentioned before, these two fields provide an equivalent description

of the gravitational perturbations, one which is more suitable to describe outgoing

radiation. This becomes clear by looking at the asymptotic behavior of ψ0 and ψ4

at spatial infinity. On can show (see [PAL05]) that as r → ∞,

|rψ4| →



















1 outgoing

1/r4 ingoing

and |rψ0| →



















1/r4 outgoing

1 ingoing

. (6.8)

Hence for a regular solution, at the limit (asymptotic spatial infinity) only ψ4

provides information about the outgoing radiation. For this reason we work on

solving the Teukolsky equation for the ψ4 Weyl scalar.

A similar but opposite behavior happens at the event horizon, r → r+. In

this limiting behavior of the two scalars is

∆2ψ4 →



















ǫ2 infalling

1 radiating

and ψ0 →



















1 infalling

ǫ2 radiating

, (6.9)

where ǫ = r − r+.
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Now we look for a suitable way to evolve Eq. (6.6). One option is to keep the

equation in its fully second order form and simply discretize the differential oper-

ators, but one would be warned against this, as the second order time derivatives

will require more time levels for their discretization. Although it would be easy

to introduce the difference operators in general, it would be tricky to implement

more sophisticated integration methods. Also much more is known about first

order systems, therefore we will pursue an alternative direction.

In the works of Krivan, et al., [KLP96], we see the application of Teukolsky’s

Equation to the numerical problem, the evolution of scalar waves on a Kerr black

hole, and on [KLPA97], the evolution of gravitational waves. Although in the first

work they numerically solved the fully second order system, on the later paper it

became clear that to control numerical instabilities a splitting to first order was

necessary. This approach was also followed by [PAL05], and this is the way we do

it.

To start, we perform a couple of coordinate transformations. First we change

the radial coordinate from the Boyer-Lindquist radius, r, to the “tortoise” radius,

r∗, see Eq. (6.39). In these coordinates the outer horizon at r = r+, see Eq. (D.5),

is pushed to negative infinity, r∗ = −∞, and therefore the whole computational

domain is outside the event horizon, which is the physical domain causally con-

nected to infinity. Also, one can show that in the limit r∗ → −∞, ψ4 → ∆−2 → 0,

which simplifies the inner large negative radial boundaries.
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A second coordinate transformation is to change from the Boyer-Lindquist

φ to the Kerr1 φ̃, see Eq. (6.40) and Eq. (6.42). Expressed using φ one can show

that the outgoing modes near the horizon have a divergent component, but this

divergence is removed completely by going to φ̃, which becomes a divergent trans-

formation on the limit r∗ → −∞ [KLP96].

The second step is to break Eq. (6.6) into two first-order equations. This

is achieved by defining two variables. The first is Φ (also called Q) and directly

related to Ψ (or ψ4), given by

Ψ = eimφ̃r3Φ, (6.10)

where the r3 factor is to balance a divergent behavior of the Ψ field at infin-

ity [KLPA97]. Also we perform the axial mode decomposition of the field Ψ as the

general Teukolsky equation is separable in that variable.

The second variable we define is Π (also called P ) and a combination of

derivatives of Φ, i.e.

Π = ∂tΦ +
r2 + a2

√
Ω

∂r∗Φ, (6.11)

which will transform both space and time second derivatives into first derivatives.

These two complex fields, or equivalently four real fields, can be represented as a

four-component vector field V = [Φr,Φi,Πr,Πi]
T where r and i represent the real

and imaginary parts of the respective quantities. Then the Teukolsky equation can

1Here we are referring to the Kerr coordinates, which are distinct to the Boyer-Lindquist

coordinates. We do not deal with this coordinate system here, except for this φ transformation.
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be expressed as:

∂tV + M∂r∗V + LV + AV = 0, (6.12)

where

M =

























b 0 0 0

0 b 0 0

βr βi −b 0

−βi βr 0 −b

























, (6.13)

A =

























0 0 −1 0

0 0 0 −1

γr γi Cr Ci

−γi γr −Ci Cr

























, (6.14)

and

L =

























0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

l 0 0 0

0 l 0 0

























. (6.15)

These coefficients, in a slightly different notation, are presented in [PAL05]. They

are radial and angular functions made of products of background quantities ∆, Ω,

M , a, and the spin weight s, except for the l term which is actually a differential

operator:

l = −∆

Ω

(

∂2
θ + cot θ∂θ) . (6.16)
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We keep this term conceptually distinct from the radial derivative terms, but

during the actual numerical evolution they are treated the same. Comparing our

notation with the one presented in [PAL05] we have βr = βR
21, β

i = βI
21, γ

r+l = γR
21,

γi = γ1
21, C

r = CR
t and Ci = CI

t .

To reiterate the point that ψ4 is the more suitable field for representing the

outgoing radiation, we look at the limit of these coefficients as r → ∞. The

diagonal terms of the principal part, the b functions, have the limit 1, while all the

other function coefficients have the limit 0, as they all are inverse powers of r. The

resulting equation is simply a wave equation expressed in terms of Φ and Π,















(∂t + b∂r)Φ = Π

(∂t − b∂r)Π = 0

, (6.17)

which clearly has two distinct propagating modes (actually four, as the fields are

complex, but then the real and imaginary parts just decouple), an outgoing mode

(held by Φ) and an ingoing mode (Π), as all wave equations do. Now looking at the

asymptotic behavior of the ψ4 field, Eq. (6.8), we see that at the limit the ingoing

modes have their magnitudes suppressed to zero; therefore, the only consistent

way to initially set up the above equation is to make Π = 0 and then we are left

with a simple advection equation.
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6.2.3 Numerical Integration

Now let us proceed to the numerical integration of Eq. (6.12). Initially we

had access to, and used extensively, a code provided by Dr. Pablo Laguna from

Pennsylvania State University, which was the original code used in [KLPA97]. This

is a first order accurate code where they used the Lax-Wendroff method as given

in [PFTV92]. It is a fast and stable code. A large amount of our calculations were

done with it.

As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, the appearance of a fourth-

order code gave us the incentive to develop a more accurate code ourselves, and

we also wanted to experiment with different numerical techniques. Therefore we

developed a second-order code which used the ICN integration method, for the time

integral, and second-order finite difference derivatives, as in Eq. (3.2) and Eq. (3.3).

Without any further adjustments the evolution would be instable, developing

zone-to-zone oscillations in the strong field region and effectively destroying the

simulation. To avoid it we first experimented with a first order term like

f i
n+1 =

(

f i
n + α∆x

(

f i+1
n + yi−1

n

)

/2
)

/ (1 + α∆x) + r.h.s, (6.18)

where the r.h.s terms are the same as the ones from the ICN scheme. With the

introduction of this term the scheme becomes only first order convergent. Later

we used a more common fourth-order dissipation term, given by

f i
n+1 = r.h.s.− αh3D4[f ], (6.19)
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where D4 is the second-order accurate numerical approximation to a fourth deriva-

tive, see Eq. (3.4). The α coefficient we set to 0.001 and we multiply the derivative

by h3 so that this dissipation term is third-order convergent.

The radial boundary conditions are implemented to reflect the discussion of

the previous section, that at r∗ → ∞, ψ4 is outgoing and that on the other side,

r∗ → −∞ ψ4 is not infalling. Numerically this implies an outgoing wave boundary

condition on the positive boundary. On the negative boundary we simply set ψ4

to zero.

The axis boundary conditions (θ = 0 and θ = π) are set according to the

parity of the Ψ field at the axis. For even m, it is even, and for odd m, it is odd.

6.3 Vector Bases, Tetrads and the Weyl Scalars

6.3.1 Vector Bases and Tetrads

Consider a manifold M with a metric gab. At every point p of M we can

define a tangent vector space Tp, with a vector basis denoted by {Eµ
a}, where µ is

the vector label. As well, we may define at every p a dual vector space (cotangent

space) T̃p, with basis denoted by {Eµ
a}. In general, the metric components in a

particular vector basis are given naturally by gµν = gabE
a
µE

b
ν , and similarly for the

inverse metric and covector basis. See App. A for more details.

A very common type of vector basis is the “coordinate basis”, induced by a

coordinate system xµ on M. It can be denoted as Eµ = ∂µ which simply means
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that they are derivatives in the direction of the coordinates. In abstract index

notation it can be written as Eµ = Eµ
a∂a, where we are not specifying a particular

coordinate system. Clearly for this type of basis vectors, the duals are given by the

differentials of the coordinates Eµ = dxµ, or in the abstract notation Eµ = Eµ
adx

a.

This implies that EµE
ν = δµ

ν .

Another common vector basis is the one that has a fixed inner product among

the basis elements for all p. In particular, if such an inner product is ±1, then we

call the basis an orthonormal “tetrad” basis, i.e.

gabEµ
aEν

b = ηµν

gabEµ
aE

ν
b = ηµν

ηµνE
µ

aE
ν
b = gab

ηµνEµ
aEν

b = gab,

(6.20)

where ηµν is the Minkowsky metric and gab is the inverse spacetime metric. To-

gether with the properties of basis and cobasis one of these equations implies the

other three.

An interesting variation of the tetrad basis are the so called “null” or “Newman-

Penrose” tetrads [NP62]. They are traditionally called na, la andma, where the last

one is a complex vector. They are null vectors, i.e. n2 = l2 = m2 = 0, and hence

the name null tetrad. They also obey the orthogonality condition: nal
a = −1,

mam̄
a = 1 and nam

a = lam
a = 0. In the la,na,ma, and m̄a basis we may express
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these inner product relations as:

η◦αβ = ηαβ
◦

























0 −1 0 0

−1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0

























, (6.21)

and the inverse metric is: gab = −l(anb) +m(am̄b).

As one can show from these orthogonality relations, la and ma pan a timelike

plane. In its turn, the real and imaginary components ofma span a spacelike plane,

orthogonal to the first one. This separation is useful when we have rotations or

boosts around a given axis.

A null tetrad can be constructed in terms of non-null vectors; for example,

given the canonical cartesian
(

t̂, x̂, ŷ, ẑ
)

vector basis, we have that: l̂ = 1√
2

(

t̂+ ẑ
)

,

n̂ = 1√
2

(

t̂− ẑ
)

and m̂ = 1√
2
(x̂+ iŷ). Or in spherical coordinates, we can use the

coordinate basis vectors to define the null tetrad:

l̂ =
1√
2

(

t̂+ r̂
)

, (6.22)

n̂ =
1√
2

(

t̂− r̂
)

, (6.23)

m̂ =
1√
2

(

θ̂ + iφ̂
)

. (6.24)

In the first example the two orthogonal planes are t− z and x− y. In the second,

they are t− r and θ − φ.
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6.3.2 BCL Tetrad

To generate data for the Teukolsky equations we must calculate the Weyl

scalars. These scalars are given by the components of the Riemann curvature

with respect to a null tetrad basis, as pointed in section 6.2.1. The Riemann

curvature tensor is calculated using 3-metric and extrinsic curvature as is explained

in the original Lazarus paper[BCL02]. Here we will be concerned with the second

ingredient, the tetrad basis.

It is desirable to compute the Weyl scalars from the numerical data without

assuming any aspect,i.e. mass and spin, of the background. This is so because

at the evolution stage we have no good way to assess the background parameters,

no idea of the amount of radiated energy and angular momentum. In the original

Lazarus work [BCL02] it is presented a numerically generated tetrad, which we will

call the BCL tetrad. In the spacelike tangent space we use as basis the normalized

coordinate vectors naturally defined by the numerical grid and the numerical met-

ric. To obtain a 4-D tangent vector space we add to the spatial section the unit

normal vector to the slice, n̂a. This is the tetrad we will use in this work.

Let us start by computing the spacelike coordinate basis vectors. The nu-

merical grid naturally defines the two vectors:

r̃α = (1, 0, 0) = (x, y, z)c, (6.25a)

θ̃α = (0, 1, 0) = (xz/ρ, yz/ρ,−ρ)c, (6.25b)

φ̃α = (0, 0, 1) = (−x, y, 0)c , (6.25c)
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where the “c” superscript indicates the cartesian components, i.e., the actual ex-

pression of these vectors in terms of the grid coordinates, which are cartesian, and

ρ =
√

x2 + y2.

Now we must use the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization procedure to generate

the desired orthonormal basis. The whole triad is then given by:

φα =
φ̃α

√
gφφ

(6.26a)

rα =
r̃α − (r̃ · φ)φα

√

|r̃|2 − (r̃ · φ)
(6.26b)

θα =
θ̃α − (r · θ̃)rα − (φ · θ̃)φα)
√

|θ̃|2 − (φ · θ̃)2 − (r · θ̃)2

(6.26c)

These vectors are all orthogonal to each other and have unit norm. The reason

why we start with the φ direction instead of any other is because we want the

φa vector to really match the direction of ∂a
φ vector, as later in the procedure we

perform an integration on the φ direction and we want to have these φa vectors

tangent to the integration lines.

Now we extend the above tangent vector space, spanned by ra, φa and θa, by

adding the unit normal vector to the numerical slice, namely ua = n̂a. Therefore

we define the null BCL tetrad as

lµ = 1√
2
(uµ + rµ)

nµ = 1√
2
(uµ − rµ)

mµ = 1√
2
(θµ + iφµ).

(6.27)

The frame where the timelike vector is given by ua is called “3+1” frame.
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If the background metric is the Kerr metric and the slice/gauge is the Boyer-

Lindquist gauge, we can express the BCL tetrad in this coordinate system as

follows. The unit time vector is given by n̂µ = −αgµν∂νt = −αgµt, where t is the

BL global time. Therefore

uµ =
1

α

(

1, 0, 0,−βφ
)

, (6.28)

and the BCL tetrad is then given by:

lµ = 1√
2
( 1

α
,
√

∆
Σ
, 0,−βφ

α
)

nµ = 1√
2
( 1

α
,−

√

∆
Σ
, 0,−βφ

α
)

mµ = 1√
2
(0, 0, 1√

Σ
, i

sin θ

√

Σ
Ω
).

(6.29)

6.4 Transformation I - Gauge

As the numerical evolution of the binary problem enters a less dynamical

stage, we may assume that the later portion of the numerical spacetime can be

described by linear perturbations over the Kerr background. This makes sense as

it is known that the final stage of any black hole system is a Kerr black hole.

In this picture, the later-time numerical data form a perturbed Kerr space-

time, which is given in a numerically defined gauge. We must find a way to express

this numerical spacetime in a known gauge, more precisely in Boyer-Lindquist co-

ordinates, on which we express the Teukolsky equations.

As is done in the original Lazarus paper [BCL02] we will perform the coor-

dinate transformations, slice-by-slice basis,i.e. we will assume that each numerical
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slice is in fact a Boyer-Lindquist slice but expressed in a numerical gauge. There

are reasons in favor and against this procedure. In favor we can say that the nu-

merical lapse (1+log and variants) converges to the Maximal slicing with time, and

specially at large distances it converges to the antisymmetric solution of the Maxi-

mal gauge, which the Boyer-Lindquist lapse is. The Maximal slicing evolution of a

single black hole is very well explained analytically in [RB]. On the other hand, on

the event horizon the Boyer-Lindquist lapse vanishes whereas the numerical lapse

does not. This means that near that region the slices will be very incompatible.

This may be the reason why the Lazarus procedure fails at larger evolution time,

but more investigation is necessary.

Now we want to construct a map from the numerical slice, which we assume

is a slice of the perturbed Boyer-Lindquist spacetime. The Kerr spacetime has only

one non-zero Weyl curvature scalar, i.e. ψ2. For the construction of the Teukolsky

equation one assumes that the perturbations only affect the remaining Weyl scalars

(which are zero on the background). With this in mind one can construct curvature

invariants that are insensitive to such perturbations. Originally we have the I

invariant, defined by

I = ψ0ψ4 + ψ1ψ3 − 4ψ2
2, (6.30)

and because it is quadratic it will be independent of the perturbations. We will

use this quantity to map the radial coordinates (section 6.4.1). As for the Kerr

spacetime, it is a simple function of the radial coordinate (in Boyer-Lindquist
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coordinates).

A second kind of gauge fixing is the correction of the φ coordinate around

the Z-axis (section 6.4.2). In Boyer-Lindquist coordinates the Kerr metric has no

off-diagonal terms on its spatial section (see D.1). As the numerical gauge has

no such constraint, the numerical metric may eventually develop such off-diagonal

terms. We therefore perform a φ rotation to eliminate a possible r − φ metric

component.

The final coordinate transformation (section 6.4.3) is just a convenient trans-

formation to simplify the form of the Teukolsky equations.

6.4.1 Radial gauge fixing

The I invariant being insensitive to linear perturbations of the Weyl curvature

scalars, it is a great tool to use to find the coordinate matching. In Boyer-Lindquist

coordinates this invariant is given by:

I =
3M2

(r − ia cos θ)6
→ (r − ia cos θ)6 =

3M2

I
. (6.31)

which in principle would let us find both r and θ by taking the real or imaginary

part of the equation on the right. Unfortunately for the θ part, we do not obtain

a good mapping. The cosine function is very sensitive to numerical errors because

it has a limited image ([−1, 1]). Therefore we will use the I invariant just for the

radial rescaling.
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On the equatorial plane, cos θ = 0 and then Eq. (6.31) become simply:

r = 6

√

3M2

|I| . (6.32)

As I is real on the equator, the absolute value |I| doesn’t change the results but

simplifies the calculations.

As the final Teukolsky evolution is on a 2D r − θ grid, the actual value for

the invariant used on the equation above is the average over the φ direction:

< I >=

∫ 2π

0

I(r, θ, φ)
dφ

2π
. (6.33)

6.4.2 Azimuthal gauge fixing

The Kerr metric in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates is diagonal on the space

sector and in particular grφ = 0, therefore we want to find a transformation that

takes the numerical metric to a new metric which has a zero grφ component. We

can achieve this by setting a transformation of the φ coordinate:

φ′ = φ+ φs, (6.34)

where φs is the azimuthal shift to be applied. For simplicity let us assume the

transformation to depend only on r and not on θ or φ. This transformation acts

on the metric as:

grφ′ = grφ − ∂φs

∂r
gφφ, (6.35)
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where the minus sign comes from Jacobian of the inverse transformation. Setting

the above equation to zero will give us the desired condition on φs:

∂rφs =
grφ

gφφ
. (6.36)

What this means is that to be able to have a zero r−φ metric component we must

“unwind” the coordinates. To find the particular φs at some distance r, and the

new φ′, we must integrate the equation above, from the desired point r to infinity:

φ′ = φ+

∫ ∞

r

grφ

gφφ
dr. (6.37)

6.4.3 Other coordinate transformations

There are a couple of extra transformations that are not related to gauge

fixing but are necessary for the Teukolsky evolution.

The formulation of the Teukolsky equation we use is expressed in a gauge

similar to Boyer-Lindquist, but for a few changes [KLPA97][BCL02]. The radial

coordinate is expressed as the “tortoise” coordinate, which reaches the Event Hori-

zon asymptotically, i.e. the Horizon is at the negative infinity. Therefore, we will

be always outside the Horizon. This transformation is derived starting with:

dr∗ =
r2 + a2

∆
=

r2 + a2

(r − r+)(r − r−)
dr, (6.38)

where r+ and r− are the roots of ∆, and represent the location of the outer and

inner horizons respectively.
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Integrating this equations gives us

∆r∗ = (r − r0) +

[

(r2
+ + a2) log

r − r+
r0 − r+

− (r2
− + a2) log

r − r−
r0 − r−

]

/ (r+ − r−) .

Setting the integration constants, r0 and r∗0, appropriately we obtain the expression:

r∗ = r +
[

(r2
+ + a2) log (r − r+) − (r2

− + a2) log (r − r−)
]

/ (r+ − r−) . (6.39)

Like its analog on the Schwarzschild case, the inverse function r = r(r∗) is exponential-

like. Of course this equation is not analytically invertible and we use the numerical

Newton’s method to invert the above function.

The second change is in the φ coordinate. We use the Kerr-Shield φ coor-

dinate, which is defined originally when expressing the Kerr metric in Kerr-Schild

coordinates.

The transformation between φ and φk is given by the differential expression,

dφk = dφ+
a

∆
dr. (6.40)

We then integrate the equation. As we want to write this transformation at

a particular point, we set the integration limits as the radial location of the point

in question r as the lower limit and infinity as the upper limit:

∫ 0

φk

dφk =

∫ 0

φ

dφ+

∫ ∞

r

a

∆
dr ⇒ φk = φ+ a

∫ ∞

r

dr

(r − r−)(r − r+)
, (6.41)

which has as solution

φk = φ+
1

(r+ − r−)
[log (r − r+) − log (r − r−)] . (6.42)
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6.5 Transformation II - Tetrads

The Teukolsky equation, used in this work and presented on the next section,

is expressed in terms of a particular tetrad field,i.e. the Kinnersley tetrad, which

in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates (frame) is given by Eq. (6.2).

On the other side the Lazarus procedure starts by defining the numerical BCL

null tetrad (Eq. (6.27)) which is given by the numerical coordinates, spatial metric

and is background independent. Now we must transform the BCL basis to the

appropriate Kinnersley basis, which depends on the mass M and spin parameter

a of the background black hole.

In the general case the numerical BCL tetrad will be at some unknown config-

uration and to correctly transform it to the Kinnersley tetrad is nearly impossible.

What we do is to assume that the numerical BCL tetrad is actually the

Kerr spacetime Boyer-Lindquist coordinate BCL tetrad specified in in the

numerical gauge, i.e. if we were to make a transformation to the Boyer-Lindquist

gauge, they would be exactly as they are in Eq. (6.29). Therefore we will use the

tetrad transformation that takes the Kerr spacetime (BL) BCL tetrad into the

Kinnersley tetrad.

There are in the literature further developments of this technique which take

in account perturbations of the tetrad itself, see [CKL06]. In this present work we

will use the original Lazarus technique.
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6.5.1 From BCL to Kinnersley

As presented in [BCL02], the transformation that takes the BCL tetrad,

Eq. (6.29), to the Kinnersley tetrad, Eq. (6.2), is given by:

lµ
′

=
Fa

2
[A+l

µ + A−n
µ − iA(mµ − m̄µ)] (6.43a)

nµ′

=
1

2Fa
[A−l

µ + A+n
µ − iA(mµ − m̄µ)] (6.43b)

mµ′

=
Fb

2
[A+m

µ + A−m̄
µ + iA(lµ + nµ)] , (6.43c)

where the coefficients above are give by A = a sin θ
√

∆/Ω, A± =
√
A2 + 1 ± 1,

Fa =
√

2Σ/∆, and Fb =
√

Σ/(r + ia cos θ).

To verify that this is the correct relation one just has to insert the definitions

given in Eq. (6.29) into the above equations. It is helpful to use the following

relations:

Ω = (r2 + a2)2 − a2∆ sin2 θ, (6.44)

A+ + A−

2
=

1√
Ω

(r2 + a2), (6.45)

a

∆
= −(r2 + a2)

βφ

∆
+ a

Σ

Ω
. (6.46)

Although this transformation could be implemented directly on the tetrad

basis, for some good practical reasons it is done on the Weyl scalars instead. The

first reason is that the Weyl scalars are calculated using the 3+1 BCL tetrad

directly from the evolved data during the evolution process. At that stage we have

made no assumptions about the final (background) gauge.
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The effects on the Weyl scalars may be computed by replacing the trans-

formed tetrad into the definition of the Weyl scalars. Another way, which is much

simpler, is to use the spinor representation for the scalars. This was the way

we computed this particular set of equations. In App. C.1 there is a very short

Mathematica script to compute these quantities.

ψ0 =
F 2

aF
2
b

4

(

A2
+ψ0 + 4iAA+ψ1 − 6A2ψ2 − 4iAA−ψ3 + A2

−ψ4

)

, (6.47a)

ψ1 =
FaFb

4

(

A2
+ψ1 − iAA+ (ψ0 − 3ψ2) + 3A2 (ψ1 − ψ3) − A2

−ψ3+(6.47b)

+ iAA− (3ψ2 − ψ4)) ,

ψ2 =
1

4

((

A2
− + A2

+

)

ψ2 − 2iAA− (ψ1 − ψ3) − 2iAA+ (ψ1 − ψ3)− (6.47c)

−A2 (ψ0 − 4ψ2 + ψ4)
)

,

ψ3 =
1

4FaFb

(

−A2
−ψ1 + iAA− (ψ0 − 3ψ2) − 3A2 (ψ1 − ψ3) + A2

+ψ3−(6.47d)

− iAA+ (3ψ2 − ψ4)) ,

ψ4 =
1

4F 2
aF

2
b

(

A2
−ψ0 + 4iAA+ψ1 − 6A2ψ2 − 4iAA+ψ3 + A2

+ψ4

)

. (6.47e)

Of those expressions only the last one is actually used on the Lazarus procedure.

6.5.2 Time Derivatives

To generate initial data for the Teukolsky equation we need both the Weyl

scalars and their time derivatives. By time derivative we really mean the Lie

derivative of the Weyl scalars in the direction of a timelike vector. Which timelike
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vector to use will be dictated by the gauge in which the Teukolsky equations are

written, which here is in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates. Therefore, taking ta as the

Boyer-Lindquist time vector, we define

∂tψi = £t

(

Rabcdl
a
µl

b
ν l

c
ρl

d
σ

)

, (6.48)

where we are using here the symbol laµ to represent any of the four null tetrad

vectors la, na, ma or m̄a. As usual the Latin index represents the abstract vector,

but the Greek index label which vector.

With the original Lazarus proposal, and also with our numerical simulations

it is impossible to determine a priori which black hole background to use, i.e.

which time vector to use. So, it is very important to use a gauge independent

version of this time derivative, which could be used with whatever background we

want. This is mostly achieved by using the unit normal vector to the slice n̂a as the

time vector, which in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates is given by Eq. (6.28). Because

the Weyl scalars are actual scalars, and ta = n̂a + βa, we can express the above

equation as

∂tψi = α∂n̂ψi + βa∂aψi, (6.49)

where α and βa are the lapse function and the shift vector. Here, the last term is

just a spatial derivative, and in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates it is limited to the φ

direction, on which lies a symmetry of the spacetime; therefore, no quantity will

depend on φ and that last term vanishes. The remaining first term can be written
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as:

∂tψi = α∂n̂ψi = α£n̂

(

Rabcdl
a
µl

b
ν l

c
ρl

d
σ

)

. (6.50)

A question that arises is how to actually evaluate this derivative. One could

compute the Weyl scalars on multiple timesteps and then compute a numerical time

derivative, but this would introduce extra numerical errors into the procedure. The

other option is to compute the above time derivatives from the fundamental field

data on the spatial slice. Expanding the right hand side of the above equation,

and temporarily dropping the lapse factor, we have

∂n̂ψ = £n̂ (Rabcd) l
a
µl

b
ν l

c
ρl

d
σ +Rabcd£n̂

(

laµl
b
νl

c
ρl

d
σ

)

. (6.51)

Although the left hand side of the above equation is background independent,

the same is not so with each particular term on the right hand side, for here we

have the Lie derivatives of tensors but not scalars. Recall that the Lie derivative

of a tensor depends not just on the direction that one is taking the derivative but

also on the integral lines of the time vector field. In this way, these terms will

indeed be background dependent.

To overcome this issue we go one step back, to Eq. (6.50). Now, consider a

geodesic vector field made of unit-norm timelike vectors n̂g that on the spatial slice

in question coincide with the unit normal vector field n̂, i.e.

n̂g
a∇an̂g

b = 0, n̂g
a = n̂a|Σ0

, (6.52)
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whereas the n̂ vector field obeys

n̂a∇an̂
b = ab =

1

α
Dbα. (6.53)

As Eq. (6.50) is the derivative of a scalar we can clearly replace the n̂a vector by

the new geodesic n̂g
a vector without changing the results. On the other hand its

right hand side becomes

∂n̂ψi = ∂n̂g
ψi = £n̂g

(Rabcd) l
alblcld +Rabcd£n̂g

(

lalblcld
)

. (6.54)

The first term on the right side can be directly computed from the data on the

slice. This was made explicit on the original Lazarus paper and we shall denote

these terms by the scalars

δ0ψi = £n̂g
(Rabcd) l

a
µl

b
νl

c
ρl

d
σ, (6.55)

which the appropriate combination of the null tetrad vectors is used.

The second term of Eq. (6.54) will require some extra work as we must express

the vector n̂g
a in terms of the known basis vectors n̂a, r̂, θ̂ and φ̂ (or equivalently

in terms of the BCL tetrad). Consider an arbitrary point x0 on the spatial slice in

question (Σ0). At x0 we have that n̂a = n̂g
a and therefore we can express Eq. (6.52)

as

ab = n̂a∇an̂
b = n̂g

a∇an̂
b. (6.56)

Now this calculation simplifies if we use the Riemann Normal Coordinates centered

on x0. In this frame, at x0, the Christoffel symbols (connection) will vanish and
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therefore

n̂g
µ∇µn̂

ν = n̂g
µ∂µn̂

ν = aν . (6.57)

If we take τ as the affine parameter of the geodesic n̂g
a vector, the above expression

becomes

n̂g
µ∂µn̂

ν = ∂τ n̂
ν = aν , (6.58)

which can be easily integrated, yielding

n̂µ(τ) = n̂µ(0) + aµτ. (6.59)

This tells us that the departure from being geodesic is the acceleration. The vector

n̂µ(τ) is evaluated at a point xτ in the integral line of n̂g
a, but this point will be

irrelevant as at the end we will be interested in the limit when τ → 0. With this

result we can express the Lie derivative of a vector va with respect to to n̂g
a as

£n̂g
va = lim

τ→0
(£n̂−aτv

a) = (6.60)

= £n̂v
a − lim

τ→0
(£aτv

a) =

= £n̂v
a − lim

τ→0

(

τab∇bv
a − vb∇b(τa

a)
)

=

= £n̂v
a − lim

τ→0
vb(∇bτ)a

a =

= £n̂v
a + (vbn̂b)a

a.

On the last line we use that fact that ∇aτ = −n̂ga and that in the limit τ → 0 we

have n̂ga = n̂a.

Finally let us compute the remaining first term of equation Eq. (6.60) when

the vector va is one of the orthonormal basis vectors ∂̂a
i , where i = r, θ or φ. The
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time component trivially vanishes as £n̂n̂ = 0. So we have

£n̂∂̂
a
i = £n̂

(

1√
gii
∂a

i

)

= (6.61)

= n̂µ∂µ

(

g
−1/2
ii

)

∂i
a +

1√
gii

£n̂∂
a
i =

=
1

α
(£∂t

∂a
i − £β∂

a
i ) −

(

∂i
1

α

)

(∂t
a − βa) =

=
1

α
(∂îα) n̂a +

1

α

(

∂îβ
ĵ
)

∂j
a,

where gii = gab∂
a
i ∂

a
i . On the second line we used the fact that gii here is a scalar

which is independent of both t and φ. On the third line we used the definition of

the Lie derivative in terms of Covariant derivative as using and expanding the n̂

vector. On the last line we used that the basis vectors do commute (are coordinate

vectors). Also we are using the definitions:

√
gii∂i = ∂î,

√
gjj∂îβ

j = ∂îβ
ĵ. (6.62)

By simple linear combination we may use the above result to compute the deriva-

tives of the BCL tetrad. Starting with la = 1√
2

(

n̂a + ∂̂r
a
)

we have

£n̂l
a =

1√
2α

(

∂̂rαn̂
a + ∂̂rβ̂

φ∂̂φ
a
)

, (6.63)

where only the spatial part of la matters as £n̂n̂ = 0. Therefore for the na vector

we will only have a minus sign to add:

£n̂n
a = −£n̂l

a. (6.64)

For the complex ma only the θ sector will play a role as all the quantities we have
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are φ independent.

£n̂m
a =

1√
2α

(

∂̂θαn̂
a + ∂̂θβ̂

φ∂̂φ
a
)

. (6.65)

The second term of Eq. (6.60) can be simply expressed in terms of the BCL

tetrad, when va is one of the basis vectors, by the following. First we note the

contractions

lan̂a = nan̂a = − 1√
2
, man̂a = m̄an̂a = 0, (6.66)

and then express the acceleration vector in terms of the BCL basis as:

aµ = aal
a
µ ⇒ aµ = aal

a
νη

µν
◦ (6.67)

where aa = 1
α
∂aα and the metric ηαβ

◦ is the null tetrad version of the Minkowsky

metric. By replacing the tetrad label indices for l, m, m, or m̄, we have that:

al = −abn
b = ar̂/

√
2 (6.68a)

an = −abl
b = −ar̂/

√
2 (6.68b)

am = −abm̄
b = aθ̂/

√
2 (6.68c)

am̄ = −abm
b = aθ̂/

√
2 (6.68d)

and putting it together in terms of the BCL basis we have the vector

aa = ar̂(l
a − na) + aθ̂(m

a − m̄a). (6.69)

This together with the factors given by Eq. (6.66) and the equations Eq. (6.63),
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Eq. (6.64) and Eq. (6.65), we express Eq. (6.60) applied to each basis vector as

£n̂l
a =

1

2α

[

α,r̂ (la + na) − iβ̂φ
,r̂(m

a − m̄a) (6.70a)

+αr̂ (la − na) + αθ̂ (ma + m̄a)]

£n̂n
a =

1

2α

[

−α,r̂ (la + na) + iβ̂φ
,r̂(m

a − m̄a) (6.70b)

+αr̂ (l − n) + αθ̂ (m+ m̄)]

£n̂m
a =

1

2α

[

α,θ̂ (la + na) − iβ̂φ

,θ̂
(ma − m̄a)

]

(6.70c)

£n̂m̄
a = £n̂m

a, (6.70d)

where we have expressed all the terms using the BCL tetrad basis. Note that we

have not simplified the expressions to make explicit the origin of the each term.

Applying the above results to the second term of Eq. (6.51) and placing it

on Eq. (6.50), we obtain the following expressions for the time derivatives

£tψ0 = αδ0ψ0 + 2α,r̂ψ0 + 2α,θ̂ψ1 − iβφ̂

,θ̂
ψ0 + iβφ̂

,r̂ψ1 (6.71a)

£tψ1 = αδ0ψ1 + (2α,r̂ψ1 + α,θ̂(ψ0 + 3ψ2) − iβφ̂

,θ̂
ψ1 + iβφ̂

,θ̂
ψ̄1 + (6.71b)

+iβφ̂
,r̂(ψ0 + 2ψ2 − ψ̄2))/2

£tψ2 = αδ0ψ2 + α,θ̂(ψ1 + ψ3) + (iβφ̂
,r̂(ψ1 + ψ3))/2 (6.71c)

£tψ3 = αδ0ψ3 + (−2α,r̂ψ3 + α,θ̂(3ψ2 + ψ4) + iβφ̂

,θ̂
ψ3 − iβφ̂

,θ̂
ψ̄3 + (6.71d)

+iβφ̂
,r̂(2ψ2 − ψ̄2 + ψ4))/2

£tψ4 = αδ0ψ4 + 2α,θ̂ψ3 − 2α,r̂ψ4 + iβφ̂
,r̂ψ3 + iβφ̂

,θ̂
ψ4 (6.71e)

These expressions appeared first in the original “Lazarus” paper [BCL02]. They
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may also be calculated by using algebraic software. See App.C.1 for a Mathematica

program.

Before finishing this section, let us show that the above time derivative £t

does commute with the tetrad transformation operation defined by Eq. (6.47). We

may represent that transformation as ψkin
j = ψbcl

i T i
j . It will commute with the

T i
j operator if £tT

i
j = 0. As this array is just made of scalars the Lie derivative

becomes the regular derivative and therefore

∂tT
i
j = 0, (6.72)

as it is manifestly time independent.

6.6 Numerical Procedure

At this point let us explain in some detail the intricacies of an actual imple-

mentation of the “Lazarus” procedure. This would be of extreme help in the case

the reader wants to develop his own implementation.

Clearly the “Lazarus” procedure has to be implemented in three phases.

First the data extraction from the evolution code. Second, which is the core of

the procedure, the tetrad and gauge transformations of the data. And finally the

evolution of the data with a Teukolsky evolution code, which will generate the final

waveforms and other desired quantities. Let us then start with the first part.
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6.6.1 Data Extraction from the Evolution Code

As pointed out earlier, at this point we need to take the three-dimensional

(3d) data and cast it as a series of two-dimensional (2d) data sets, one for each

azimuthal mode m.

The r − θ grid structure is defined as containing both the radial (r) and

angular (θ) point coordinate information and the Fourier mode (m) component of

the variable fields (v) at every point (cvm(r, θ)).

The radial parameters are, rmin, rmax and nr, implying that ∆r = (rmax −

rmin)/(nr − 1). For the angular grid we assume that θ should go from 0 to π, but

we end up discarding the axis points, for they are boundary conditions in the later

Teukolsky evolution, so the grid points go from θmin = ∆θ to θmax = π − ∆θ,

where ∆θ = π/nθ. On the other hand, we can use the θ → π − θ symmetry of the

Spin-Weighed Spherical Harmonics to just dump half of the actual grid. For the

actual implementation we use this symmetry. We keep the ∆θ the same but only

dump data from ∆θ till π including.

Having defined the base grid, we then perform a loop over the whole 3d

data, and perform the Fourier mode decomposition. Every point in the 2d grid

corresponds to an imaginary circle in the 3d data. It is on these circles that we are

performing the mode decompositions. It is important to perform the calculation

in a suitable manner to avoid impractical delays:

• On every processor, we first loop over the leaf blocks, and copy all the desired
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data fields from the Paramesh field array to a temporary array.

• Then we loop over the 2d grid points and, using their z and ρ coordinates,

check if they are on the current leaf block2 .

• Create the logical circle for this given (ρ, θ) pair. In its creation we determine

the azimuthal φ grid resolution of the circle. We use 4n points, trying to be

as close as possible to 2π/(r∆θ).

• Going around the valid circle points,i.e. the ones that belong to the leaf

block, we then compute the terms of the sum (integral):

– Interpolate from the 3d grid to the circle point, via a O(h4) accurate

polynomial fit.

– For each mode m, compute:

cvm(r, θ) = cvm(r, θ) + eimφf v(r, θ, φ),

where φ = 0 along the positive x-axis, and f v may be either real or

complex.

– When using mirror symmetries (for the head-on case), used to define

equatorial, quadrant and octant symmetries, we have to add extra terms

in this sum above, to account for the mirror regions. Although the

2Observe that although we have to loop again and again over all the 2d grid points, for every

block of 3d data, this is much faster than looping over the whole 3d grid for every 2d grid point.
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Variable tensor nature Mirror X Mirror Y

Real of I, J , B and Weyl scalars scalar - -

Imaginary of I, J , B and Weyl scalars pseudo-scalars + +

grr/gφφ pseudo-scalar - -

Table 6.1: Mirror symmetry behavior of certain scalars and tensors.

change in the phase term eimφ is trivial to account for, the symmetry of

the 3d field variables f v depend on the nature of the quantity and are

summarized in the Table 6.1.

At the end of this process the cvm 2d field variable will contain the part of

the above integral that contains the points on the local processor. To finalize the

integral we must communicate the data. For this we use a “reduction” operation

to sum all the partial coefficients. After calculating all the quantities we then write

them to files to be processed in the next stage.

A similar procedure is used to compute the one-dimensional (radial) I in-

variant integral, but we restrict ourselves to the z = 0 plane, and keeping just the

c0 mode,i.e. the average.

6.6.2 Processing of the 2d-data

This is one of the most involved parts of the whole procedure. The procedure

was coded as follows:
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• Load the 2d data sets of Ψ,Ψ̇, grφ/gφφ and I.

• Using the I table, generate a map from rnum to rbl. Here we “filter” the

original table data to be able to obtain a monotonic function.

• Compute the background lapse and shift, and perform the time transforma-

tions on the Weyl scalars.

• Perform the tetrad rotation, to go from the numerical tetrad to the Kinner-

sley tetrad.

• Perform a rotation in the φ direction to remove the grφ metric component.

This is done by a phase rotation of the Fourier modes. At this point we have

the required Ψ4 and Ψ̇4.

• Transform φ→ φks.

• Compute the “q” and “p” variables:

q = (rbl − ia cos(θ))4/r3
blΨ4,

p = (rbl − ia cos(θ))4/r3
blΨ̇4 + b∂r∗r∂rq.

• Generate final tortoise grid. It extends from r∗min = −10 or −20 until r∗max =

f(rmax
bl ), where we usually choose the maximum Kerr radius to be numerically

equal to the maximum numerical radius. In the mapping from numerical r

to Boyer-Lindquist rbl, we have that rbl < r. So, our particular choice of for
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the maximum point lies inside of the computational domain. The spacing is

defined by setting nr∗ = 2nr, which makes the final resolution variable.

• Perform radial transformation to the tortoise radial coordinate, which is just

an interpolation.
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Chapter 7

Lazarus Radiation Extraction

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter we will use the Lazarus method, explained in Chapter 6, to

extract the radiation content of a binary black hole merger, and to investigate the

behavior of that method with the evolution techniques presented in Chapter 5.

The original Lazarus work [BCL02] was a successful method to extract the

radiation content from a binary merger. At the time the method was invented,

there was no full non-linear three-dimensional black hole simulation that would

last long enough to let gravitational waves emerge, and hence one can see the

Lazarus method as a way to continue the numerical simulation. The way to per-

form this continuation is to choose a suitable time to stop the initial full non-linear

black hole evolution, a time at which the numerical spacetime would be a good

approximation to a perturbed Kerr spacetime, and hence continue the evolution

by the perturbative approximation. The end result will be a waveform that will

be as good as the approximation is valid. At early times, where the merger has

not yet been completed, the spacetime cannot be seen as a linear perturbation of

the Kerr spacetime. As time advances, the binary merger becomes more complete
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and the spacetime becomes gradually closer to a perturbed Kerr spacetime. At

later times, it is natural to expect that the spacetime becomes a good approxima-

tion of a linearly perturbed Kerr spacetime. In this picture, the radiated energy

is dependent on the extraction time; it starts at some transient value and then

converges to the physical radiated energy, and then remains a constant as no new

physical effects come into play. In reality, the original Lazarus results did only

approximate the above expectation. Independently of the physical system, the

constant final value for the radiated energy, the so called energy “plateau”, was

only marginally obtained, i.e., it would vary considerably inside of a certain value

range. More concerning is that, at late enough times, the once (approximately)

stable radiated energy starts to diverge. This was a general phenomenon present in

all simulations and systems. Although the Lazarus procedure is usually thought of

as the series of transformations to take the non-linear numerical data to the form

needed by the perturbative evolution, the initial non-linear evolution may play an

important role as it will dictate how quickly the evolution approaches the linear

regime. The original Lazarus procedure used a variation of the ADM equations

as the evolution system, and the Maximal slicing evolution gauge, but one cannot

say how much that the final outcome of the Lazarus procedure was dependent on

this initial evolution. Here we attempt to shed some light on this question by

performing the Lazarus procedure on data evolved by our evolution techniques,

which are certainly very different from the original techniques used.
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7.1.1 Problems

In our investigation we will deal with three systems of increasing complexity,

the Kerr black hole, the head-on binary merger, and the inspiralling binary merger.

The first one, a basic test case, is the evolution and radiation extraction of the

Kerr spacetime, which clearly has no radiation content as it is stationary. Also,

when expressed in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates it will satisfy Teukolsky’s equations

trivially. Unfortunately we do expect some amount of radiation to come out of the

system, mostly because of gauge and tetrad choices.

Here, our numerical evolution gauge is the 1+log slicing, the Γ-driver shift

condition, and the puncture splitting method. The lapse and shift conditions are

similar to the Boyer-Lindquist gauge only at large distances, being very different

near the black hole. The lapse vanishes at the puncture, in contrast to the Boyer-

Lindquist gauge which evolves backward in time at the puncture. This will cause

a mismatch of the numerical slice with respect to the Boyer-Lindquist slice, which

is assumed in the Teukolsky evolution. On the other hand we do not expect

differences on the shift vector to be a problem as, by symmetry of the problem,

it will be mostly radial and φ-oriented, and the Lazarus prescription deals with

the adjustment of both the radial coordinate and the φ angular coordinate. The

Lazarus method assume that one can find the Kinnersley tetrad in some way,

but the actual prescription is very rough by simply assuming that the numerical

coordinate basis is a good approximation for the Boyer-Lindquist basis. This test
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will provide a upper limit on the accuracy of the Lazarus method.

The second problem, the head-on merger, starts with two initially non-

moving punctures, a time symmetric initial state, and lets them fall toward each

other. Despite the fact this problem is much more dynamical from the point of

view of the full evolution, it generates a much simpler problem for the Lazarus

procedure, as the final black hole is just Schwarzschild, which simplifies both the

Lazarus equations and Teukolsky’s equations. Clearly, gauge and tetrad errors

stated on the above paragraph will play a role here, although it is now harder to

know what to look for as the numerical spacetime is not Kerr but a dynamical sys-

tem which we expect to become a linearly perturbed Kerr spacetime. Nevertheless

the end result, the extracted radiation, is compatible with the radiation computed

by the new direct extraction methods.

The last problem we investigate is the inspiralling binary merger, which we

prepare in the QC0 configuration, which is acceptedly very close to the innermost

stable circular orbit (ISCO). This is the actual problem we are interested in working

on, as it is physically more relevant. The numerical evolution of this system is

much more delicate then the previous two cases. Before the modern gauge choices

it would be impossible to perform this evolution long enough to obtain a waveform.
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7.1.2 Results

This is the first independent reproduction of the Lazarus approach. We

implemented the same concepts expressed in [BCL02] adapting it to our numeri-

cal framework, BSSN equations, mesh refinement, and evolution gauges. All the

results expressed here are consistent with the original Lazarus work. Our obser-

vations indicate that the evolution gauge plays a considerable role on the final

Lazarus result. Numerical resolution also seems to be relevant.

Unfortunately our results are too similar to the original Lazarus, and not

better. We present waveforms computed after just 10M of numerical evolution.

After this time, we are unable to obtain acceptable results; the resulting waveform

would be contaminated by a very large pulse, which would get worse with time.

This effect was also present on the original Lazarus method, and here it is very

clear, as we can go arbitrarily late on the extraction time. Moreover, after around

25M , we would be unable to apply the Lazarus procedure at all, as a crucial part

of the method, the radial mapping, breaks down.

We hoped that the new evolution gauges, which make the non-linear evolution

more accurate by creating a more physical numerical gauge, would create a better

final system more consistent with perturbations over a physical Kerr black hole.

This hope was not realised and it might be so due to the delicacy of the proce-

dure, where small numerical errors cause major disruptions, or that our assumption

of the background gauge (Boyer-Lindquist) is not optimal. We concentrate on the
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possible numerical reasons for the encountered problems.

In more concrete terms we observed two kinds of errors. The first is clearly

numerical, made of spikes, or abrupt changes on the numerical fields. These “dis-

continuities” would in some case grow and contaminate the simulation. The second

kind is apparently connected to the gauge. The 1+log and Gamma-driver gauges

are hyperbolic; therefore, they can support gauge waves, which seem to contami-

nate part of the Lazarus procedure, especially the radial gauge corrections.

7.1.3 Spacelike wave extraction

In order to avoid the difficulties of applying the Lazarus method as a con-

tinuation for the evolution, we use its concept and machinery to a slighly different

goal, to construct a wave extaction mechanism. The usual methods of radiation

extraction are based on evaluating the relevant fields (usually ψ4) at a fixed spatial

point, which entails that the extraction region is a timelike surface. Although it

is almost trivial to perform such extraction (but not quite, see [FBvM+05]), there

are a few questions that are still open, as this method disregards all the influence

that the black hole potential would have on the radiation as it gets farther from

the center. Also, gauge effects may create unknown distortions on the radiation.

Here we present an alternative new radiation extraction method which is

based on a spacelike extraction region. We take a finite region of the computational

domain where we compute the perturbation fields, which will become the radiation,
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and propagate them toward the infinity. We use the same Lazarus procedure

to perform the first part of the extraction, and use the Teukolsky evolution to

propagate the radiation. The major difference between this procedure and the

original Lazarus procedure is that we do not take into account the strong field

part of the computational domain. The original Lazarus procedure had as intent

to replace the later portions of the numerical evolution by a simpler method. Here

we are not looking for this. We use the full Einstein evolution and allow the black

hole dynamics to generate the waves, and use the Lazarus approach to extract the

radiation.

There is still one piece of the puzzle missing, which is to obtain a useful

radial mapping at late evolution times. For that we perform an “approximated

embedding” of the numerical slice into the Boyer-Lindquist Kerr spacetime. This

method is a partial solution for the radial mapping problem. We do it by integrat-

ing the 3-metric and the extrinsic curvature in order to find the embedded slice.

It is just approximated because we only consider the equatorial, radial direction,

after performing a φ averaging, so effectively the embedded manifold is a 1D curve.

Nevertheless, this method provides us with a radial mapping and we then can run

the Lazarus machinery.

As our spacelike extraction region is smaller than a typical length of the

radiation wavetrain, we need to repeat the procedure ever so often. After evolving

all the little pieces toward infinity, we must then “stitch” them together. For this
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initial exploration we have no better method to perform this task than to simply

offset the wave portions by the same amount of extraction time offset. That is

then what we do here.

Our final waveform is clearly compatible with the modern directly-extracted

waveforms. They differ in some important aspects. First, the waveform presented

here has gaps in it, as the matching procedure is too rough. Secondly, there are

frequency and amplitude differences at both the beginning and the end of the wave.

It is too early, though, to claim any differences to be a legitimate physical effect.

7.2 Kerr evolution test

The Teukolsky’s equation would be trivial for the Kerr spacetime if we were

to compute the Weyl scalars by using the exact Kinnersley tetrad. This tetrad

basis would be simple to obtain if we had the exact mapping from the numerical

grid points to the events in the Kerr spacetime. The issue is that numerically we

usually do not keep track of the gauge functions of all grid points, so we cannot

tell exactly where our numerical points are placed. The Lazarus procedure helps

us with that by providing a way to obtain such mapping, and especially tells us

how to construct an approximation for the Kinnersley tetrad. Unfortunately the

Lazarus procedure assumes that our spatial slice is one of the Boyer-Lindquist

time slices. Numerically, the 1+log time gauge will differ from the above gauge

and therefore mismatching the slices near the black hole, although the 1+log gauge
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Figure 7.1: Radiation obtained from the Kerr evolution. On the left we see the

amount of apparent radiated energy, for both low resolution h = 1/16 and high resolution

h = 1/32. Resolution plays two clear roles here. First, it smoothes the energy curve, as

less numerical error contaminates the run. Second, it pushes forward in time the steep

grown in apparent radiation. On the right figure we have a snapshot of the radiation at

Tc = 10M , from which the corresponding energy value was calculated. Both waves have

comparable amplitudes, but the high resolution one has a smoother damped envelope.

For the low resolution run, the large cycles keep on growing. Eventually (Tc = 17M) the

high resolution run will develop a growing non-damped signal.

will approximate the Boyer-Lindquist time gauge at some distance from the black

hole. By performing the Kerr test, we will see how much of this mismatch is

really relevant, by looking at the radiated energy, which is made by the simple

mismatch of slices. This is also a problem in both the original Lazarus method, as

the Maximal gauge used there is not the same as the Boyer-Lindquist gauge, as in

the further improvements made to it, see [CKL06].

Our Kerr initial data is taken as a constant time slice of the Boyer-Lindquist
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metric Eq. (D.1). More precisely, as we perform the numerical evolution in Cartesian-

like coordinates, the actual initial data is given by the Eq. (D.21), Eq. (D.22) and

Eq. (D.23).

In the numerical evolution we use the puncture splitting technique, but be-

cause the black hole is Kerr, we use a singular part that is adapted to the Kerr

singularity, Φ = Σ
R2 (see Eq. (D.16)). The evolution is performed with the 1+log

and Gamma-driver gauges, but because our puncture is held fixed we have a Brill

factor on the gauge (see Eq. (2.25)). The grid structure is the usual box-in-box

structure with the closest refinement boundary at 2M. We also use the usual ICN

integrator with 2nd order stencils with MAD.

Although the slicing mismatch and possible tetrad mismatch are going to be

a fundamental source of errors in this method, it is not clear how the numerical

resolution plays a role1. In order to test the influence of resolution (and hence

accuracy) of the black hole evolution into the Lazarus method we run two reso-

lutions, hf = M/16 and hf = M/32. The radiated energy is given, according to

[BCLT02], by the formula:

E(t) =
r2

4π

∫

dΩ

∫ t

−∞
dt′|

∫ t′

−∞
dt′′ψ4(t

′′, r, θ, φ)|2 =

=
r2

4π

∑

l,m

∫ t

−∞
dt′|

∫ t′

−∞
dt′′ψ4

l
m(t′′, r)|2. (7.1)

1Actually at this point we cannot experiment much with either gauge or tetrad choices. For

the gauge, we must use non-moving punctures, and for the tetrad basis, we only use the standard

Lazarus assumptions.
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On the left panel of Fig. 7.1 we have the apparent energy radiated from both

runs. The striking feature is the abrupt increase of radiation at later times, which

is delayed by increasing the resolution. Resolution also makes the results more

homogeneous in time (less erratic radiated energy). From this figure it seems that,

despite the previous behavior of the energy, both runs reach appoint where the

Lazarus approximation becomes invalid.

On the right panel we see the apparent waveform at Tc = 10M for both runs.

Although they look alike, observe that the high resolution wave has a smoothly

decaying envelope, whereas the low resolution wave is almost constant and sud-

denly decays. What we see in the high resolution run is more like what we would

expect for the evolution of a perturbation over the Kerr back hole (ideally it would

be exponentially damped). The low resolution’s constant amplification part of the

wave keeps on growing and eventually causes the divergence. Eventually a similar

effect happens in the other run.

Increasing resolution does improve the quality of the initial Teukolsky data

(see Sec. 7.4.1), producing clearer (less noisy) data. Also it does reduce constraint

errors.

7.3 Head-on tests

Now, let us turn to the head-on merger case and apply the Lazarus method

to extract the radiation content.
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Head-on here implies that both the black holes start at rest and are pulled to-

wards each other just by their gravitational attraction. This is easily implemented

by the Brill-Lindquist initial data, which can be obtained by setting both the mo-

mentum and spin parameters to zero on the Bowen-York initial data Eq. (5.1) and

Eq. (5.2). In this case the constraints are identically satisfied. The extrinsic curva-

ture is set to zero, which implies a momentarily static situation, and the spacetime

is then time symmetric. As the black holes fall directly toward each other, there

is no angular momentum on the final system, which therefore is a Schwarzschild

black hole.

The head-on test tells us how the gauge fixing and tetrad rotation perform in

a more interesting case, physically (as it is a binary problem) as well as numerically

(as the evolution is more dynamical then the Kerr case). For the initial data, we

have a pair of non-rotating puncture of mass m1 = m2 = 1/2, put on the Y-axis

at coordinate y1 = −y2 = 1.1515, which corresponds to the QC0 separation.

We use the box-in-box FMR grid structure, with boundaries at r = 2M , 4M ,

8M and 16M . The outer boundary is at r = 32M . The resolution at the finest

refinement region is hf = 1/32. In this run we use a 2nd order accurate scheme for

both finite differences and evolution (ICN). When ready to calculate the numerical

quantities needed for the Lazarus procedure, we filled the guardcells with a 4th

order scheme, which we expect will minimize errors on the derived quantities at

the FMR boundaries; some quantities that we need require third derivatives, which
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Figure 7.2: Time evolution of the rbl = r(rnum) mapping given by the I invariant

formula Eq. (6.33). The time dependence is limited to a stretching in the middle region.

The right side feature is the outer boundary noise.

if taken with a 2nd order accurate stencil will yield a non-convergent result, as the

truncation error at the FMR boundaries are discontinuous.

The gauge is the usual 1+log and Gamma driver, and we use the puncture

splitting method, which keeps the punctures held in place.

We perform the evolution until T = 9M and then apply the Lazarus proce-

dure. We extract the 2-D r − θ grid, with radial range 0.2 < r < 32 and 1240

points. The angular range is 0 < θ < π and with 40 angular points. On the

Teukolsky evolution side we have the r∗ grid range to be −10 < r∗ < 100. The

close inner boundary does not seem to be an issue. We perform the wave extraction

at r∗ = 30M .

Before performing the Teukolsky evolution, let us take a close look at the

gauge fixing done by the Lazarus procedure. We focus on the radial gauge as it

is problematic in the rotating case. As pointed in the last chapter, in order to
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Figure 7.3: Left panel: l = 2, m = 0 component of waveform, from head-on merger.

From T = 5M to T = 9M the waveforms are comparable to the one obtained by

the direct extraction method [FBvM+05]. Right panel: Same for the l = 2, m = 2

component.

find a mapping from the numerical computational domain and the perturbed Kerr

spacetime we look at a particular curvature invariant, I. The information contained

in this curvature invariant has the advantage of being first-order invariant under

perturbations on the Weyl scalars (in the Kinnersley basis). So, by looking at this

invariant we can use Eq. (6.33) and simply read off the map from the numerical

radial coordinate to the same in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates. This is depicted, for

several extraction times, by Fig. 7.2, where on the abscissa we have the numerical

radial coordinate, and on the ordinate we have the Kerr radius. Where for the

background black hole we used M = 0.997 and a = 0.0. We see that there is

almost no change on this mapping as the extraction times advance.

The procedure’s result can be seen on Fig. 7.3. There we show the −2Y
2
0 and

−2Y
2
2 Spin-Weighed Spherical Harmonics components of the radiation [GMN+67],
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Figure 7.4: Energy radiated by the l = 2 modes. We see a clear “energy plateau” from

T = 5M till T = 12M . At earlier times we are not yet in the perturbative regime.

for various transition times, where the waves have been shifted by 1M so in time

so that they would lay over each other. These waveforms are compatible with

the original Lazarus waveforms. The solid black lines also show the waveform

extracted directly form the Hanhdol code, by the direct extraction methods pre-

sented elsewhere [FBvM+05]. We see that, at least for the early portions of the

waveform, they are compatible. This shows directly that the Lazarus procedure

produces similar results with the new evolution system (BSSN) and gauges (1+log

and Gamma-driver).

In Fig. 7.4, we will see the amount of radiation extracted from the simulation.

It is interesting to observe the solid plateau formed at the times of 7M to 12M .
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This represents the region where the radiation mostly independent of the extraction

time, as we can see from the waveforms on Fig. 7.3. This is an indication that

the method is consistent with the expectations; that we reach a regime where the

numerical solution can be treated as a perturbation of Kerr. Also we can argue

that this energy is not of slicing or numerical origins, as the energy radiated on

the Kerr case is one order of magnitude smaller.

Unfortunately we still see the same “divergent” behavior at later times, which

bears no physical origin. We had a different expectation. On the full three-

dimensional binary black hole evolutions the new gauges improve the level of the

simulation, by reducing the truncation errors. Here on the other hand, we have

no clear benefit from these methods, except for the fact that as the numerical

simulation itself lasts for longer, we can test the Lazarus method at later times.

This is a result also shared by traditional and new versions of the Lazarus (known

as Lazarus II [CKL06]).

An alternate way to obtain the radial mapping is to use the proposed scheme

of App. B. There is no real need to use it here, as the I invariant method seems

to work well. But we can try to validate the method using the head-on case. This

method, being zeroth-order gauge invariant, will depend linearly on the perturba-

tions, but by being an integral method will be less influenced by local errors.

In Fig. 7.5 we compare the I invariant method with the approximated em-

bedding method, for several background masses. This test is important as we want
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Figure 7.5: Radial mapping for Tc = 10. The diagonal solid red line is the actual radial

mapping obtained by using the I invariant. The thick line that goes under the first line

is actually a series of radial mappings obtained by our embedding technique, which are

very similar and therefore hard to distinguish. The background spin was set to zero,

and the background mass was varied from Mbg = 1.0, 0.999, 0.998, 0.997 and 0.996.

On the internal box we see the radial mapping for farther distances. This figure tells

us that near the horizon (Rkerr = 1.714) the embedding fails to produce a good radial

mapping. On the other hand, the mismatch soon goes away and for farther distances

both techniques are comparable. We want to use the embedding technique exactly at

those further distances.
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to know how sensitive our methods are to errors on the background parameters.

Both mappings do change if we change the background mass, but, as the figure

shows, the variation is minimal. There we set the background mass as Mbg = 1.0,

0.999, 0.998, 0.997 and 0.996. For this range masses there is no visible change on

the r(I(R)) mapping (the invariant technique). Also there is just a small change

on the embedding mapping (mostly coming from a overall offset at infinity). The

published value of Mbg = 0.997, from [BCLT02], is in the middle of the figure’s

range. This figure points out that the approximated embedding method loses its

accuracy as one goes near the horizon. On the other hand it is very accurate at

farther distances, as pointed out in the small inlet. It is at those farther distances

that we want to apply this technique.

Besides providing an alternate way to compute the radial mapping, our em-

bedding technique also produces an actual embedding of the numerical slice into

the Kerr spacetime. Expressed in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates we see, in Fig. 7.6,

this embedding. This is a t−r coordinate plane, and the lines represent the spatial

slice at different evolution times. (We removed the time offset among the slices

so that we could plot them all together). Observe that at early times the slice

tends to be close to the axis, meaning that it is on a constant Kerr time slice. As

the evolution goes on, the spatial slice errs away from the constant time line, and

we can actually see a pulse propagating outward. The behavior of the embedding

shows us two things. First, at later times the slice stops evolving and bounces
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Figure 7.6: Approximated embedding of the equatorial 2D data set on the t-r sector of

the Kerr(BL) spacetime. Here we see this embedding for several coupling times Tc. As

it is expectable the embedding “diverges” as we approach the horizon. This embedding

shows how the numerical slice differs more with time from the Kerr(BL) slices. This is

clear near the horizon as the Kerr(BL) lapse goes to zero, but not the numerical lapse.

back a little. This is the lapse-freezing property of the 1+log slicing. Secondly,

the outgoing pulse, which is probably related to the outgoing gauge and physical

waves, causes a large mismatch from the Boyer-Lindquist slicing, and this may be

relevant for the Lazarus results.
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7.4 Rotating Binary System

Now let us turn to the rotating binary black hole system, which from the

physical point of view is much closer to the reality of astrophysical black hole

mergers. Although the model we use - the innermost quasi-circular orbiting initial

data - is not yet a perfect setup, not taking into account the whole physical process

of approaching. This is still a much more physically interesting problem which is

necessary for future applications of this method in situations more representative

of real applications. In the numerical arena this is an already complicated problem

which only reached satisfactory levels of accuracy after the introduction of certain

gauge conditions, especially the shifting shift, shifting lapse, and moving punctures,

some of which were introduced by the Goddard group.

The original Lazarus application set the standards for what to expect of

a waveform, as served as a initial benchmark for the newer extraction methods.

Clearly it had limitations, most of them which would come from the preceding black

hole evolution (short lived runs and no shift evolution). Also it is unknown if these

limitations are related directly to the slicing (which was maximal) or numerical

techniques. The work in this section attempts to bridge this gap, to understand

whether the difficulties of Lazarus approach are related to the equations system,

evolution gauge or numerical techniques, or something else.

We have reached a partial answer to this question. It seems that gauge plays

a very important role on the method, but not just the slicing. The spatial gauges
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do play a somewhat “disturbing” role. Also, it seems that numerical resolution

can also change the results significantly, as well as the details of the FMR noise,

and the fall-off of the signal. All these are reinforcing the belief that the Lazarus

method is extremely delicate.

Our results are similar to the ones obtained by the original Lazarus method.

Even by using the new evolution gauges we cannot avoid its failure; the procedure

produces reasonable waveforms at early times, until about 10M of the binary

evolution. After that the signal gets considerably contaminated, and around 15M

or so, this spurious signal becomes much larger that the physical signal. Parallel

to this issue we observe a further complication with what we think is due to our

shift condition. This particular issue affects the radial mapping in such a way that

the method becomes unusable as prescribed.

Although it is clear that, with the techniques we are using now, the Lazarus

method has severe drawbacks it is not clear that it cannot be adapted. Here

we propose to use the Lazarus method as a mechanism of radiation extraction, in

which, by propagating the extracted signal to infinity with the Teukolsky equations

we would add to the signal all the possible background contributions ignored by

the usual radiation extraction methods.
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7.4.1 Numerical setup and early time results

Here we consider two pairs of runs, one of low resolution (hf = M/16) and

another of high resolution (hf = M/32). They all have the same box-in-box type

of grid structure (stating at 2M). The runs also use equatorial symmetry, so that

the actual grid domain is only the z ≥ 0 half-space. The outer boundaries are

at 64M except for one run, which has boundary at 128M . The most important

features of these runs are the gauges; all the runs use the “shifting-shift” gauge

condition Eq. (5.7c), i.e., we add a shift term on the equations for the shift vector

(as usually we do for time derivatives).

The slicing gauge is always in the 1+log family, but two of the runs use just

the usual 1+log equation Eq. (5.6b), whereas the other two use the “shifting-lapse”

version of the 1+log gauge Eq. (5.7), which again is just the introduction of a shift

term on the lapse evolution equation. Also, we do not use the puncture splitting

method, which in effect would allow for the black hole to “dissipate” away but the

freezing of the lapse prevents this. This is one of the best parts of the new gauges,

for in this way we can move the black holes around by allowing a non-vanishing

shift term at the puncture location.

With respect to the spatial differencing methods, only one run was done with

a strictly second order method, the other three used either a combination of 4th

order differencing with 2nd order, or a fully 4th order spatial differencing scheme.

Also, all the runs used the “MAD” approach to differencing on different levels
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Run Res. O.B. center upwind lapse ev. sh-α

Run 1 1/16 64M 2nd × 1+log ×

Run 2 1/32 64M 4th 2nd 1+log ×

Run 3 1/16 64M 4th 4nd 1+log
√

Run 4 1/32 128M 4th 4th 1+log
√

Table 7.1: Performed QC0 runs. The relevant differences are the resolution (2nd col.)

and the shifting-lapse usage (last col.). Although resolution is a factor, using the shifting-

shift gauge is the major improvement on the runs.

when possible. The table 7.1 summarizes all the relevant parameters.

Our general expectation for these runs is to obtain a result at least as good

as the original Lazarus results, for which the Kerr and head-on tests form the

basis of this expectation. Actually, we expect our QC0 run to perform better.

We say that essentially because of the results the new evolution gauges provided

on the full three-dimensional binary evolutions. They generate a more accurate

evolution in which the black holes travel more “physical” paths2. So we would

expect a correspondent improvement on the results of the Lazarus procedure. The

verification of falsification of this expectation is the central question of this section,

2Clearly the trajectory of the black holes is dictated by the shift vector at the center of each

black hole, which is gauge dependent and therefore bears no physical significance. On the other

hand, both the black hole trajectories and the other details of the modern spatial gauges do

generate a coordinate system which is more adapted to the physical problem. This is mostly

expressed by the reduction of the constraints.
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but before we move to our results it is important to mention in more detail some

of the difficulties of the method and our solution for them.

Our results will be subject to several sources of errors, some of which are

specifically related to our new evolution techniques. First we have the Mesh Re-

finement. As mentioned before, the quantities we need for the Lazarus method are

related to the Riemann curvature and its derivative. This implies we need to com-

pute second and third order derivatives of the fundamental numerical variables.

This does not “go well” with the discontinuities at the refinement boundaries,

even by using higher differencing methods, resulting on noise initial data for the

Lazarus procedure. Specifically, the noise is in the form of erratic data at some

places, explained below. This noise, if left untreated, will cause two major effects;

spurious signals and instabilities. Let us start with the second effect.

The Teukolsky equations we are integrating here, Eq. (6.12), are expressed in

spherical coordinates, which is not a problem as all the equations’ coefficients are

well defined, in particular on the Z-axis. The problem is that although all of these

coefficients have a finite limit on the axis, some are made by a ratio of two infinities

or two zeroes, which numerically is most definitely a problem. On the other hand,

in our two-dimensional r−θ grid the Z-axis form the two boundaries, θ = 0 and θ =

π, of our domain which are considered external boundaries and have their values

computed simply according to the symmetry of the fields. Unfortunately that is

not so simple when we perform the simulations. Because of the way we generate the
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2D data from the 3D Hahndol data, by means of the angular integrations described

in Sec. 6.6, neighboring radial points may have been calculated from z-constant

circles that may intercept a very different grid structure, and as one approaches the

axis and the number of points in such a circle reduces to only a few, the numerical

error will vary erratically. The high-frequency modes contained in these sharp

features will contaminate the runs3. To prevent this from happening we apply the

Butterworth smoothing procedure, which is done on the radial Fourier space, and

is simply given by

Ff(k) =
1

1 +
(

k
kcut

)2nF (k), (7.2)

where k is the wave number, F (k) is the radial Fourier transform of the original

field, and Ff(k) is the filtered function. The choice of the cut off wave number is

dictated by the physical features and the noise. The smallest physical features we

want to preserve are at most of the size of 1M . In terms of our numerical setup

(with resolution of M/32) this leads to a numerical wavenumber of λcut = 0.2 (the

numerical wavenumber is the same as the physical wavenumber multiplied by the

grid spacing, λ = λph.). So we use the number λcut = 0.1. Larger numbers will

still let the noise pass, as it can be several grid points wide.

The second effect of these refinement boundaries can be seen on wider areas

of the computational domain, precisely located on circular curves, which can be

3Particularly when we attempted to integrate using the 2nd order ICN method these errors

would grow unbounded and destroy the simulation, indicating that our equations were unstable.
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understood by the following. On the 3D grid, the FMR boundaries are faces at

constant X,Y or Z coordinate. In our particular case we have cubic refinement

regions centered at the origin. To see its effects on spherical coordinates, let us

consider the intersection of the cubiq FMR boundary with the φ = 0 plane. The

once straight lines of this intersection will assume a curved shape (a secant) on the

r− θ coordinate system. In general, if this intersection is given by a line at Z = a

and another at X = b, we have,































r = a sec θ , θ ≤ θm

r = b sec(θ − π/2) , θ ≥ θm

θm = arctan(b/a)

. (7.3)

The ratio of a and b will vary from 1 to
√

2 for the diagonal of the square (at

φ = π/4). This boundary can be seen clearly in the r − θ representation of the

fields, in special P , as we see on either Fig. 7.7, Fig. 7.8, Fig. 7.9 and Fig. 7.10.

These FMR errors get resolved by going to higher a resolution. We can see

this effect very clearly on the P plot pairs Fig. 7.7/Fig. 7.8 and Fig. 7.9/Fig. 7.10.

Also, we see clear improvement by changing the evolution gauge, as runs with

shifting-lapse (3 and 4) have less noise than otherwise.

Finally, there is a last issue in the setting up of the Teukolsky initial data

which turns out to be of fundamental importance. The data generated from the

Hahndol code, and then processed by the Lazarus method, is spatially limited on

both inner and outer boundaries. The outermost region of our initial data is defined
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Figure 7.7: Run 1 (low resolution, without upwind advection shifting-lapse) Q and P

initial initial data. Although Q is smooth P is saturated with noise. This noise is resolved

by both going to a higher resolution and with a different gauge choice, see Fig. 7.8.
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Figure 7.8: Run 2 (similar to Run 1 but with higher resolution and upwind shift terms).

We see a reduction on the P field noise and a better definition of the FMR boundaries,

especially at R = 8M (r∗ ≈ 11M).
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Figure 7.9: Run 3 (low resolution but with shifting-lapse). By comparing with Run 1

and Run 2 we see the effects that the gauge can cause, surpassing resolution. Both Q

and P fields are less noise than Run 1 (of same resolution). The frontal part of P is

cleaner than on Run 2 (of higher resolution).
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Figure 7.10: Run 4 (similar to 3 but with high resolution). Signal is clear and smooth

for both Q and P , and the FMR boundaries are very clear but contained. Strangely it

does not seem to be converging as the overall shape of P is considerably different form

Run 3.
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Figure 7.11: Comparison of waveforms at Tc = 10M , showing both the m = 0 mode and

the (negative) imaginary part of m = 2 modes. We compare four runs; two resolutions

and two gauges. We see that the unphysical kink (on the left) or phase error (right)

around 40M to 60M are better controlled by using the shifting-lapse gauge (Run 3 and

4). Resolution is not enough of a factor to produce compatible results.

by the largest circle of integration of our three-dimensional data, i.e., the data is

limited by how far, in radial coordinates, we perform the extraction. In our case,

it is always in between 30M and 40M . Of course the actual outer boundary of the

Teukolsky evolution is much farther, 110M in our runs. Now, the inner boundary

can be set as far as we want because the radial coordinate is tortoise-like and

it approaches the event horizon asymptotically. On the other hand, because the

actual data does not change near the event horizon we simply chose an arbitrary

point, say −10M where there is already no variation on the form of the signal.

Regardless, both inner and outer data boundaries will be contained in the final

computational domain, which usually extends from −20M to 110M . If nothing

special is done the initial data will abruptly terminate at some point, causing a
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clear discontinuity on the data. Although these are small features, they will grow,

especially at the outer boundary termination; the termination will become a little

pulse that will fall on the black hole and, as it falls, will grow, mix with the original

signal, and finally rebound as a large black hole perturbation. This problem gets

so large that it does destroy the waveforms even at very early times.

One rather effective way to deal with this is to generate further data out of

the terminations, creating exponentially damped “tails” on the existing data. We

look at the final slope and from there attach a decreasing exponential curve. We

perform this for both the inner and the outer boundaries. Clearly the numerical

data may be somewhat erratic and so we have to make sure the attached function

goes to zero fast enough (we do not want a tail that is so long that still contributes

to the error), we check for that by setting a limit on the minimum damping, and

then we analyze not just the last points, but a sequence of final data points.

Now let us turn to the actual resulting waveforms. In Fig. 7.11 we have four

different curves, one for each of the runs, for both the m = 0 and m = 2 waveforms.

We chose to perform this comparison at time T = 10M because it is around the

latest time we can generate a waveform, as it will be clear on the next section.

First, we see that the final waveform does depend on the evolution gauge in a

very clear manner. Runs 1 and 2 have both incorrect amplitude and phase, which

is due to the growing spurious signal that eventually will overcome the physical

signal. This is most clear for the m = 2 mode. Now, for the runs 3 and 4 we see
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Figure 7.12: Lazarus waveform for multiple amounts of the binary evolution of Run 4.

Observe that the waveforms start unlocking from each other as time passes. The latest

one (T = 10M) is around the latest valid waveforms.

a much more consistent waveform, with a more reasonable decaying and uniform

frequency. By looking at this figure we can conclude that there is a very big

qualitative improvement as one goes from a non-shifted lapse gauge (Runs 1 and

2) to the shifted lapse one (Runs 3 and 4). Such a qualitative change does not

happen when we just increase numerical resolution.

For a more direct evaluation of the method we turn to the Fig. 7.12. Here

we have the usual Lazarus representation of waveforms, comparing different black

hole evolution times. As we can see, at early times all the waveforms lock on each

other. As we advance on the evolution times the waveforms start diverging from

each other, first the earlier ones. The last two ones will only significantly diverge

after the third cycle. This result is comparable with the original Lazarus result.

Unfortunately we do not observe any clear improvement over the original

Lazarus procedure. If anything it becomes even more difficult to obtain the wave-
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Figure 7.13: The radiated energy for the QC0 Run 4, where the lower line is the con-

tribution of the m = 0 mode, and the stronger signal comes from the m = 2 component.

Here we almost see the formation of a long plateau, which is maculated by an energy

outburst, before being totally destroyed by the ubiquitous late time signal.

forms, due to the Mesh refinement and our use of 1+log rather than Maximal

slicing gauge. The latest waveform presented (T = 10M) is actually around the

latest valid waveforms we have. A few M after that erroneous signals creep in and

destroy the waveforms, in a similar fashion as they did in the other runs. We can

see this from the energy plots, Fig. 7.13, which can be computed directly from the

waveforms.
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Figure 7.14: Comparison of Run 3 and Run 4, showing the original R → rkerr mapping

subtracted from the analytical formula Eq. (D.18). Frames are at times 5, 10, 15, 20, 25

and 30. At early times the mapping is smooth but at later times a signal appears and

propagates to the right while growing. We see some coupling with the FMR boundaries

at R = 4, R = 8, and R = 16, but it does not seem to be the source of the signal.

Observe that we have two kinds of pulses; the large one, which seems to propagate with

a speed of around 1, and is the responsible for the loss of monotonicity (see text). The

second kind are the smaller ripples that lead in front of the large pulse. These replies

seem to propagate at speed around 1.4, which is close to a gauge mode speed.
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7.4.2 Late time performance

Although it is interesting to simply test the Lazarus method with these new

gauges and evolution techniques, the real interest in this work was in being able

to extend the energy plateaus, which are limited in the original Lazarus method.

To address this issue we then look at later waveforms. Again, our hope here is

that in late stages of the evolution the spacetime would resemble more and more a

perturbed Kerr spacetime. Although we are able to obtain reasonable waveforms

for the QC0 black hole evolution at T = 10M , the same does not happen for

times later than that. For the later runs, the waveforms would start well but soon

would be followed by a very large pulse, similarly to the one we commented in the

previous sections. This behavior is prominent from the times between 15M and

20M . We still have no good understanding of what would cause such features.

We have shown that both numerical errors (like abrupt jumps in the initial data)

and evolution gauge issues would play a role on the development of this ubiquitous

large signal, which only could be moved farther or closer in time. Anyway, we

still hoped that for even later times, say 30M , all the variability of the strong

field regions would actually be settled and then the Lazarus method would again

produce reliable results. Unfortunately, at these later times 10M to 30M and

beyond, a new kind of problem arises.

The Lazarus method requires a precise gauge fixing procedure in order to

work. Here and in the original paper this is done by means of the curvature
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invariant I and the Eq. (6.32) which generates a mapping between the numerical

R and the Boyer-Lindquist rkerr. One very important desired property of this

mapping is that it be monotonic. This implies that it can be inverted, as we

have a one-to-one mapping, and also the map derivatives remain finite. It so

happens that it is exactly the monotonicity of the mapping that gets lost at later

times, which does make the whole procedure unusable. In order to have a slightly

different way to compute this mapping we also use the Coulomb scalar χ, defined

for example in [BBB06], and which for a linearly perturbed Kerr spacetime is just

ψ2. This scalar is supposed to be less sensitive to wave perturbations. Although

by using χ we do see differences, they are very small compared with the kind of

feature we are dealing with here: as time passes the radial mapping develops larger

and larger pulse-like features that propagate outwards.

We will present this fact in the following form. If we have an exact Kerr

in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates spacetime, the radial mapping is then given by

Eq. (D.18). This mapping is similar to the one obtained numerically from the runs

presented here. Then for the sake of clarity, we subtract the analytic mapping

from the numerical one, and we show it in Fig. 7.14. If we had not done that, the

plots would be diagonal lines that would hide the discrepancies presented. Here we

show four lines in each frame. Two from low resolution runs (1/16) and two out of

high resolution runs (1/32). Each one of the pairs are either obtained from the I

invariant or from the χ invariant. At early times (T = 5M , first frame) what makes
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a visible difference is the usage of I or χ, but not the numerical resolution. As

the time passes (following frames, in steps of 5M), we see that a large noisy signal

starts to show up. The interesting feature about this noise is that it depends on

the numerical resolution and not on the invariant used. Although it is not obvious

from the plots, on the last frame the mapping ceases to be monotonic, between

15M and 20M . If this mapping transformation were to be taken as correct it would

mean that the numerical slice folds over itself, making the inversion impossible.

Looking closely to the signals presented in Fig. 7.14 we notice two kinds

of waves, with two propagating speeds. First we have the strong signal, which

only goes for one cycle, and is the part that destroys the monotonicity. It seems to

propagate at speed close to 1, the speed that gravitational signals propagate, which

may indicate that this pulse is originated by the actual physical wave. Ahead of

it we see a second kind of waves. They are much smaller and were not a concern

for the mapping calculations as they can be smoothed out easily. The interesting

feature is that they seem to propagate at speed close to 1.4, which is close to the

common 1+log gauge speed of
√

2.

We can have a hint of understanding of what is going on here if we look at

the Fig. 7.15. Here the data comes from the high resolution run 1/32. In each

frame we see the X-axis data of the lapse and X component of the shift vector, for

three different times, 10M , 20M and 30M . Observe that in both frames there are

perturbations that do propagate outward, and comparing with the last figure we
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Figure 7.15: The gauge functions α and βx along the X-axis at three different times.

We can clearly see waves that propagate to the right, with speed close to 1.4 (the gauge

equations have a propagating mode with speed
√

2). These gauge signals may be related

to some of the disturbances seen on Fig. 7.14.
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see that these perturbations are always in front of the large pulse. Although we

do not have a proven explanation for that pulse, it seem plausible that it comes

because of a gauge effect. The fact that it increases with resolution also indicates

that it is not a numerical effect but a real feature of the equations.

7.5 Spacelike Wave Extraction

Contemporary binary black hole simulations are now able to evolve a binary

system for several orbits before the merger. In the orbiting stage, the moving

black holes will produce gravitational radiation of wavelength of the order of λ ≈

100M [BCC+06a]. The radiation extraction is usually done by calculating the Weyl

scalar ψ4 at a particular point (or radius) in the computational domain. It would

be ideal to set the extraction radius at the “wavezone”, i.e., about a few λ away

from the sources. This would give us confidence that the radiation suffers not

further influence from the sources. Unfortunately it is impractical to perform such

distant extraction. In our case, where we used mesh refinement, the numerical

resolution decreases continually as the wave moves outward. After a couple of λ,

say 200M the resolution would be too coarse to support the propagating waves

accurately. Therefore the radiation is extracted somewhere in the intermediary

zone, in our case, in between 20M and 50M . This kind of extraction may overlook

some effects that the final background black hole would have on the radiation as

it propagates outward (back scattering, and mode mixing).
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One way to take into account these possible effects is to use the Lazarus

method as a tool for wave extraction. Instead of simply reading the value of ψ4

at a particular point in space, one could take a whole chunk of the computational

domain and, by means of the Teukolsky equation, evolve this data till a desired

distant point and there perform the final wave extraction. As this portion of the

computational domain is a spacelike surface we call this method “spacelike wave

extraction”.

We choose this spacelike extraction region to be much smaller, in radial

length, than the actual computational domain. This is so for two reasons. First

it cannot start too close to the central sources as we want to use the method

as a wave extraction technique, i.e., we want to capture a signal that is already

formed and propagating outwards. Also we cannot have the region extend too far,

as the numerical resolution gets degraded (as we use variable mesh refinement)

and therefore the signal becomes unusable. As the spacelike extraction region

is therefore limited in length we must perform the extraction repeatedly. The

Teukolsky initial data would the be just a portion of the data, surrounded by just

the background, i.e. Q = 0 and P = 0. Each piece will generate a signal at the final

extraction point. The final waveform will then be composed by the juxtaposition

of such pieces, which is possible due to the linearity of the Teukolsky equations.

One extra motivation for this approach is to test the Lazarus procedure in a

less strenuous regime. Near the black holes, the slicing departs considerably from
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the assumed Boyer-Lindquist background. This was the same with the original

Lazarus procedure, as it used the Maximal gauge, which also did not provide good

results for later (T > 10M) times. At the intermediary zone the slicing will be

more similar to the Boyer-Lindquist slice. Most importantly, we can choose to

avoid the strong field region altogether. This is the region that, in the Lazarus

method, contains all the information that will become the waveform. Here it is the

full three-dimensional evolution that produce the actual physical signal. This will

let us test a few hypotheses, like if the slicing is really an issue, and which effects,

if any, the back reaction plays on the radiation.

In concrete terms, we set our extraction region to go from 10M to 30M , in

a test case, and from 20M to 30M on the final extraction. Both regions are out of

the strong region, but only barely touching the timelike extraction radius (which

is usually 30M).

7.5.1 Procedure

In order to implement the above concept one has to overcome the same ob-

stacle that prevented us from generating valid waveforms for the late extraction

times, namely the gauge fixing problem that seems to invalidate the Lazarus pro-

cedure. Taken seriously, the radial gauge fixing problem does suggest that the

numerical slice actually “folds” on itself, if one think about its embedding on the

underlaying Kerr background. If this is really true, then it would be very difficult
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Figure 7.16: Approximate location, in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates, of the QC0 numer-

ical evolution equatorial slices, as computed by the method described on App.B, i.e.,

this is an approximated embedding of the numerical spatial slice into the Kerr space-

time. For the background we have M = 0.974 and a = 0.669, which implies the horizon

location to be rkerr ≈ 1.682. Each timeslice is assumed to start at tBL = 0 in order to

simplify comparison. The slicing will “diverge” near the horizon as the Boyer-Lindquist

lapse vanishes there, but not the numerical lapse. This implies that the numerical slice

does not cross the bifurcation point and therefore goes outside the Boyer-Lindquist map.

Observe the presence of an outgoing slice pulse, and also the fact that at the strong field

region the spatial slice stops changing. In order to analyze the pulse we subtract the

times 15M , 20M , 25M , and 30M from the 10M curve. Also to simplify the analysis we

multiply the resulting functions by a factor of r2
kerr. The result is shown on the right.

We see that the last two timeslice pulses seem to obey a 1/r2 law (the previous pulse

scales as 1/r, not shown). Although the curvature decays as 1/r, the energy will decay

as 1/r2. The other interesting fact is that the propagation speed is almost
√

2, at least

for the three later pulses, which is one of the gauge speed modes for th 1+log slicing.
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to consider the numerical slice as just a small perturbation of a Boyer-Lindquist

slice. By investigating this question we arrive at a resolution that also serves for

the production of the spacelike waveforms.

To know if the spatial slice does really fold over itself we calculate the em-

bedding of the slice into the Kerr spacetime. As we use particularly the Boyer-

Lindquist coordinates we will limit ourselves to the region outside of the event

horizon of the black hole spacetime. To produce such an embedding is possible as

we have at hand the three-metric and the extrinsic curvature, the basic variables

that must be integrated.

Actually we do not produce the embedding of the three-dimensional spatial

slice into the four-dimensional manifold. First because that would be extremely

complicated, as it would involve solving a three-dimensional elliptic problem. Also
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we do not need the exact embedding to proceed, as in our Teukolsky problem we

use a two-dimensional grid. Furthermore, mirroring the usual Lazarus method

of finding the radial gauge correction we ignore the θ coordinate by concerning

ourselves just with the equatorial plane.

Hence, we will look for the embedding of a one-dimensional curve into the

r − t sector of the Kerr spacetime (with θ = π/2), by using the φ-averaged three-

metric and extrinsic curvature. Once with this embedding in hands we can not just

obtain directly the r → rkerr mapping, but also a r → tkerr mapping, effectively

allowing us to generate an actual embedding curve on r − t Kerr coordinates.

Because we are only dealing with a one-dimensional version of our 3D space, we

call this method “approximated embedding”.

We describe the actual embedding method (equations and procedure) in

App.B. This method generates very smooth mappings and serves our purposes

well.

On the left side of Fig. 7.16 we see a series of such embeddings, each one

computed at a different evolution time. On the left panel we have the approximated

embedding, of the numerical slice into the Boyer-Lindquist spacetime coordinates.

We show the embedding of the spatial slices at times 5M , 10M , 15M , 20M , 25M ,

and 30M . We assume all the spatial slices start at tBL = 0, as this is simple to do

from our embedding technique (it is just an integration constant), and lets us make

a direct comparison. As the numerical slices so cross the event horizon not at the
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bifurcation point of the Kerr spacetime, the embedding will diverge there. This

just means that the numerical slice goes off of the region charted by the Boyer-

Lindquist map. On the right panel of Fig. 7.16 we present the difference between

the slice at T = 10M and subsequent time slices, which we also have multiplied it

by r2
kerr.

There are four important facts about this figure. First, based on this ap-

proximation, the spatial slice seems to contain a wave that propagates outwards.

In a geometrodynamical point-of-view this is like a ripple of the space, much like a

ripple in a tensile medium. For us this is just a gauge effect, though, but it tell us

some interesting features of the 1+log/Gamma-drive/shifting-shift/shifting-lapse

gauge. Second, by looking at the right panel, we see that this pulse moves at a

speed close to
√

2 which is a propagating gauge speed mode for the 1+log gauge.

This is not much surprising as the embedding of the spatial slice is given by the

lapse condition. Third, we also see that the pulse seems to decay as 1/r2, as it is

indicated on the right panel. We know that the radiation amplitude, and therefore

the radiating curvature (ψ4), decays as 1/r. The energy, on the other hand, goes as

1/r2. If we may speculate, this figure may indicate that there is a coupling between

the gauge and the amount of energy contained in the spatial slice. Lastly, as the

slice pulse passes it leaves behind a stable slice, which is consistent with the fact

that the 1+log family of gauges have the puncture freezing property. More impor-

tantly, the spatial slice stops approaching the physical singularity, which means it
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stops getting farther from the bifurcation point, end eventually stops. We see that

the strong field region undergoes almost no evolution at later times.

On Fig. 7.17 we see the resulting r → rkerr mapping, which is very smooth

and almost time-independent. To proceed, we want to avoid the strong field re-

gion and all the issues that probably come with it, like the diverging signals and

mismatch of slices. Also we would like to avoid the slicing pulse that we can see

propagating to the right on Fig. 7.16. We choose two ranges, one from r∗ = 10 to

r∗ = 30, and the other from r∗ = 20 to r∗ = 30.

To generate initial data for the Teukolsky’s equation we simply zero out the

data outside of our extraction region. On the second run instead of chopping it

sharp, which will generate high frequency noise on the data, we set a damping

exponential around the extraction region. In this way the initial data is regular.

7.5.2 Evolution, Stitching and Results

After extracting a radial section of the numerical data and processing it with

the Lazarus method, in order to obtain a radial section of the ψ4 radiation field,

we proceed to evolving it with Teukolsky’s equations. Here we only look at the

−2Y
2
2 component of the QC0’s ψ4 radiation, as it is the strongest.

We set up the Teukolsky evolution with the outer boundaries at r∗ = −20M

and r∗ = 230M and the extraction radius at 30M and 90M . We let the evolution

run for 120M which is enough time for the pulse to propagate past the extraction
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nents. Here we cut the waves abruptly so we see the tailing dispersed waves, which are

cut out when joining the pieces. On the right we have the final waveform, made from the

extraction region 10-30. The wave portions are put together depending on their shape.

The background parameters are M = 0.974 and a = .669.

radius. Because the Teukolsky’s equations have well defined propagation modes,

and in particular an outgoing mode, all the waves do propagate at the same speed

and therefore the juxtaposition process ought be just a direct matching of the

data. Unfortunately the process does not really happen in this way as the final

“chopped” wave forms do not match exactly if we try to set them together by a

constant time separation.

Part of this mismatch may be explained by the following two approximations.

First, we are assuming that the propagating modes of the Teukolsky equation are

independent from each other, like in the wave equation, and therefore in each mode

the final signal is just given by the initial data of that particular mode. This is

not what we have here. A pulse on Q will very quickly generate a pulse on P ,
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which is back-propagating, and this will in its turn create a “tail” on Q. This tail

is part of the difficulties of the matching, as the field Q does not settle to zero

far from the pulse. Second, we ignore part of the evolution of the wave portions,

specifically the part that gets fed to the P field, falls on the black hole and bounces

back to infinity. Although we see this behavior in our evolutions, it seems that

this recoil is not accounted properly by our methods, producing a larger erroneus

signal. Fortunatelly, this second signal is delayed (as it has to go in and out)

so it is simple to separate it from the other. We simply collect the first original

propagating pulse, leaving the delayed contributions aside (which we would expect

to cancel out after combining all the wave portions). Clearly this requires further

investigation. For our final result, we will simply put the waves together based on

the coordinate time delay, i.e., if we sample at every 10M , we will put the pieces

together 10M apart.

Our first test can be seen in Fig. 7.18, where we are showing the (negative)

imaginary part of the −2Y
2
2 component of the extracted radiation. There we set

the spacelike wave extraction region going from 10M to 30M , and the waveform is

extracted at r∗ = 30 so there is almost no Teukolsky evolution. In this particular

example we chopped the waves with a square template, hence the wavy tail. This

problem can be readily fixed by simply allowing the chopping function to smoothly

go to zero, as we do later on. On the right panel we have an attempt to assemble

the final waveform. Instead of simply putting the pieces at every 10M , we actually
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searched for a match on both the function and on the slope (so that we have a

smooth matching), and then shifted the waves accordingly. This generates nice

looking waveforms but it does not seem to be correct, as the final wave simply gets

squeezed.

A more interesting result can be seen on our second run. Here we want to

probe the three factors that motivated this procedure. First, we want to have all the

radiation to be generated by the binary dynamics and not the linear perturbations.

So we avoid the strong field region by choosing the extraction region to go from

r∗ = 20 → 30. A side effect is that we will need twice more extraction frames than

for the previous case. The second point is to let the spacelike extracted signal to

undergo enough Teukolsky evolution and so letting us probe the possible effects of

the background black hole. For that we set the extraction radius to r∗ = 90. The

third point is to investigate how badly the wave pieces do not overlap. This would

be accentuated by having smaller pieces (in comparison with the first run). This

is so as the P generated tail is mostly independent on the width of the pulse, and

dependent on the amplitude.

In Fig. 7.19 we see the real and the (negative) imaginary part of the −2Y
2
2

component of the extracted radiation. Each color represents a different binary

evolution time, from 5M to 80M . We did not attempt to fine tune the matching,

as each piece is 5M ahead of the previous one. We also trimmed the waves so to

make the function one-to-one, and hence hiding the mismatches. For comparison
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Figure 7.19: Real part of the radiated wave, extracted at r∗ = 90M using the region

20-30, which is narrower and requires more time frames. Each color represents a different

extraction time, and are offset by their nominal amount. This rough offsetting produces

considerable discontinuities on the final wave, although the overall shape, phase and

frequency are compatible with the directly extracted waveform (“Hahndol” line). This

goes for about three cycles and then the waves start to diverge from each other, beyond

130M. This is still a subject of research.
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Figure 7.20: Same for the (negative) imaginary part of the radiation.

we have in black an actual Hahndol radiation extraction curve, which was extracted

at 30M4.

The overall waveform is compatible with the one extracted directly from the

Hahndol code. Although we performed no fine tuning, major features, like peaks,

and the wavelength seems to match. This is an encouraging result, although pre-

liminary, and certainly needs to be better understood. First, under close inspection

we see that the frequency of each particular wave part seems to change, which gen-

erates the “gaps” seen on the figure. One possible explanation is by gauge effects.

Despite the fact that the approximated embedding method generates smooth map-

4This is numerical 30M which is similar to Boyer-Lindquist radial coordinate but not tortoise,

which would be around 31M .
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pings, it is not guaranteed to remove the dependence of the Teukolsky initial data

on the numerical gauge. Gauge effects could change both the proper length or

the precise placement (in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates) of our spacelike extraction

region which would stretch/shrink and delay/advance the wave fragment. Also

one could speculate that, as the radiation is propagating away, the background is

not yet the final Kerr hole, but a more energetic one. But it is too early for us to

address these questions.

Second, the inspiral phase. Here we do not have much simulation done on

this phase, but we do not expect it to generate good results as we certainly still do

not have a single background black hole. On the other hand, the QC0 initial data

do merge very quickly, a fact that can be seen on the waveform, as we only see one

single half-wave before the merger (largest cycle) and ring-down. One attempt to

improve the early part of this waveform would be to consider a higher background

mass, as no energy has yet propagated out to infinity.

At the end tail we see the waveforms not matching. Unfortunately we cannot

yet claim this to be a effect from the black hole, as there are still aspects of this

final simulation that must be sorted out.

7.6 Conclusions

In this work we succeeded in producing a independent implementation of

the Lazarus procedure, which provided us with very similar results as the ones
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of the original Lazarus method. Also our implementation was not identical to

the original paper as we use different evolution techniques for the binary problem

(and, less importantly, a different Teukolsky evolution code), and still we obtain

similar results. This points to some robustness of the Lazarus method. Here, as it

is pointed in the text, our major differences with respect to the original Lazarus

are both the usage of Mesh Refinement, the “1+log” slicing gauge, the gamma-

driver shift condition and the moving punctures. Unfortunately, it seems difficult

to improve over the original Lazarus procedure, in the context of this thesis.

As pointed out in this chapter, abrupt variations on the numerical fields seem

to generate surprisingly large effects on the Teukolsky evolution. We dealt with two

such abrupt variations, one kind coming from the mesh refinement interfaces, and

a second kind coming from the boundaries. We found that by using a smoothing

algorithm we could satisfactorily get rid of the first kind of noise. The second one

we eliminated by adding a damped tail to the initial data, avoiding a chopped tail.

Here we used the 1+log gauge, which shares similarities with the Maximal

slicing, like the fact that both gauges freeze before reaching the singularities. On

the other hand, the fact that we are using the “shifted” 1+log and the gamma-

driver gauges introduces another class of error. Such gauges allow for the presence

of gauge waves, which are non-physical but have a clear numerical reality to them.

It seems from this chapter that there exists a relation between such gauge waves and

some invariant quanties like I or the Coulomb scalar χ5. This makes it difficult to

5Clearly one does not expect the gauge to affect an invariant. This relation may be due to an
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accomplish the mapping between the numerical slice and a slice on the background,

undermining a basic step of the original Lazarus procedure.

To solve this problem we developed a simple method to define the radial

coordinate mapping. This method allows us to apply the Lazarus method at later

times and therefore continue our experimentation. Here we used this method in

new approach, the “spacelike” wave extraction. This would certainly avoid the

complications of dealing with noisy data on the strong field region, and in effect

only using the Lazarus procedure on the weak field region. This did allow us to

obtain a waveform for the QC0 binary black hole case.

For the future, we could explore the unresolved issues on the spacelike wave

extraction techniques. We could not yet give a definite answer to the question of

the influence of the background black hole on the radiation. Also we could not

assert that the Lazarus method does completely work at regions far away from

the field. Although we showed that by considering only the farther regions we can

obtain a reasonable waveform.

Also, it would be interesting to investigate the source of the strong signals

that are originated in our simulations. It would be interesting to quantify them

based on the shape of the sources (the discontinuities of the initial data), and to

elaborate on better methods to mitigate this issue.

Finally, we would be interested in perfecting the embedding method used,

actual physical process, or due to a numerical effect.
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in order to obtain a more faithful picture of the actual embedding. Maybe by

using horizon penetrating coordinates (like Kerr-Schild) we could have more precise

embedding maps. Also working with two-dimensional spatial manifold (r−θ) could

give us both a better picture of the embedding as well as a way to fix the θ gauge.

On the binary evolution side we could try the new improvements to the

Lazarus method, presented in [CKL06], where they use invariant methods to obtain

the tetrad basis, instead of assuming the BCL and the performing a series of fixed

transformations.

Finally, a more involving approach is to use the full numerical evolution to

provide not just initial data but inner boundary data for the Teukolsky evolu-

tion, therefore avoiding to have just spacelike “blocks” of waves but also having

a mix with timelike data. Also it would be certainly interesting to use the Max-

imal Slicing and see the effects of Mesh Refinement on the Lazarus procedure.

Maybe more interesting would be to recast the Teukolsky equation in terms of the

non-symmetrical Maximal Slicing, in which the lapse at the horizon does evolve.

Although there is only the Maximal Analytical solution for the a = 0 case, this

would give us a good idea as to whether the slicing mismatch is really the source

of our difficulties.
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Appendix A

Basis vector and the 3+1 splitting

The concept of vector and co-vector basis and their connection with the 3+1

splitting is sometime confusing. Here we will go over a few details always keeping in

mind the geometrical nature of the 3+1 splitting. We will be mostly rephrasing the

statements from Chapter 2. First we will define the vector/covector basis natural

to the global time function. Then with the metric we can construct a normal basis

and from there clarify the concept of shift vector.

X0
i

X0
i

X0
idTa

ta
dX a

X i X2
i

1

T

T

T

0

1

2

Figure A.1: Representation of the coordinate system (T,Xi). The solid horizontal lines

indicate constant T slices. The diagonal dotted lines indicate constant Xi lines. The

vector basis {ta, ∂i
a} and dual basis {dTa, dXi

a} are indicated. In this figure the duality

of the basis is partially depicted, i.e. tadXi
a = 0, ∂i

adTa = 0.
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Consider the global time function T , defined on the manifold M, and the

submanifold defined by T (xµ) = Tc. This scalar naturally defines a 1-form (the

gradient) dTµ ≡ ∂µT , which points to the direction of maximum growth of T .

The parameter Tc defines a family of submanifolds, the slices of M, defined by

xµ = xµ(Tc;X
i), which is parametrized by the scalars X i. If we keep the spatial

parameters X i constant, we have that:

dxµ(T ;X i)

dT
|Xi = tµ = (∂T )µ, (A.1)

which simply says that the curves of constant X i are the integral curves of a

vector tµ. We call this vector the “time vector”. Once the spatial coordinates X i

are defined we have a natural set of spatial vectors: ∂i
µ = ∂ix

µ, and they point

on the direction which only X i vary. Finally we look for the 1-form gradient of

X i. Similarly to ∂µt the covector ∂µX
i have no components parallel to the plane

X i = X0.

A geometrical construction of the above discussion is given on Fig. A.1. Here

we have a coordinate system (T,X i) which gives us the coordinate basis and dual

{∂T
a, ∂i

a} ↔ {dTa, dX
i
a}. (A.2)

Now we define the unit normal vector n̂a = −αgabdTb, where α is the lapse

function. Together with the spatial vector ∂i
a, we can construct the basis/co-basis

pair

{n̂a, ∂i
a} ↔ {αdTa, dXa

i + βidTa}, (A.3)
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where in enforcing the duality we defined gti = βi/α2. This basis is the “3+1”

basis.

It is sometime important to know the components of a vector in either the

coordinate basis and the 3+1 basis. In general we have that

V a = V 0
ct

a + V i
c∂i

a = V 0
3n̂

a + V i
3∂i

a, (A.4)

where V µ
c are the components of the vector V a in the coordinate basis, and V µ

3 are

the components in the 3 + 1 basis. By contracting with the appropriated covector

we can extract the relations below














V 0
3 = αV 0

c

V i
3 = V i

c + βiV 0
c















V 0
c = 1/αV 0

3

V i
c = V i

3 − βi/αV i
3

(A.5)
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A.1 Slicing formulas and relations

Give the time function t(xµ) we have the

α = (−gab∇at∇bt)
−1/2, (A.6)

na = −αgab∇bt, (A.7)

n2 = −1, (A.8)

gabna∇bt =
1

α
, (A.9)

gabn
atb = −α (A.10)

gabn
a∂i

b = 0 (A.11)

gabna∂bX
i = βi/α2 (A.12)

hab = gab + nanb, (A.13)

aa = nb∇bna, (A.14)

gabaanb = 0, (A.15)

ab =
1

α
Dbα. (A.16)

The following relations show that na is irrotational,i.e., state the fact that

the curl of a gradient is zero.

dn = −dα ∧ dt ↔ ∇[anb] = −∇[aα∇b]t, (A.17)

n ∧ dn = αdt ∧ dα ∧ dt = 0 ↔ n[a∇bnc] = 0, (A.18)
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This next relation is particularly important.

0 = n.(n ∧ dn) = (A.19)

−dn+ n ∧ (n.d)n+ n ∧ (dn.n) =

= dn+ n ∧ a ↔ n[aab] + ∇[anb] = 0,

Now two statements involving Lie derivatives. The Lie derivative of a spatial

vector w.r.t. a spatial vector is spatial. Given two vectors V a and W a, such that

v.n = w.n = 0, we have

na£WV
a = naW

b∇bV
a − naV

b∇bW
a = (A.20)

= −(∇bna)W
bV a + ∇bnaV

bW a = V aW b∇[anb] =

= V aW bn[baa] = 0

The Lie derivative os a spatial vector w.r.t. the time vector is spatial. Given

that ta = αna, we have

na£tV
a = na£αnV

a = naα£nV
a − na∇V αn

a = (A.21)

= αna(∇nV
a −∇V n

a) −∇V α(−1)

= −αabV
b + ∇V α = 0.

Finally, three statements about the Lie derivative of the normal vector. The
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first and the last one are particularly important. On the last one we used Eq. (A.19)

£nna = nb∇bna = aa, (A.22)

£n(nanb) = nc∇c(nanb), (A.23)

£nhab = ∇(anb) + nc∇cn(bnb). (A.24)

Appendix B

Approximated Embedding

One of the possible reason for the failure of the Lazarus method at late times

is that the numerical data evolves to a slice which is not a t =const Boyer-Lindquist

cut of the Kerr spacetime. It would be interesting to measure such a mismatch.

One way is to compute this mismatch is to directly embed the numerical slice

into the Kerr spacetime in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates. The numerical coordinate

system defines three coordinate basis vectors on the numerical slice. We could then

find the integral curves of these vectors and therefore have an explicit X i(xµ). But

we have some reasons not to do that. First the data used by the Lazarus procedure

is φ-integrated so in practice we only have two-dimensional sheets, and so we may

just consider the r-t-θ portion of the background. Also we can limit ourselves to the

equatorial plane, as this is the plane from which we compute the radial coordinate

mapping. Therefore we only consider the Boyer-Lindquist r-t sector of the Kerr

background.

With these simplifications the embedding becomes much simpler to obtain.
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If we represent the radial basis vector of the slice by ∂µ
R, the embedding is then

given by solving the simple ODE

dxµ

dR
= ∂µ

R(xν), (B.1)

for the fields r(R) and t(R), which are the Boyer-Lindquist coordinate functions,

as a function of the slice spatial coordinate.

To integrate the above equation we need to know more about the right hand

side, and as we are in two dimensions, we just need two pieces of information: the

fact that the radial vector ∂µ
R is orthogonal to the slice,

0 = gµν∂
µ
Rn

ν (B.2a)

= ∂r
Rnr + ∂t

Rnt

∂t
R = −nr

nt
∂r

R, (B.2b)

and the definition of the spatial tree-metric,

gRR(R) = gµν∂
µ
R∂

ν
R (B.3a)

= (∂r
R)2grr + 2(∂r

R)(∂t
R)grt + (∂t

R)2gtt

(∂r
R)2 =

gRR(R)
n2

r

n2

t

gtt − 2nr

nt
grt + grr

= C2. (B.3b)

These equations express the size (gRR) of the radial vector and its direction (the or-

thogonality to the slice). In those equations we now have the nµ as a new unknown.

To find values for it we use the next key ingredient, which is the Extrinsic Cur-

vature equation Eq. (2.11) and Eq. (2.12), which on this one-dimensional problem
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gets expressed as

∂µ
R

dnµ

dR
= KRR(R) + ∂µ

R∂
ν
RΓσ

µνnσ = A. (B.4)

Also we use the normalization condition of nµ as the second equation

n2 = −1 −→ d

dR
(nµnµ) = 0 −→ ∇R(nµnµ) = 0 −→ nµ∇Rnµ = 0

nµdnµ

dR
=

1

2
gµν,ρn

µnν∂ρ
R =

1

2

(

gtt,r(n
t)2 + grr,r(n

r)2
)

∂r
R = B. (B.5)

Observe that on the above equations, the lower-case index metric (grr and gtt)

are the Kerr background quantities expressed in terms of the Boyer-Lindquist

coordinates, and are given in terms of the background mass M and spin parameter

a. On the other hand, the upper-case metric (gRR) and extrinsic curvature (KRR)

are quantities defined on the spatial slice. In our case they are numerically provided

by the binary evolution data.

Now we can algebraically solve for both nr and nt, which let us solve alge-

braically for ∂r
R and ∂r

R. For our Kerr background, the metric gµν has r-t term,

and then we use that nt = gttnt and nr = grrnr. Therefore the set of equation we

need to solve is






















































dt(R)

dR
= ∓nr

nt
C

dr(R)

dR
= ±C

dnt(R)

dR
=

B∂r
R − Agrrnr

gttnt∂
r
R − ∂t

Rg
rrnr

dnr(R)

dR
=

B∂t
R − Agttnt

grrnr∂t
R − ∂r

Rg
ttnt

(B.6)

In the first equation we choose the minus sign and on the second the plus sign. This

is consistent with the fact that on our side of the horizon, i.e. on our “universe”,
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both rk and R change on the same direction. In order to obtain a accurate result

we also impose the constraint n2 = −1 on every timestep.

The quantities A, B and C depend on gRR and KRR which are taken from

the numerical simulation. Ideally the knowledge of these two quantities would

be enough to specify the whole embedding, but here we have to consider some

issues. First in the Boyer-Lindquist coordinate system, on the r-t sector, the

metric diverges at the horizon, so we would only obtain a valid solution only up

to r+. That is not the case, though, as we never use gtt, therefore in principle we

could evolve past the horizon. Numerically we will solve beyond this point, but

because the sign of the square root Eq. (B.3b) is not reversed (it would complicate

the algorithm) we will not get a valid answer.

As this is a 1st order system, the initial condition will be the normal and the

radial coordinate vector at a point near the outer boundary. As distant from the

black holes we assume that the numerical slice is fairly a t constant Boyer-Lindquist

slice, we set the initial condition for r, t, nr and nt accordingly to

• r is taken from the I invariant formula Eq. (6.33), i.e., r = r(R(I)), large R.

• t = 0 as we assume at for large values of R the slice is a KerrBL slice.

• nr = 0 for the same reason.

• nt = −α, which the lapse function is the Boyer-Lindquist lapse give by

Eq. (D.4).
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For the integration we use the usual Runge-Kutta 4th order algorithm.

Finally, there is an issue which may be much more fundamental for the

Lazarus approach. The actual numerical spacetime, in which the slice is taken, is

not Kerr but a perturbation of it. It is not hard to see that if we make a 1st order

perturbation on the metric,

gµν −→ gµν + ǫhµν , (B.7)

the equation Eq. (B.6) will depend linearly on ǫ therefore the embedding will be

0th order invariant. This is a problem if one wants to use this embedding as a

wave extraction mechanism as it would not easily be able to distinguish between

perturbation and background. But for the sake of knowing no-radiation related

issue this will useful.

Appendix C

Spinors

As it is demonstrated and extensively applied in [PR], there is a mapping

between a four dimensional real vector space with the flat ηab metric and a two

dimensional complex vector space, the spinor space, with metric ǫαβ . A pair of

spinors ξα and χα are related to a 4-vector by means of:

V a = σa
αα̇ξ

αχ̄α̇, (C.1)
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which is the usual notation in other contexts but is neglected in the above reference,

where the authors omit the Sigma matrices (which are the usual Pauli matrices

times factor of 1/
√

2).

We define the spinor basis to be the spinors oα = (1, 0)α and ια = (0, 1)α,

and the metric to be ǫαβ =









0 1

−1 0









. Fundamental is the relation between the

spinor basis and the null tetrad on the covered vector space:

la
σ
= oαōα̇ (C.2a)

na σ
= ιαῑα̇ (C.2b)

ma σ
= oαῑα̇, (C.2c)

where the symbol
σ
= reminds us of the presence of the sigma matrices. The barred

spinors represents complex conjugated and their indices are marked with a dot.

One can show that the Weyl tensor is mapped to a rank 4 totally symmetric

spinor ψαβγδ as follows

Cabcd
σ
=Cαα̇ββ̇γγ̇δδ̇ = ψαβγδ ǭα̇β̇ ǭγ̇δ̇ + ψ̄α̇β̇γ̇δ̇ǫαβǫγδ. (C.3)

In terms of the curvature spinor the Weyl scalars are given by contracting this
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spinor with the basis oα and ια, which gives us:

ψ0 = ψ0000 = ψαβγδo
αoβoγoδ,

ψ1 = ψ0001 = ψαβγδo
αoβoγιδ,

ψ2 = ψ0011 = ψαβγδo
αoβιγιδ,

ψ3 = ψ0111 = ψαβγδo
αιβιγιδ,

ψ4 = ψ1111 = ψαβγδι
αιβιγιδ.

(C.4)

C.1 Tranformation on the Weyl spinors

To compute the effects of the tetrad transformations given by Eq. (6.43)

on the Weyl scalars, as give in Eq. (C.4), we first point out that that tetrad

transformations are equivalent to the spinor transformation:

oα → õα =

√

FaFb

2









√
A+

i
√
Ai









α

, (C.5)

ια → ι̃α =
−i√
2FaFb









√
A−

i
√
A+









α

. (C.6)

By applying these transformations to the definitions Eq. (C.4) we will obtain the

resulting transformations Eq. (6.47). Folloing is a simple Mathematica algebraic

routine to compute this transformation.

o=Sqrt[Fa Fb/2]*{Sqrt[Ap],I*Sqrt[Am]}

i=Sqrt[1/(2 Fa Fb)]*{-I*Sqrt[Am],Sqrt[Ap]}

Psi={{
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{{ psi0,psi1 }, {psi1,psi2}}

, {{ psi1,psi2 }, {psi2,psi3}}

},

{

{{ psi1,psi2 }, {psi2,psi3}}

, {{ psi2,psi3 }, {psi3,psi4}}

}}

psi1=Psi.o.o.o.o

psi2=Psi.o.o.o.i

psi3=Psi.o.o.i.i

psi4=Psi.o.i.i.i

psi5=Psi.i.i.i.i

In doing the calculations leading to Eq. (6.71) we also use the spinor rep-

resentation of the curvature tensors. For example, suppose we want to compute

the quantity Rabcdv
albmcld, which actually occurs in the evaluation of £tψ1. Using

the definition of Eq. (C.3) and replacing the unknown vector va by the unknown
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bispinor vxẋ, we have

R µ l m n

xẋ oȯ oι̇ oȯ

= ψxoooǭẋȯǭι̇ȯ,

ẋ = 1, x = 0 ψ0 ma m̄a

x = 1 ψ1 na −la
,

where the top line shows how the indices go from the vector to the spinor rep-

resentation, and on the lower line we have the non-zero possibilities, followed by

the resulting spinor, the vector that va becomes, and the covector associated to va

(which is exactly the term contracting with ab on Eq. (6.67)). This implies that

Rabcdv
albmcld = ψ0v

m + ψ1v
n = ψ0vm − ψ1vl. (C.7)

When dealing to the basis transformation, like Eq. (6.70), we can use a similar

technique to evaluate the result. Suppose that we transform the first la appearing

on ψ1 = Rnlmn using the transformation la → Ama +Bm̄a. We would then get

Rnlmn → ARmlmn +BRm̄lmn.

To know what those contractions are, we use the definition Eq. (C.3), and we get

R m l m n

oι̇ oȯ oι̇ ιι̇

= ψoooιǭι̇ȯǭι̇ι̇ + ψ̄ι̇ȯι̇ι̇ǫooǫoι = 0

R m̄ l m n

ιȯ oȯ oι̇ ιι̇

= ψιooιǭȯȯǭι̇ι̇ + ψ̄ȯȯι̇ι̇ǫιoǫoι = −ψ̄2.
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The effects of the transformations Eq. (6.70) can be simply translated to the

spinor representation by means of Eq. (C.2). For example, if la → Ala + Bna we

then have that

oαōα̇ → Aoαōα̇ +Bιαῑα̇,

where the transformation happens in pairs of basis spinors.

Following is the Mathematica program that implements this dyadic transfor-

mation, given by Eq. (6.70), and finds their effects on the Weyl scalars. Here the

transformation obeys the Leibniz rule (as it comes from a Lie derivative) and in

this respect is different from the transformations Eq. (6.43).

(* Define the Trace operator *)

(* Given a tensor T..a..b.. compute the contracrion T..a..a.. *)

Tr[T_,m_,n_]:= Module[{arr,i,Tt},

(* Get rank *)

rank=TensorRank[T];

(* If indices are invalid return False *)

If[m>rank||n>rank||m<1||n<1, Return[False]];

(* If tensor is scalar or vector, do nothing *)

If[rank==0||rank==1||m==n,Return[T]];

(* Generate index list for contraction *)

(* For example, if tensor is of rank 6, generate *)
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(* arr={1,2,3,4,5,6} *)

(* If I want to contract indices 2 and 4, change arr to: *)

(* arr={1,5,2,5,3,4} *)

(* As the Transpose operator will "collapse the repeated entries *)

arr=Array[#1&,{rank}];

For[i=m,i<=rank,i=i+1,arr[[i]]=arr[[i]]-1];

For[i=n,i<=rank,i=i+1,arr[[i]]=arr[[i]]-1];

arr[[m]]=rank-1; arr[[n]]=rank-1;

Tt=Transpose[T,arr];

(* Brake the now innermost level from List to Plus *)

Apply[Plus,Tt,{rank-2}]

]

(* Tensor products are generated by the Outer command *)

(* For example, if Aabc and Bdefg are two tensors, AxBabcdefg =

Outer[Times,A,B] *)

(* To simplify, let us define *)

TP[a_,b_]:=Outer[Times,a,b]

TP[a_,b_,c_,d_]:=Outer[Times,a,b,c,d]

TP[a_,b_,c_,d_,e_]:=Outer[Times,a,b,c,d,e]

(* Special spinor contraction *)
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(* Many times during spinor contraction we must perform operation like

*)

(* Tabcd Mcdef = Aabef *)

(* To use the ’.’ operator we would have to transpose a pair of indices

*)

(* double contraction *)

DC[a_,b_]:=Module[{r},r=TensorRank[a]; Tr[a.Transpose[b,{1,2}],r-1,r]]

(* which is the same as *)

DC2[a_,b_]:=Module[{r},r=TensorRank[a]; Tr[Tr[TP[a,b],r-1,r+1],r-1,r]]

(* Spinors *)

o={1,0}

i={0,1}

(* NP tetrad *)

l=TP[o,o]

n=TP[i,i]

m=TP[o,i]
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mb=TP[i,o]

(* Weyl Curvature Spinor *)

(* Epsilon *)

E2={{0,1},{-1,0}}

(* Totally symmetric rank-4 spinor *)

(* PSIabcd *)

Psi={{

{{ psi0,psi1 }, {psi1,psi2}},

{{ psi1,psi2 }, {psi2,psi3}}},

{

{{ psi1,psi2 }, {psi2,psi3}},

{{ psi2,psi3 }, {psi3,psi4}}

}}

(* Same for Psi-bar *)

Psib={{

{{ psi0b,psi1b}, {psi1b,psi2b}},

{{ psi1b,psi2b}, {psi2b,psi3b}}

},

{
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{{ psi1b,psi2b}, {psi2b,psi3b}},

{{ psi2b,psi3b}, {psi3b,psi4b}}

}}

(* Construct full tensor *)

(* The Spinor form of the Curvature tensor is *)

(* Raa’bb’cc’dd’ = Psiabcd E2a’b’ E2c’d’ + E2ab E2cd Psia’b’c’d’ *)

R1=TP[Psi,TP[E2,E2]]

R2=TP[E2,TP[E2,Psib]]

(* Change the index order from abcda’b’c’d’ to aa’bb’cc’dd’ *)

arr={1,3,5,7,2,4,6,8}

Riemman=Transpose[R1,arr]+Transpose[R2,arr]

(* Compute the following contraction *)

(* Raa’bb’cc’dd’ VaVa’VbVb’VcVc’Vdvd’ *)

(* Again the transpositions are important *)

Contract8[a8_,b8_]:=

Tr[Tr[Tr[Tr[Tr[Tr[Tr[Tr[TP[a8,

Transpose[b8,{8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1}]],8,9],7,8],6,7],5,6],4,5],3,4],2,3],1,2]
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(* The problem *)

(* The Lie derivative of the BCL tetrad with respect to the unit normal

vector is given by : *)

lieLaa = DrA (l+n) - I DrB (m-mb)

lieNaa = -(DrA (l+n) - I DrB (m-mb))

lieMaa = DtA (l+n) - I DtB (m-mb)

lieMbaa = (DtA (l+n) - I DtB (m-mb))

Lie = {lieLaa,lieNaa,lieMaa,lieMbaa}

Base = {l,n,m,mb}

li = 1

ni = 2

mi = 3

mbi = 4

(* Define the transformation of a tensor product of the basis vectors *)

(* We have to apply the Liebnitz rule *)

Lies[i_,j_,k_,l_]:= TP[Lie[[i]],Base[[j]],Base[[k]],Base[[l]] ]+

TP[Base[[i]],Lie[[j]],Base[[k]],Base[[l]] ]+
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TP[Base[[i]],Base[[j]],Lie[[k]],Base[[l]] ]+

TP[Base[[i]],Base[[j]],Base[[k]],Lie[[l]] ]

lieuull:= {{lieLaa,lieMaa},{lieMbaa,lieNaa}}

(* Take the lie derivative of the following tensors *)

(* lmlm , nlml , lmmbn , lnmbn , nmbnmb *)

lmlm = Lies[li,mi,li,mi]

nlml = Lies[ni,li,mi,li]

lmmbn= Lies[li,mi,mbi,ni]

lnmbn= Lies[li,ni,mbi,ni]

nmbnmb=Lies[ni,mbi,ni,mbi]

(* Contract with the Riemman spinor *)

RLielnlm =Collect[Simplify[Contract8[Riemman,lmlm]],{DrA,DrB,DtA,DtB}]

RLienlml =Collect[Simplify[Contract8[Riemman,nlml]],{DrA,DrB,DtA,DtB}]

RLielmmbn =Collect[Simplify[Contract8[Riemman,lmmbn]],{DrA,DrB,DtA,DtB}]

RLielnmbn =Collect[Simplify[Contract8[Riemman,lnmbn]],{DrA,DrB,DtA,DtB}]

RLienmbnmb=Collect[Simplify[Contract8[Riemman,nmbnmb]],{DrA,DrB,DtA,DtB}]

(* END *)
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Appendix D

Kerr Black Hole

D.1 Initial Data

The Kerr metric, when expressed in Boyer-Lindquist (BL) coordinates, as-

sumes the form:

ds2 = −
(

1 − 2Mr

Σ

)

dt2 − 4aMr

Σ
sin2 θdtdφ+

(

Σ

∆

)

dr2 + Σdθ2 +
Ω

Σ
sin2 θdφ2,

(D.1)

where

∆ = r2 − 2Mr + a2,

Σ = r2 + a2 cos2 θ,

Ω = [(r2 + a2) − aβφ] Σ.

(D.2)

Before proceeding, let me make some remarks about this metric. First we

notice the presence of the shift term, which simply by inspection is given by

βφ = −2aMr

Σ
sin2 θ, βφ =

2aMr

Ω
. (D.3)

The presence of this shift makes the Kerr metric static. The coordinate

system rotates azimuthally with the angular speed given by the magnitude of the

shift vector1 : ω = βφ =
gtφ

gφφ
. The lapse function can be written as:

α2 = gtt + βφβ
φ =

Σ∆

Ω
. (D.4)

1If one chooses to not have the crossed t − φ term, than the metric would have and explicit
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Secondly we look at the singularities of this metric. The zeroes of ∆ = 0

represent the two horizons of Kerr. These two radii are

r± = M ±
√
M2 + a2. (D.5)

Following we have the singular locations where Σ = 0. As is well explained

elsewhere[Wal84], this represent the ring-shaped singularity of a Kerr black hole.

This fact won’t be relevant for us.

From the full Kerr 4-metric we can directly extract the initial 3-metric by

setting t to a constant:

dl2 =
Σ

∆
dr2 + Σdθ2 +

Ω

Σ
dφ2. (D.6)

Now let’s turn to the extrinsic curvature Kij . As we know,

Kij =
−1

2
£nagij =

−1

2α
(£ta − £βa)gij = (D.7)

=
−1

2α

(

∂tgij −D(iβj)

)

. (D.8)

Because we have a static metric, ∂tgij = 0, this expression simplifies to:

Kij = − 1

2α
(D(iβj)) =















Drβφ = ∂rβφ − 3Γφ
rφ

Dθβφ = ∂θβφ − 3Γφ
θφ

, (D.9)

which are the only non-zero terms2.

time dependency in its grr and gθθ components, which would read grr → grr + (∂rω)2gφφ and

gθθ → gθθ + (∂rω)2gφφ.
2It’s nice to see that in a non-static coordinate system the calculation of Kij is even simpler,
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Without much trouble, we find the Christoffel symbols to simply be:

3Γφ
iφ =

−1

2
gφφ∂ig

φφ, i = r, θ.

The calculation than follows as:

Krφ =
−1

2α

(

∂rβφ − βφγ
φφ∂rγφφ

)

= (D.10)

=
−βφ

2α

[

1

r
− 2r

Σ
− Ω,r

Ω
+

Σ,r

Σ

]

= (D.11)

=
−βφ

2α

1

Ω

[

Ω

r
− 2r(r2 + a2) − Σ(2r − a

βφ

r
)

]

, (D.12)

and similarly for Kθφ. Therefore we have for the extrinsic curvature

Krφ = α
2
βφ

{

1
r
− 1

Ω

[

(2r − arβφ(
1
r2 − 2

Σ
))Σ + 2rΩ

Σ

]}

Kθφ =
√

∆
ΩΣ
βφa

2 sin θ cos θ.

(D.13)

The trace of Kij , a scalar invariant, is

TrK = Kijg
ij = 0. (D.14)

This is true because Kij has no diagonal components and the 3-metric is diagonal.

D.2 Isotropic coordinates

It is well known that the Kerr slice crosses the physical singularity, at least for

some values of θ. As it happened for the Schwartz child case, this is an undesired

for we would have:

Kij =
1

2α
γφφ∂rω.
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feature and has to be controlled. As we did before, we will change the actual

spacetime slice by means of a radial coordinate change.

The näıve attempt to use isotropic coordinates will show itself unfruitful, as

it is demonstrated that the Kerr black hole cannot be written is as a conformal

flat metric. Aware of this fact, we follow the steps of[BCL02] and define a “quasi-

isotropic” coordinates, by requiring at least the r − θ sector of the metric to be

conformally flat.

In this way, we ask for a metric of the form:

dl2 = Φ4(R, θ)(dR2 +R2dθ2 +R2Ξ2 sin2 θdφ2), (D.15)

where R is the new radial coordinate, and we shall call it simply isotropic radius.

To find the relation between the Kerr and isotropic radius, we equate the last

equation to Eq. D.6. The dθ2 components will give:

Φ4 =
Σ

R2
, (D.16)

and the identity of the radial parts will render and equation, which integrated is:

∫ r

r0

dr

∆
= ±

∫ R

R0

dR√
R
. (D.17)

Remember that the Kerr black hole in BL coordinates has three distinct regions,

and we want to map the outer one. So we have to impose that r0 ≥ r+, otherwise

∆ will be negative. The isotropic R0 is arbitrary. More precisely we have r0 = r+

and R0 = (r+ + r−) = 2
√
M2 − a2. Performing the integral will yield:

r = R+M +
M2 − a2

4R
. (D.18)
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The final φ term will give us

Ξ2 =
Ω

Σ2
. (D.19)

This function, which gives the difference from a pure conformally flat metric, will

represent a mixing of x− y terms when we go to cartesian coordinates.

Now let us discuss the behavior of the metric Eq. (D.15). The conformal

factor Φ is singular only at the origin, but this is just a coordinate singularity (as

in the Schwartz child case). This can be seen by means of the mapping r = r(R);

both R = 0 and R = ∞ are mapped to r = ∞. The smallest Kerr radius r we

can have is r+ by definition, which also can be seen by looking at the minimum of

Eq. (D.18).

The change on the extrinsic curvature is given by the factor ∂R
∂r

= R
∆

, applied

on the radial index. So we have

KRφ = aM sin2 θ√
ΩΣR

(r2 − a2 + 2r2(r2 + a2)/Σ)

Kθφ =
√

∆
ΩΣ
βφa

2 sin θ cos θ.

(D.20)

D.3 Cartesian coordinates

The final form of our equations must be in cartesian coordinates for us to be

able to use them numerically. This is easily achieved by the standard transforma-

tions of tensors from spherical to cartesian coordinates. Here we will just state the

results and point to a detail on the conformal factor.

The conformal factor, being the determinant of the metric, is a pseudoscalar
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and therefore dependent of the coordinates. If the Kerr 3-metric metric were con-

formally flat, than the conformal factor would be just Ψ4, in cartesian coordinates,

once the determinant of the flat metric is 1. But the Ξ term adds a complexity.

The Kerr 3-metric, Eq. (D.6), expressed in cartesian coordinates is:

gc
ij = Φ4[(x2 + y2Ξ2)

dx2

ρ2
+ 2xy(1 − Ξ2)

dxdy

ρ2
+ (x2Ξ2 + y2)

dy2

ρ2
+ dz2], (D.21)

where x,y and z are the cartesian coordinates and ρ =
√

x2 + y2. Computing the

determinant we obtain the conformal factor as being:

Φc = Φ4Ξ2/3, φs =
1

4
ln Φ4, φr =

1

12
ln Ξ2, (D.22)

where φs and φr are respectively the singular and regular part of the logarithm of

the conformal factor, important for the numerical evolution 4.1.1.

The extrinsic curvature expressed in cartesian coordinates is:

Kxx = −2xy
rρ2 A = −Kyy

Kxy = x2−y2

rρ2 A

A = Krφ + z
rρ
Kθφ

Kxz = −y
rρ
B

Kyz = x
rρ
B

B = Krφ
z
ρ
− 1

r
Kθφ.

(D.23)
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